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Public and commercial buildings, homes, industrial plant and infrastructure.

Small, large, complex and heavy weight.

Sinking foundations, leaning buildings, cracking walls, uneven and unstable 
infrastructure.

25 years international experience, we re-level with the world-leading JOG integrated 
computer grouting technology, likened to ‘keyhole surgery’ with minimum disruption.

Talk to us about solutions. 

Reliable. Practical. Safe. Accurate. Economical.

Subsidence? 
Relevel your structures.
Stabilise your foundations.

Mainmark Ground Engineering (UK) Ltd
www.mainmark.co  •  mge.uk@mainmark.co  •  020 3355 9711
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M A R K  H A N S F O R D
E D I T O R

We must focus on 
technology

ell, this Autumn has been a fairly momentous one for 
the British construction industry. Three major govern-
ment announcements about major infrastructure pro-
jects had already been given a big boost and now the 
Autumn Statement has offered further encouragement.

The three big decisions of course concerned Hinkley Point C, Heath-
row and now High Speed 2. Sceptics could argue that all three projects 
have hurdles to overcome before we see shovels in the ground. But 
all three projects are talking very assertively about cracking on. That’s 
great news for the industry. 

And that’s not the end of it. There was much noise that the gov-
ernment would look to invest in infrastructure as a means to boost 
the economy in November’s Autumn Statement. And that’s been the 
case with chancellor Philip Hammond announcing £1bn-plus for road 
schemes that will help cut congestion and provide quick productivity 
improvements.

And what of the long-term future for infrastructure? The future that 
many of you are going to be charged with delivering?

Because while the government rightly talks of spending on the big 
projects, there is never going to be enough money available to keep 
building (and rebuilding) our way out of trouble.

The National Needs Assessment, the recently published ICE-led, 
15-month study into the UK’s infrastructure needs to 2050 made that 
very clear. Technology-led capacity boosts or demand-management re-
straints are where the ICE sees the real wins.

It is good thinking. There’s a very sound argument for using driver-
less cars to boost capacity and road pricing to manage demand in high-
ways; for using digital signalling to boost capacity and traffic control 
to manage demand in rail; and for using smart energy grids and local 
storage to tackle energy needs.

And the government does get this. The Autumn Statement illustrates 
that with almost £400M set aside to develop future transport technolo-
gies and another £450M to trial digital signalling. This represents a fan-
tastic opportunity, one we examine in this issue.

But it throws up a huge question: Is our industry ready to deliver 

these kinds of solutions?
It would be very easy to see those looming Grands Projets: Heathrow, 

Hinkley and High Speed 2 and fret about where we’re going to get the 
people and other resources from. To see that as the big question. To 
obsess about the “skills crisis”. 

But the reality is that there’s no crisis there. The reality is that  we 
have  always found the people we need when we’ve needed them (and 
then, sadly, got rid of them again when we do not). It is what makes this 
industry what it is – for better or for worse.

No, the real question is where do we do go to get the people that can 
ensure we deliver those three Grands Projets differently: safer; greener; 

more efficiently; and with a better long-term outcome for the end-user?
Where do we go to get the people that can capitalise on the oppor-

tunities afforded by smart materials – as explored in our supertheme 
for this month? And then, from there, where do we go to get the people 
that we are going to need to do the next generation of Grand Projets: the 
digital railway; the digital highway; the digital grid?

That’s the real question. And that’s the question we examine in the 
skills report in this issue. It’s also a question that our Graduates of the 
Year – revealed inside – are determined to explore. We’ll hear more from 
all of them over the next 12 months as we work with them to propagate 
the ideas that can, and must, move our industry forward; to bring in the 
skills we need for the future.

And that’s far more exciting than fretting about skills shortages. 
● mark.hansford@emap.com, twitter @markhansford

New Civil Engineer

“The real question is where do 
we go to get the people that 

can ensure we deliver those three 
Grands Projets differently?

W
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Our smart technologies experts have developed CREATE 
– a programme which automates many of the routine stages of 
common ‘commodity’ design projects. First applied to water pumping 
stations, it cuts a job that typically takes 15 days to just 15 minutes. 
Human input is needed to set the task and check the final design. 
The machine does the rest, freeing our engineers to do what they 
are best at – innovative problem-solving and specialist, high value 
design work. The Smart Infrastructure revolution is here. 
The question is: how fast can you change?

We are Mott MacDonald.
We open opportunities with connected thinking.

mottmac.com

The day that lasted 
one minute

NCE_PrintAdvert7_KB.indd   1 25/11/2016   15:02:14
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provide more people with better 
opportunities and on top of all  
this the generational challenge of 
climate change. 

The ICE-led National Needs 
Assessment (NNA) laid bare the 
scale of what needs to be done: 
reversing the congestion on the  
road network that is costing us  
£2bn per annum; protecting the 
millions of homes at risk from 
flooding; and providing an extra 
300TWh/year of energy.   

The government is already taking 
on the NNA’s recommendations. 

It is taking action to catalyse 
wider access to high speed 
broadband. It has made funds 
available for investment in 
infrastructure that can unlock new 
sites for housing, and it is beginning 
the long task of improving our local 
roads. 

Also as a direct response to 
the NNA, the government has 
launched a review into improving 
the performance of existing 
infrastructure networks.

Hong Kong and the UK are just 
two examples of the scale of the 
opportunity facing our profession 
across the globe. 

To realise this opportunity we 
know we need to attract a larger, 
diverse and tech savvy chunk of the 
next generation.  

A big part of this effort is to 
communicate better what we do and 
why it matters.  

We need parents to be happy to 
see their kids pursue a career in 
infrastructure.  

Let’s build on  
the progress we  
made in 2016

e invest in economic 
infrastructure 
because it transforms 
the quality of 
people’s lives. So said 

chancellor Phillip Hammond when 
unveiling his post Brexit economic 
plans in November.  

As 2016 draws to a close and the 
Institution looks at what has been 
achieved, Hammond’s words are a 
neat reminder of why we are here.

We began in January with 
Sir John Armitt delivering our 
Hong Kong 2030 report to the 
Special Administrative Region’s 
government. 

The theme was low carbon living 
in a high density environment. The 
report focuses on what civil 
engineers can do to create the 
kind of environment and economy 
that Hong Kong needs to support 
the aspirations of its swelling 
population.

These issues are not unique to 
Asia’s World City. 

The UK faces a similar landscape 
of a growing but ageing population, 
an economy that needs to 

Lighthouse
I C E  V I E W P O I N T

W

B y  A r T  W E  
m A s T E r 

W h AT  W O u l d 
m A s T E r  u s

We need communities to be 
pushing their politicians to be 
turning to engineers to improve 
job prospects, secure clean air and 
create the kinds of towns and cities 
they are proud to live in. 

As we move towards the ICE’s 
200th anniversary in 2018 you’ll see 
a greater focus on driving this change. 

This work has already begun. The 
world’s largest Lego bridge on 
display at ICE HQ has grabbed 
headlines. 

It sits at the centre of an 
exhibition that explains how 
innovations in bridge engineering 
have shaped lives for the better.  
Thousands of people have already 
been through the exhibition and we 
are reaching places like Mumsnet 
that we’ve never reached before.  
And if you can’t get to London, the 
exhibition is available in virtual 
form on the ICE website.

So 2016 has been a successful 
year for the ICE and the profession. 

The challenge in 2017 is to make 
the next step change. We hope 
you will all join with us to make it 
happen.

“We need 
parents to be 

happy to see their 
kids pursue a career 
in infrastructure

“We know we 
need to attract 

a larger, diverse and 
tech savvy chunk of 
the next generation
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L ATEST

Chancellor Philip Hammond 
announced the establishment 
of a new National Productivity 
Investment Fund to provide £23bn of 
additional spending in areas that are 
key to boosting productivity across 
the country. This includes transport, 
digital communications, research 
and development, and housing. 
Hammond also called on the 
National Infrastructure Commission 
(NIC) to make its recommendations 
on the nation’s future infrastructure 
needs. Hammond also backed the 
NIC’s interim recommendations on 
the Oxford to Cambridge corridor. 
As well as committing to deliver 
the new Oxford to Cambridge 
Expressway, the government will 
provide £110M of funding for 

East West Rail. Hammond also 
revealed that he is scrapping the 
Autumn Statement in favour of an 
Autumn Budget from 2017 onwards. 
From 2018 there will be a Spring 
Statement, responding to the Office 
for Budget Responsibility forecasts, 
but no major fiscal event.

The Edit
E S S E N T I A L  N E W S  & I N F O R M AT I O N

F R O M  N E W c I v I L E N g I N E E R.c O M

l a t e s t
N E w  C i v i L  E N g i N E E r 
w i N S  m A g A z i N E  o f 
T h E  y E A r  AwA r d

New Civil Engineer has scooped 
the prestigious Magazine of the 
Year accolade at the International 
Building Press Awards.

 The category judges praised New 
Civil Engineer’s transition from a 
weekly publication to “an exciting 
monthly with a good spread of news 
and features”. The judges added: 
“NCE is an easy and yet engaging 
read, both for a technical and non-
technical audience.”

 New Civil Engineer technical 
reporter Katherine Smale also 
won an award at the event. Smale 
won the New Journalist of the 
Year category, with the judges 
commending her work as “highly 
readable” and displaying “a 
great fusion of passion, technical 
explanation and illustration”. As 
well as the award, she has received 
a bursary worth £500 and £500 in 
prize money.

l a t e s t
d A m N i N g  r E p o r T 
i N T o  g r E AT  w E S T E r N 
E L E C T r i f i C AT i o N

Cost rises, delays and changes 
to the new trains order mean the 
modernisation of the Great Western 
railway should be reassessed, 
according to a new report from the 
National Audit Office (NAO).

The damning report, called 
Modernising the Great Western 
railway, says that a £2.1bn cost 
increase to £5.58bn since 2013; a 
delay to the electrification of the 
route of at least 18 to 36 months; 
and recent changes to the new 
trains order means that the 
programme’s value for money must 
be reassessed and the extent of 
electrification reconsidered.

The NAO said delays to the 
electrification programme would 
cost the Department for Transport 
(DfT) up to £330M.  Publication of 
the report follows the news that the 
DfT has deferred four Great Western 
electrification projects .

Infrastructure investment  
tops Autumn Statement  
public spending agenda

“hammond 
also backed 

the NiC’s interim 
recommendations 
on the oxford to 
Cambridge corridor
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100 stories 
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newcivil
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The edit – January 2016 issue
Page 1
Story 1
Infrastructure investment tops Autumn Statement agenda 

https://www.newcivilengineer.com/latest/autumn-statement-2016-infrastructure-investment-tops-agenda/10015107.article?blocktitle=News-
Insight&contentID=13613

Story 2
Preferred route published for HS2’s second phase

https://www.newcivilengineer.com/latest/autumn-statement-2016-infrastructure-investment-tops-agenda/10015107.article?blocktitle=Most-
popular&contentID=-1
https://www.newcivilengineer.com/technical-excellence/hs2-awards-900m-enabling-works-contracts/10014800.article

Story 3
Damning report into Great Western electrification

https://www.newcivilengineer.com/latest/damning-report-into-great-western-electrification/10014677.article

Keys stats
£23bn 
Additional government through the new National Productivity Investment Fund
£900M 
Value of enabling works contracts awarded for HS2’s first phase

Page 2
Story 1
Design Museum’s copper-cased roof retained
A Grade II listed building has kept its distinctive roof thanks to innovative engineering solutions employed during its transformation.
Engineering consultant Arup worked on the development of the new Design Museum, housed in the former Commonwealth Institute building in 
Kensington.
Arup was able to keep the building’s distinctive copper-covered hyperbolic paraboloid roof after taking an innovative approach to the work, which 
included suspending the 1,500t roof 20m above ground level by temporary works to allow removal of the internal structural frame.
PIC CREDIT: Gravity Road
https://www.newcivilengineer.com/latest/the-gallery-design-museums-copper-cased-roof/10014988.article

Story 2
UK’s first Dutch-style roundabout gets go-ahead 

https://www.newcivilengineer.com/technical-excellence/uks-first-dutch-style-roundabout-gets-go-ahead/10015196.article?blocktitle=Most-
popular&contentID=-1

Story 3
Go-ahead for Aberdeen Harbour build and dredge

https://www.newcivilengineer.com/latest/go-ahead-for-aberdeen-harbour-build-and-dredge/10014558.article

Story 4
London mayor lambasts Old Oak Common ‘mess’
The mayor of London has said that plans to regenerate Old Oak in West London were left in “a mess” by his predecessor.
Sadiq Khan gave the announcement after publishing the findings of his review of the Old Oak and Park Royal Development Corporation (OPDC).
Khan has given his full backing for the regeneration of Old Oak, but called on government to reduce the financial burden that the plans will place on 
Londoners.
The mayor criticised his predecessor, Boris Johnson, for “rushing headlong” into an agreement with government to transfer land at Old Oak that was 
made on unfavourable terms compared to other major regeneration schemes in the country.
https://www.newcivilengineer.com/latest/london-mayor-lambasts-old-oak-common-mess/10014463.article

Key stats
£450,000 
Cost of UK’s first Dutch-style roundabout
1,400m 
Length of quay expansion at Aberdeen Harbour
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s t r u c t u r e s

Listed Roof 
stRuctuRe 
Retained
Consultant Arup was 
able to retain the 
distinctive Grade 
II copper-covered 
hyperbolic paraboloid 
roof for London’s 
former Commonwealth 
Institute building during 
its transformation into 
the Design Museum. 
It took an innovative 
approach to the work to 
transform the building 
in Kensington, which 
included suspending 
the 1,500t roof 20m 
above ground level 
using temporary works 
while the internal 
structural frame was 
removed. 

t r a n s p o r t
U K ’S  f i r S T  d U T C h 
S T y L E  r o U N d A B o U T 
g E T S  g o-A h E A d  i N 
C A m B r i d g E

Cambridge is to get what its local 
authority says is the UK’s first 
Dutch-style roundabout. The 
proposed roundabout design has 
parallel priority crossings on each 
arm and a ring around the edge to 
enable pedestrians and cyclists to 
have priority over motor traffic. 
The design has already been 
trialled by transport research 
body TRL. The scheme for Fendon 
Road roundabout has had initial 
designs done by Skanska and 
Cambridgeshire County Council. 
It is hoped the Dutch Cycling 
Embassy will endorse the detailed 
design. The £450,000 roundabout 
is part of a £1.425M development 
for improvements along  Queen 
Edith’s Way. The design mimics 
roundabouts in the Netherlands, 
which are employed in built up 
areas with lower speeds.

l a t e s t
m i N i S T E r S  p U B L i S h 
p r E f E r r E d  r o U T E 
f o r  h i g h  S p E E d 2’S 
S E C o N d  p h A S E

The government has set out its 
preferred route for phase two of 
High Speed 2 (HS2) from the West 
Midlands to Leeds and from Crewe 
to Manchester. A proposed route 
for phase two was first published 
in 2013, but debates about station 
locations have delayed detailed 
plans by nearly two years. Phase 
two has since been split into two 
stages: phase 2a between the West 
Midlands and Crewe; and phase 2b 
between Crewe and Manchester, as 
well as from the West Midlands to 
Leeds. The announcement comes as 
HS2 Ltd awarded contracts worth 
£900M for the construction of phase 
one of the route. The three enabling 
works contracts have been awarded 
to CS Joint Venture, for area south; 
Fusion joint venture, for area 
central; and LM joint venture, for 
area north.

t r a n s p o r t
L o N d o N  m Ayo r 
S L A m S  o L d
o A K  C o m m o N 
r E g E N E r AT i o N

The current mayor of London  
has said that plans to regenerate  
Old Oak Common in West  
London were left in “a mess” by 
his predecessor. Sadiq Khan was 
commenting on the project after 
publishing the findings of his 
review of the Old Oak and Park 
Royal Development Corporation 
(OPDC). Khan has given his full 
backing for the regeneration of 
Old Oak Common, but called on 
government to reduce the financial 
burden that the plans will place on 
Londoners. The mayor criticised 
his predecessor, Boris Johnson, 
for “rushing headlong” into an 
agreement with the government to 
transfer land at Old Oak Common. 
He said the agreement was made on 
unfavourable terms compared to 
other major regeneration schemes in 
the country.
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L ATEST

Chancellor Philip Hammond 
announced the establishment 
of a new National Productivity 
Investment Fund to provide £23bn of 
additional spending in areas that are 
key to boosting productivity across 
the country. This includes transport, 
digital communications, research 
and development, and housing. 
Hammond also called on the 
National Infrastructure Commission 
(NIC) to make its recommendations 
on the nation’s future infrastructure 
needs. Hammond also backed the 
NIC’s interim recommendations on 
the Oxford to Cambridge corridor. 
As well as committing to deliver 
the new Oxford to Cambridge 
Expressway, the government will 
provide £110M of funding for 

East West Rail. Hammond also 
revealed that he is scrapping the 
Autumn Statement in favour of an 
Autumn Budget from 2017 onwards. 
From 2018 there will be a Spring 
Statement, responding to the Office 
for Budget Responsibility forecasts, 
but no major fiscal event.

The Edit
E S S E N T I A L  N E W S  & I N F O R M AT I O N

F R O M  N E W c I v I L E N g I N E E R.c O M

l a t e s t
N E w  C i v i L  E N g i N E E r 
w i N S  m A g A z i N E  o f 
T h E  y E A r  AwA r d

New Civil Engineer has scooped 
the prestigious Magazine of the 
Year accolade at the International 
Building Press Awards.

 The category judges praised New 
Civil Engineer’s transition from a 
weekly publication to “an exciting 
monthly with a good spread of news 
and features”. The judges added: 
“NCE is an easy and yet engaging 
read, both for a technical and non-
technical audience.”

 New Civil Engineer technical 
reporter Katherine Smale also 
won an award at the event. Smale 
won the New Journalist of the 
Year category, with the judges 
commending her work as “highly 
readable” and displaying “a 
great fusion of passion, technical 
explanation and illustration”. As 
well as the award, she has received 
a bursary worth £500 and £500 in 
prize money.

l a t e s t
d A m N i N g  r E p o r T 
i N T o  g r E AT  w E S T E r N 
E L E C T r i f i C AT i o N

Cost rises, delays and changes 
to the new trains order mean the 
modernisation of the Great Western 
railway should be reassessed, 
according to a new report from the 
National Audit Office (NAO).

The damning report, called 
Modernising the Great Western 
railway, says that a £2.1bn cost 
increase to £5.58bn since 2013; a 
delay to the electrification of the 
route of at least 18 to 36 months; 
and recent changes to the new 
trains order means that the 
programme’s value for money must 
be reassessed and the extent of 
electrification reconsidered.

The NAO said delays to the 
electrification programme would 
cost the Department for Transport 
(DfT) up to £330M.  Publication of 
the report follows the news that the 
DfT has deferred four Great Western 
electrification projects .

Infrastructure investment  
tops Autumn Statement  
public spending agenda

“hammond 
also backed 

the NiC’s interim 
recommendations 
on the oxford to 
Cambridge corridor
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The edit – January 2016 issue
Page 1
Story 1
Infrastructure investment tops Autumn Statement agenda 

https://www.newcivilengineer.com/latest/autumn-statement-2016-infrastructure-investment-tops-agenda/10015107.article?blocktitle=News-
Insight&contentID=13613

Story 2
Preferred route published for HS2’s second phase

https://www.newcivilengineer.com/latest/autumn-statement-2016-infrastructure-investment-tops-agenda/10015107.article?blocktitle=Most-
popular&contentID=-1
https://www.newcivilengineer.com/technical-excellence/hs2-awards-900m-enabling-works-contracts/10014800.article

Story 3
Damning report into Great Western electrification

https://www.newcivilengineer.com/latest/damning-report-into-great-western-electrification/10014677.article

Keys stats
£23bn 
Additional government through the new National Productivity Investment Fund
£900M 
Value of enabling works contracts awarded for HS2’s first phase

Page 2
Story 1
Design Museum’s copper-cased roof retained
A Grade II listed building has kept its distinctive roof thanks to innovative engineering solutions employed during its transformation.
Engineering consultant Arup worked on the development of the new Design Museum, housed in the former Commonwealth Institute building in 
Kensington.
Arup was able to keep the building’s distinctive copper-covered hyperbolic paraboloid roof after taking an innovative approach to the work, which 
included suspending the 1,500t roof 20m above ground level by temporary works to allow removal of the internal structural frame.
PIC CREDIT: Gravity Road
https://www.newcivilengineer.com/latest/the-gallery-design-museums-copper-cased-roof/10014988.article

Story 2
UK’s first Dutch-style roundabout gets go-ahead 

https://www.newcivilengineer.com/technical-excellence/uks-first-dutch-style-roundabout-gets-go-ahead/10015196.article?blocktitle=Most-
popular&contentID=-1

Story 3
Go-ahead for Aberdeen Harbour build and dredge

https://www.newcivilengineer.com/latest/go-ahead-for-aberdeen-harbour-build-and-dredge/10014558.article

Story 4
London mayor lambasts Old Oak Common ‘mess’
The mayor of London has said that plans to regenerate Old Oak in West London were left in “a mess” by his predecessor.
Sadiq Khan gave the announcement after publishing the findings of his review of the Old Oak and Park Royal Development Corporation (OPDC).
Khan has given his full backing for the regeneration of Old Oak, but called on government to reduce the financial burden that the plans will place on 
Londoners.
The mayor criticised his predecessor, Boris Johnson, for “rushing headlong” into an agreement with government to transfer land at Old Oak that was 
made on unfavourable terms compared to other major regeneration schemes in the country.
https://www.newcivilengineer.com/latest/london-mayor-lambasts-old-oak-common-mess/10014463.article

Key stats
£450,000 
Cost of UK’s first Dutch-style roundabout
1,400m 
Length of quay expansion at Aberdeen Harbour
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Cambridge is to get what its local 
authority says is the UK’s first 
Dutch-style roundabout. The 
proposed roundabout design has 
parallel priority crossings on each 
arm and a ring around the edge to 
enable pedestrians and cyclists to 
have priority over motor traffic. 
The design has already been 
trialled by transport research 
body TRL. The scheme for Fendon 
Road roundabout has had initial 
designs done by Skanska and 
Cambridgeshire County Council. 
It is hoped the Dutch Cycling 
Embassy will endorse the detailed 
design. The £450,000 roundabout 
is part of a £1.425M development 
for improvements along  Queen 
Edith’s Way. The design mimics 
roundabouts in the Netherlands, 
which are employed in built up 
areas with lower speeds.
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The government has set out its 
preferred route for phase two of 
High Speed 2 (HS2) from the West 
Midlands to Leeds and from Crewe 
to Manchester. A proposed route 
for phase two was first published 
in 2013, but debates about station 
locations have delayed detailed 
plans by nearly two years. Phase 
two has since been split into two 
stages: phase 2a between the West 
Midlands and Crewe; and phase 2b 
between Crewe and Manchester, as 
well as from the West Midlands to 
Leeds. The announcement comes as 
HS2 Ltd awarded contracts worth 
£900M for the construction of phase 
one of the route. The three enabling 
works contracts have been awarded 
to CS Joint Venture, for area south; 
Fusion joint venture, for area 
central; and LM joint venture, for 
area north.

t r a n s p o r t
L o N d o N  m Ayo r 
S L A m S  o L d
o A K  C o m m o N 
r E g E N E r AT i o N

The current mayor of London  
has said that plans to regenerate  
Old Oak Common in West  
London were left in “a mess” by 
his predecessor. Sadiq Khan was 
commenting on the project after 
publishing the findings of his 
review of the Old Oak and Park 
Royal Development Corporation 
(OPDC). Khan has given his full 
backing for the regeneration of 
Old Oak Common, but called on 
government to reduce the financial 
burden that the plans will place on 
Londoners. The mayor criticised 
his predecessor, Boris Johnson, 
for “rushing headlong” into an 
agreement with the government to 
transfer land at Old Oak Common. 
He said the agreement was made on 
unfavourable terms compared to 
other major regeneration schemes in 
the country.
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Infrastructure  
investment requires careful 

forethought

“The money 
is at least a 

statement of intent 
and is welcome news 
for an industry made 
anxious by Brexit 

he heavy investment 
in infrastructure 
announced by 
chancellor Philip 
Hammond in his first 

Autumn Statement can offer short 
term economic stimulus and long 
term benefits – but only if planned 
carefully.

The headline figure of the 
Autumn Statement – £23bn in extra 
infrastructure spending – follows the 
near finalisation of High Speed 2’s 
(HS2) route as well as the green light 
for Heathrow’s third runway. It is 
indicative of the new government’s 
desire to use infrastructure as an 
economic stimulus.

The £23bn, to be dispensed 
through the National Productivity 
Investment Fund (NPIF), is a 
substantial sum, but it is important 
that the figure is put in context. 
The money will be spread over the 
next five years (£4.6bn per year on 
average), but the Office for Budget 
Responsibility (OBR) has predicted 
public sector gross investment 
(PSGI) spending will fall short by 
£14.8bn over the same period.

Still, the money is at least a 
statement of intent and is welcome 
news for an industry made anxious 
by Brexit.

Major infrastructure investments 
can increase short term growth, 
but, and more importantly, the 
chancellor’s creation of the NPIF 
will provide a welcome boost for 
business confidence. 

Investment in infrastructure to 
increase productivity is a fairly 

Autumn Statement  Analysis
G i a n l u c c a  d e  P a o l i

T
straightforward idea. If less time is 
spent riding on slower trains and 
waiting for web pages to load on 
unreliable broadband, or indeed 
both at the same time, the nation’s 
productivity is likely to increase.

In the immediate term, however, 
the projects will change little in 
these terms. The full benefits 
of a scheme like HS2 will not be 
reaped until the project is totally 
complete, scheduled for 2033, and 
many of the other projects marked 
out for funding are exploratory 
or investigative. For example, 
£450M was set aside to trial digital 
signalling on the rail network, a 
project that will not come to fruition 
until at least 2020. As Hammond put 
it: “Investing today, for the economy 
of the future.”

Though a commitment to 
infrastructure can have short and 
long term benefits, ensuring that 
projects like HS2 can deliver future 
productivity as well as boosting 
short term confidence in the sector 
requires careful forethought.

Some, like Aecom director John 
Hicks, have questioned whether 
workload planning could have been 
better presented in the Autumn 
Statement. “The missing component 
in the Autumn Statement was 
a new pipeline of transparent, 
viable projects for much heralded 
high-value investment, which 
the chancellor wants linked to 
productivity in order to secure 
public funding,” says Hicks.

The importance of meticulous 
preparations is most evident in the 

difficulties HS2 faces. The sheer 
size of the route guarantees that the 
scheme will encounter opposition, 
but for issues to be resolved HS2 
must deliver long term benefits.

A major concern about the project 
has been the government’s seeming 
lack of thought given to HS2’s 
integration with the wider transport 
network. 

It is now, while many projects 
are still embryonic, that real 
thought has to be put into their 
implementation to ultimately deliver 
more connected infrastructure.

Infrastructure: 
Clarity about 
spending plans 
is vital for the 
industry

£23bn
Value of the 

National 
Productivity 

Fund

£14.8bn
Projected 

public 
spending 

shortfall over 
next five 

years

Bringing
structures
to life
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customer focused branch network across the UK dedicated to providing you with the most effi cient 
shoring solution possible.

With an ever growing range of innovative equipment featuring CE marked trench lining systems our 
engineers have the skill and experience to maximise your Ground Shoring requirements.
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Right skills  
message, wrong  

language?

“Students are 
turned off by 

presentations that 
fail to encourage 
participation

ith the oft-mentioned 
skills crisis looming, 
engineering firms are 
keen to attract new 
talent.

It’s proving hard to do, and if the 
country is going to achieve its aim 
of doubling the number of science, 
technology, engineering and maths 
(STEM) graduates and apprentices 
by 2022 – the industry needs to up 
its game.

So what can be done?
Recruiting from other sectors is 

part of the answer, but the most 
obvious solution is sitting in the UK’s 
classrooms – and companies are 
trying hard to tap into this with plenty 
of outreach programmes in schools.

But is it working? One education 
resources provider warns that 
students are turned off by 
presentations that fail to encourage 
participation.

“What we usually find is there’s 
activity going on, but a majority of 
the time it’s ‘death by Power Point’,” 
says Words&Pictures client services 
director Holly Mudie.

The company works with firms 
across all sectors to create fun and 
interactive resources for schools 
on particular topics, bridging the 
gap between organisations and the 
young people they want to recruit.

But even Mudie admits it’s hard 
for the engineering sector to inspire 
students. “It’s a difficult one to tackle 
because it’s such a complex sector to 
try to attract people into, whether it’s 
male or female,” she says.

Gender does play its part, 

Skills  Analysis
F i o n a  M c i n t y r e

W
however. Although 24% of boys take 
STEM subjects at Level 4 (higher 
apprenticeships or university 
courses), it is only 7% for girls.

That is a lot of talent for the 
engineering sector to miss out on – 
so, what is turning girls away?

Engineering equality campaign 
group Women into Science & 
Engineering (WISE) thinks the 
answer lies in our language.

Research by South East Physics 
Network diversity and impact lead 
Averil McDonald  found that while 
boys and men often use verbs to 
describe themselves, girls and 
women tend to use adjectives.

She noticed that traditional STEM 
outreach work is verb-based: it 
focuses on what engineers do, such 
as bridge building, rather than the 
attributes needed to thrive in an 
engineering career.

And that puts girls off.
“What we felt was, and Averil’s 

report shows, is if you just say: 
‘Be an engineer’, it kind of doesn’t 
land, because they don’t see it as 
relevant,” says WISE chief executive 
Helen Wollaston.

“But if you say: ‘Be creative, be 
practical’…that starts to get them 
interested.”

WISE has created a set of 
resources for use in schools called 
People Like Me, targeted specifically 
at girls. Students take a personality 
quiz, choosing a series of adjectives 
that best describe themselves. They 
are then presented with a series 
of STEM job roles that suit their 
personality types.

“It’s really taken off because it’s 
a different approach to traditional 
STEM outreach,” says Wollaston.

WISE is planning a similar series 
aimed at older girls looking for 
apprenticeships, and another aimed 
at primary school children.

“We lose girls along the way, I’m 
sure we do,” says Wollaston. “And 
we can’t afford to.”

So it seems that if the industry 
wants to meet its recruitment 
targets and double STEM graduates 
and apprentices by 2022, giving a 
Power Point presentation on what 
engineers do is not enough – we 
need to start speaking students’ 
language.

School children: 
the industry must 
do more to make 
STEM-based 
careers appeal to 
them
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girls taking 
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boys taking 
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Right skills  
message, wrong  

language?

“Students are 
turned off by 

presentations that 
fail to encourage 
participation

ith the oft-mentioned 
skills crisis looming, 
engineering firms are 
keen to attract new 
talent.

It’s proving hard to do, and if the 
country is going to achieve its aim 
of doubling the number of science, 
technology, engineering and maths 
(STEM) graduates and apprentices 
by 2022 – the industry needs to up 
its game.

So what can be done?
Recruiting from other sectors is 

part of the answer, but the most 
obvious solution is sitting in the UK’s 
classrooms – and companies are 
trying hard to tap into this with plenty 
of outreach programmes in schools.

But is it working? One education 
resources provider warns that 
students are turned off by 
presentations that fail to encourage 
participation.

“What we usually find is there’s 
activity going on, but a majority of 
the time it’s ‘death by Power Point’,” 
says Words&Pictures client services 
director Holly Mudie.

The company works with firms 
across all sectors to create fun and 
interactive resources for schools 
on particular topics, bridging the 
gap between organisations and the 
young people they want to recruit.

But even Mudie admits it’s hard 
for the engineering sector to inspire 
students. “It’s a difficult one to tackle 
because it’s such a complex sector to 
try to attract people into, whether it’s 
male or female,” she says.

Gender does play its part, 

Skills  Analysis
F i o n a  M c i n t y r e

W
however. Although 24% of boys take 
STEM subjects at Level 4 (higher 
apprenticeships or university 
courses), it is only 7% for girls.

That is a lot of talent for the 
engineering sector to miss out on – 
so, what is turning girls away?

Engineering equality campaign 
group Women into Science & 
Engineering (WISE) thinks the 
answer lies in our language.

Research by South East Physics 
Network diversity and impact lead 
Averil McDonald  found that while 
boys and men often use verbs to 
describe themselves, girls and 
women tend to use adjectives.

She noticed that traditional STEM 
outreach work is verb-based: it 
focuses on what engineers do, such 
as bridge building, rather than the 
attributes needed to thrive in an 
engineering career.

And that puts girls off.
“What we felt was, and Averil’s 

report shows, is if you just say: 
‘Be an engineer’, it kind of doesn’t 
land, because they don’t see it as 
relevant,” says WISE chief executive 
Helen Wollaston.

“But if you say: ‘Be creative, be 
practical’…that starts to get them 
interested.”

WISE has created a set of 
resources for use in schools called 
People Like Me, targeted specifically 
at girls. Students take a personality 
quiz, choosing a series of adjectives 
that best describe themselves. They 
are then presented with a series 
of STEM job roles that suit their 
personality types.

“It’s really taken off because it’s 
a different approach to traditional 
STEM outreach,” says Wollaston.

WISE is planning a similar series 
aimed at older girls looking for 
apprenticeships, and another aimed 
at primary school children.

“We lose girls along the way, I’m 
sure we do,” says Wollaston. “And 
we can’t afford to.”

So it seems that if the industry 
wants to meet its recruitment 
targets and double STEM graduates 
and apprentices by 2022, giving a 
Power Point presentation on what 
engineers do is not enough – we 
need to start speaking students’ 
language.

School children: 
the industry must 
do more to make 
STEM-based 
careers appeal to 
them
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Caccavone joined Heathrow Air-
port Ltd to lead the project through 
its crucial lobbying phase and will 
now lead efforts to engage with 
airlines and other stakeholders.

“We need the industry to work 
with us to come up with the inno-
vative solutions that will tackle 
the technical and environmental 
issues,” he stresses.

And it is no bad ask. After all, 
creating the third runway will 
deliver up to £21bn in economic 
benefits across the UK by taking 
the airport’s capacity from 474,000 
flight movements per year to 
740,000. This, ultimately, is what it 
is all about. Currently, Paris, Frank-
furt, Amsterdam and Madrid’s main 
airports can all handle more flights 
than Heathrow and, as a result, can 
provide more links to more of the 
emerging economies worldwide.

But there are detractors and 
there are challengers. London 
mayor Sadiq Khan is one: he has 
signalled his support for a potential 
legal challenge by revealing that he 
has directed Transport for London 
to provide expert advice and assis-
tance to affected borough councils, 
including Hillingdon, Richmond, 
Wandsworth and Windsor & Maid-
enhead. Those local authorities will 
been joined by Greenpeace UK in 
their legal challenge of the govern-
ment’s decision to go ahead with 
the third Heathrow runway, and 
Transport for London is likely to be 
named as an interested party.

And they have plenty of time to 
build their case. The final green 

Heathrow  
Airport gets ready 

to grow
overnment has 
decided. Heathrow 
is the best place to 
build extra runway 
capacity in the South 

East. The time for industry debate 
has passed.

Now what the industry needs to 
do is to make sure this thing is  
deliverable; that it unites to tackle 
the environmental and surface 
access challenges. And it must fun-
damentally show that this thing will 
be delivered on time and on budget.

What is needed is for the industry 
to get behind Heathrow so that it is 
so much harder for government to 
change its mind and go cold on the 
whole thing – which, let’s face it, it 
has done many times before and 
could so easily do again.

That, in short, is what Heathrow 
is asking right now.

“What we’ve done is proved the 
case,” says Heathrow Airport Ltd 
programme director Phil Wilbra-
ham. Wilbraham is a Heathrow 
veteran, having delivered much of 
the transformation of Heathrow 
over the last 10 years. He will now 
support executive director Emma 
Gilthorpe in taking the third runway 
project through its delivery phase. 
“We have proved that nationally it 
is needed; proved that locally it is 
needed. Now we absolutely have to 
deliver this within the constraints 
we have,” he asserts.

“What we now need is a confi-
dence to say to the government that 
we can deliver it,” adds co-pro-
gramme director Tony Caccavone.

Special Report
M a r k  H a n s f o r d

G
light for the scheme has yet to be 
granted, as the proposal will now 
be subject to a vote by Parliament, 
which is not expected until late 2017 
or early 2018. 

Heathrow would then be required 
to apply for planning permission 
with support of government policy. 
This is likely to happen in mid-2019 
with Heathrow hoping, if all goes 
to plan, to receive a Development 
Consent Order – planning permis-
sion – in 2021. Clearly that is a long 
time for objectors to have their say 
and lobby for government policy to 
change, not least when there is the 
small matter of a General Election 
in 2020.

So Heathrow is really pushing for 
industry support, and is wasting 
absolutely no time in building its  
delivery teams. Indeed, its pro-
gramme client partners and now 
– this month – its integrated design 
team members are all already 
appointed.

“We are doing this,” asserts Wil-
braham, adding that the speed with 
which contracts have been aware-
ded proves that Heathrow is ready 
to go. “We signed contracts the day 

“ We absolutely 
have to deliver 

this within the 
constraints we have
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after the decision and are already pay-
ing these people,” he says.

And it is building momentum. 
Already Wilbraham reckons on there 
being a 50-strong team internally ded-
icated to the runway project, with a 
further 20 from the programme client 
partners on the project delivery pan-
el, and another 10 or so on the design 
team. “And that will build to a team of 
40 to 50 by Christmas, and by Easter 
it will be 100 to 200,” he adds.

And it is quite a team.
“We have drawn on the absolute 

best in the UK construction industry,” 
says Wilbraham. “Indeed, the majority 
of our team will be from UK consul-
tants and contractors,” he adds.

Heathrow has four trusted advisors 
as its programme client partners: 
Mace to do construction planning, 
Turner & Townsend to do cost and 
commercial management, Arup to ad-
vise on the technical briefs and CH2M 
to beef up Heathrow’s programme 
management.

Heathrow, of course, has a strong 
track record of delivering major infra-
structure projects anyway: indeed, it 
points to the fact that since opening 
Terminal 5 (T5) , 10 years ago, it has 
spent £11bn on various projects, 
including Terminal 2, all delivered on 
time and on budget.

So it has a pretty clear idea of how 
it is going to deliver this project. And 
it is not by creating some kind of 
separately financed special purpose 
vehicle in the way that Thames Water 
has done to get the Thames Tideway 
Tunnel built.

“We’ve got shareholders who are 

keen to invest in UK infrastructure,” 
states Wilbraham. “And we’ve got a 
track record of finding the funding,” 
adds Caccavone, referencing the 
£11bn recently spent on improve-
ments.

External contractors and consul-
tants will be working with Heathrow’s 
in-house delivery team.

“We are absolutely convinced we 
want to do this the way we do all our 
programmes,” says Wilbraham. “We 
don’t want this to be a special project 
on the side. We want to be able to 
move people in and out as the needs 
demand.”

And crucially, operations people 
are in from the start. “We had some 
very painful learning after the Ter-
minal 5 opening,” recalls Caccavone, 
referring to the major operational 
issues Heathrow had with T5’s bag-
gage system. “We’ve learnt you get a 
far better return for customers if you 
have an integrated team. So we’ve got 
dedicated operations people helping 
us shape the strategic brief.”

Helping to shape that strategic brief 
will be the integrated design team. 
This comprises designers such as 
Jacobs and Atkins currently working 

elsewhere on the Heathrow estate and 
new additions Mott MacDonald, Amec 
Foster Wheeler, planning consultant 
Quod and architect Grimshaw.

It all adds up to a blend of experi-
ence and new thinking, says Wilbra-
ham. “Some of the people coming to 
join this team are people who work 
here a lot. But Atkins and Jacobs, for 
example, have been doing a lot of 
work in the United States, and they 
are bringing people over who have 
been involved that,” he explains.

That’s crucial, he says, as the proj-
ect team spends the next year work-
ing up options for how the runway 
will be built and how the airport can 
be reconfigured to service it. All that 
is really set in stone right now is that 
there will be a new, 3,500m long run-
way to the north-west of the existing 
runway, spanning out over the M25. 
How that will be constructed, and 
how it will be connected up to the 
existing airport infrastructure is still 
up for discussion. Current thinking is 
for the airport to be reconfigured with 
two main terminals – Heathrow East, 
centred around an expanded Terminal 
2 and Heathrow West, centred around 
an expanded Terminal 5.

But all could change as Heathrow 
looks to build a cutting edge, world-
class facility that will be bang up to 
date when the runway opens in the 
mid-2020s. To do that means Heath-
row keeping its options open for as 
long as practically possible.

“Next year, the work is to get ready 
for a first consultation on options 
in August or September,” explains 
Wilbraham. “We’ll use the results of 
that to get to a preferred option by 
the end of 2018, but that will still be 
an option,” he continues.

This will be consulted on again 
before the plans are nailed down and 
Heathrow submits its planning appli-
cation in mid-2019.

But even then, flexibility will be 
essential. “The design brief will never 
be fully fixed and we will need to be 
able to respond to technologies and 
other changes that come our way,” 
says Caccavone.

“One of the things we have to de-
velop is flexible designs, as we really 
don’t know how things will look 15 
years out,” he stresses.

It is a real challenge, given some 
fairly fundamental decisions will need 
to be nailed down relatively early. 
The most obvious example of this is 
in the provision of space for check-in 
and security. Terminals 2 and 5 have 
vastly different allocations of space 
for these, highlighting the changes in “We don’t  

want this to  
be a special project  
on the side
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runway plans are 
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ahead of final 
Parliamentary 
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Transport for London is likely to be 
named as an interested party.
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damentally show that this thing will 
be delivered on time and on budget.

What is needed is for the industry 
to get behind Heathrow so that it is 
so much harder for government to 
change its mind and go cold on the 
whole thing – which, let’s face it, it 
has done many times before and 
could so easily do again.

That, in short, is what Heathrow 
is asking right now.

“What we’ve done is proved the 
case,” says Heathrow Airport Ltd 
programme director Phil Wilbra-
ham. Wilbraham is a Heathrow 
veteran, having delivered much of 
the transformation of Heathrow 
over the last 10 years. He will now 
support executive director Emma 
Gilthorpe in taking the third runway 
project through its delivery phase. 
“We have proved that nationally it 
is needed; proved that locally it is 
needed. Now we absolutely have to 
deliver this within the constraints 
we have,” he asserts.

“What we now need is a confi-
dence to say to the government that 
we can deliver it,” adds co-pro-
gramme director Tony Caccavone.
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after the decision and are already pay-
ing these people,” he says.

And it is building momentum. 
Already Wilbraham reckons on there 
being a 50-strong team internally ded-
icated to the runway project, with a 
further 20 from the programme client 
partners on the project delivery pan-
el, and another 10 or so on the design 
team. “And that will build to a team of 
40 to 50 by Christmas, and by Easter 
it will be 100 to 200,” he adds.

And it is quite a team.
“We have drawn on the absolute 

best in the UK construction industry,” 
says Wilbraham. “Indeed, the majority 
of our team will be from UK consul-
tants and contractors,” he adds.

Heathrow has four trusted advisors 
as its programme client partners: 
Mace to do construction planning, 
Turner & Townsend to do cost and 
commercial management, Arup to ad-
vise on the technical briefs and CH2M 
to beef up Heathrow’s programme 
management.

Heathrow, of course, has a strong 
track record of delivering major infra-
structure projects anyway: indeed, it 
points to the fact that since opening 
Terminal 5 (T5) , 10 years ago, it has 
spent £11bn on various projects, 
including Terminal 2, all delivered on 
time and on budget.

So it has a pretty clear idea of how 
it is going to deliver this project. And 
it is not by creating some kind of 
separately financed special purpose 
vehicle in the way that Thames Water 
has done to get the Thames Tideway 
Tunnel built.

“We’ve got shareholders who are 

keen to invest in UK infrastructure,” 
states Wilbraham. “And we’ve got a 
track record of finding the funding,” 
adds Caccavone, referencing the 
£11bn recently spent on improve-
ments.

External contractors and consul-
tants will be working with Heathrow’s 
in-house delivery team.

“We are absolutely convinced we 
want to do this the way we do all our 
programmes,” says Wilbraham. “We 
don’t want this to be a special project 
on the side. We want to be able to 
move people in and out as the needs 
demand.”

And crucially, operations people 
are in from the start. “We had some 
very painful learning after the Ter-
minal 5 opening,” recalls Caccavone, 
referring to the major operational 
issues Heathrow had with T5’s bag-
gage system. “We’ve learnt you get a 
far better return for customers if you 
have an integrated team. So we’ve got 
dedicated operations people helping 
us shape the strategic brief.”

Helping to shape that strategic brief 
will be the integrated design team. 
This comprises designers such as 
Jacobs and Atkins currently working 

elsewhere on the Heathrow estate and 
new additions Mott MacDonald, Amec 
Foster Wheeler, planning consultant 
Quod and architect Grimshaw.

It all adds up to a blend of experi-
ence and new thinking, says Wilbra-
ham. “Some of the people coming to 
join this team are people who work 
here a lot. But Atkins and Jacobs, for 
example, have been doing a lot of 
work in the United States, and they 
are bringing people over who have 
been involved that,” he explains.

That’s crucial, he says, as the proj-
ect team spends the next year work-
ing up options for how the runway 
will be built and how the airport can 
be reconfigured to service it. All that 
is really set in stone right now is that 
there will be a new, 3,500m long run-
way to the north-west of the existing 
runway, spanning out over the M25. 
How that will be constructed, and 
how it will be connected up to the 
existing airport infrastructure is still 
up for discussion. Current thinking is 
for the airport to be reconfigured with 
two main terminals – Heathrow East, 
centred around an expanded Terminal 
2 and Heathrow West, centred around 
an expanded Terminal 5.

But all could change as Heathrow 
looks to build a cutting edge, world-
class facility that will be bang up to 
date when the runway opens in the 
mid-2020s. To do that means Heath-
row keeping its options open for as 
long as practically possible.

“Next year, the work is to get ready 
for a first consultation on options 
in August or September,” explains 
Wilbraham. “We’ll use the results of 
that to get to a preferred option by 
the end of 2018, but that will still be 
an option,” he continues.

This will be consulted on again 
before the plans are nailed down and 
Heathrow submits its planning appli-
cation in mid-2019.

But even then, flexibility will be 
essential. “The design brief will never 
be fully fixed and we will need to be 
able to respond to technologies and 
other changes that come our way,” 
says Caccavone.

“One of the things we have to de-
velop is flexible designs, as we really 
don’t know how things will look 15 
years out,” he stresses.

It is a real challenge, given some 
fairly fundamental decisions will need 
to be nailed down relatively early. 
The most obvious example of this is 
in the provision of space for check-in 
and security. Terminals 2 and 5 have 
vastly different allocations of space 
for these, highlighting the changes in “We don’t  
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need since T5 opened 10 years ago. 
“Terminal 2’s check-in area is much 
smaller than T5’s as check-in is be-
coming automated and people are 
taking less luggage,” says Wilbra-
ham. But in contrast, T2’s security 
area is much larger to accommodate 
the changing needs there. What will 
the new Heathrow need?

“That’s the challenge – how to 
innovate with flexible design,” 
stresses Caccavone.

“And how do we do that more 
efficiently, using offsite construction 
and then assembling it onsite using 
digital engineering?” asks Wilbra-
ham. “Our job as client is to create 
an environment to design really 
creatively,” explains Wilbraham,  
“to allow all the great ideas and  
creativity to come through in a  
timely manner.” 

And if they do, Wilbraham sees a 
big win for the British construction 
industry.

“We can leave a lasting legacy 
here,” he stresses. “There are 
enough people out there talking 
about changing how we deliver, 
about digital engineering. We’ve got 
a massive opportunity here, but 
we can’t do it alone – we need the 
industry to help with that.”

As the process unfolds, agreeing a 
price for construction that satisfies 
regulator the Civil Aviation Author-
ity and Heathrow’s customers – the 
airlines – will be key.

Increases to landing charges to 
pay for the £17.6bn project have 
yet to be really discussed, but they 
are expected to be significant. And 
while Heathrow estimates that, 
without expansion, passengers will 
be paying £300 more per return 
ticket by 2030 anyway due to excess 
demand, airlines are sure to want to 
drive a hard bargain.

Design again will be crucial, not 
least as the terminal buildings will 
be the single most expensive item 
at £4.8bn. “And that’s where my role 
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really comes in,” explains Caccavone. 
“There is no point designing and 
building something the airlines don’t 
want to pay for,” he says. “We need to 
understand what airlines will want in 
the future.”

“We will build the right infra-
structure for our customers,” adds 
Wilbraham. “That’s why we need to 
develop the options. Some will be 
architecturally beautiful, some will be 
more box-like.”

And box-like does not need to 
mean cheap and nasty looking, adds 
Wilbraham. Earlier this year Wilbra-
ham went on a world-tour, looking at 
four of the newest, most outstanding 
airports. One that really stood out, 
says Wilbraham, was Terminal 4 at 
Singapore Changi. “It is a bit more 
box-like, but the way they have fitted 
it out is providing a great passenger 
experience,” he says. “They have 
done a great job.”

Contractors will also be key to 
delivering efficient construction, as 
they will be assisting with phasing of 
the works to deliver what is needed 
when it is needed. And while much 
of the thinking right now is about 
getting the design fundamentals right, 

Wilbraham has not forgotten the 
contractors – and the value in getting 
early involvement from them.

“We have used our norms to create 
our cost estimates, and where we 
don’t have norms we’ve used Turner 
& Townsend’s global bank of similar 
projects,” explains Wilbraham. “We 
know we can be more efficient than 
that but we haven’t factored that in 
yet,” he adds.

There clearly will be opportunities 
for savings; the Airports Commission 
itself suggested that Heathrow could 
shave £1.7bn off its £17.6bn cost projec-
tion. So savings are there to be had.

“Next year we will be looking at 
how we are going to package the work 
and how to get contractors involved,” 
explains Wilbraham. “Mace will help 
with that but it doesn’t have all the an-
swers, so we’ll look for help on that so 
that come the end of 2018 we will have 
contracts in place and can start to get 
contractors on board and explore how 
we are really going to deliver.”

All with that end-game in mind: “So 
that on all fronts we are building con-
fidence around delivery so that it is 
so much harder for anyone to change 
their mind,” says Wilbraham.

“ That’s the 
challenge – 

how to innovate with 
flexible design

Heathrow will 
be remodelled 
around two 
major terminals, 
Heathrow East 
(background) and 
Heathrow West 
(foreground)
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G E O T E C H N I C A L
AberfAn And  
civil engineers

The special report on the Aberfan 
Disaster 50 years on (New Civil 
Engineer, November 2016) reminds 
us of the dangers from waste tips. 
Aberfan was a civil engineering 
failure in the mining industry.

It is perhaps not so widely 
recognised that the Tribunal of 
Inquiry into the Aberfan disaster 
had as its engineering member 
not a mining engineer but a civil 
engineer. Harold (later Sir Harold) 
Harding, ICE President in 1963/64. 
Harding was a leading geotechnical 
practitioner having been a director 
of both Soil Mechanics and Mowlem. 
One of the “lessons” from the 
inquiry was very clear: “tips should 
be treated as civil engineering 
structures”. Other outcomes from 
the inquiry were the Mines and 
Quarries Tips Act legislating for tip 
safety and the employment of civil 
engineering inspectors within HM 
Mines Inspectorate.

In my 20 years as the Health & 
Safety Executive’s geotechnical 
specialist I also acted as civil 
engineering adviser to HM Mines 
Inspectorate. In that time I only 
investigated two major tip failures. 
Both were flow slides. One affected 
a china clay waste tip, failure 
being due to a combination of 
exceptionally heavy rain and 
groundwater upflow below the base 
of the tip. The other failed due to the 
sudden liquefaction of previously 
consolidated mineral tailings within 
a lagoon which then overtopped the 
containment bund. Both could have 
resulted in fatalities had the failures 
occurred in daytime.

Because of the somewhat 
specialised nature of the civil 
engineering associated with tips 
and lagoons, there are relatively few 
practitioners around. 

The current UK regulatory regime 
coupled with the engineering 
expertise available in the UK has 
raised the safety standards for tips 
but failures still occur. Given their 
engineering complexity and that in 
many ways they are akin to temporary 
structures, it is not surprising that 
countries with lesser standards are 
still experiencing catastrophic tip 
failures. There is clearly a role for UK 
experience in this. 
Donald Lamont (F) donald@
hyperbaricandtunnelsafety.co.uk

H I G H  S P E E D  2
MAking the nuMbers 
work for politiciAns
And we’re supposed to believe 
the cost estimate for High Speed 2 
(HS2). Ho ho. There is no way that 
the extent of HS2 can be delivered 
for the laughably low estimate of 
£43bn. One hundred and fifty billion 
pounds is more like it. 

The figure of £43bn was chosen 
because it suggests that it’s been 
carefully calculated rather than 
anything ending in a 0 or a 5. Kevin 
Rudd, Australian prime minister 
between 2007 and 2009 chose 
exactly the same number (A$43bn) 
for the cost of building the National 
Broadband Network (NBN) when 
it was worked out literally on an 
envelope over dinner with one of his 
ministers.

Actual cost is now estimated 
at over A$75bn. So politicians are 
either stupid or assume “the people” 
are fools. Both are true. It’s why we 
now have President Trump. Voters 
are fed up with being patronised 
and treated with disdain by regular 
politicians 

If the cost of HS2 was coming out 
of their own pockets it wouldn’t get 
near the starting post.
Philip Alexander posted online on 
article headed “Damning report 
into Great Western electrification”

@

Read more 
letters at  
www.newcivil 
engineer.com 
 
Add your 
comments to 
our stories 
online or email 
your letters to 
your.view@nce.
co.uk

T R A N S P O R T
perspective on 
croydon trAM deAths

I cannot understand the level of 
death and injuries that is the result 
of the Croydon tram accident. 
The personnel damage seems out 
of all proportion to the physical 
damage to the tram or the accident 
in general. How has this relatively 
innocuous overturning of a tram 
resulted in so many deaths and 
serious injuries?
Graham Bartlett, posted online on 
article headed “Seven killed as 
tram derails in Croydon”

H I G H  S P E E D  2
exAggerAted  
speed clAiMs

Much is said about the 200mph 
that High Speed 2 trains will do. I 
have two questions which I hope 
someone will provide simple 
answers to. 

Over what distance will the train 
be travelling at 200mph? I guess that 
it will not be a high percentage of 
the route. 

I assume that the cost of train and 
track rise exponentially with the 
speed. On the assumption that the 
200mph section will be relatively 
small would there be significant 
cost savings and relatively small 
increases in journey time if the 
headline top speed was reduced to 
say 150mph?
Alan Marco posted online on 
article headed “ Preferred route 
published for HS2’s second phase”

hs2: limited scope for high speed

Your View
l e t t e r s  to  t h e  e d i to r  A N d  C o M M e N t s  o N l i N e
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YoUr VieWs ANd oPiNioNs

G O O D  P O I N T

THIRD RUNWAY DEBATE 

I am always amazed that engineers can still write articles 
without including the words sustainability or resilience, 
especially when talking about infrastructure plans. But Mark 
Hansford has certainly done it again (Comment last month). 
When will we as engineers comprehend that we are part of a 
planet that has limited resources? The opportunities of that in 
itself are massive. Innovation and ingenuity is needed.
Katja Leyendecker leyendecker.katja@gmail.com

You say: “So we, as an industry, must support Heathrow” 
(Comment, last month), implying that your decision is in the 
interests of the civil engineering industry, without regard to 
the interests of the country. As distinct from this, Lighthouse 
says “As engineers we can (and always will) argue about the 
merits of individual projects” and that the National Needs 
Assessment says a “30 years strategy is about outcomes, not 
just delivering assets”. 

That means not delivering vanity or self-interest projects, of 
which Heathrow could be said to be one of the latter.

I have tried to ascertain how the Brexit vote related to 
density of population, but the nearest I could find was my 
inference from a Guardian map showing that the major 
density of leavers lies between north London and the Scottish 
border, an area which broadly distinguishes the makers from 
the paper-pushers and an area which seems to be generally 
recognized as needing most infrastructure for development.

Apart altogether from arguments about the merits of 
developing Heathrow for which there are many powerful 
opponents (as mentioned in your Analysis), the political 

decision should be to have a new or expanded airport in the 
south Midlands with high speed rail connections to London 
and HS3, preferably using finance available by stopping the 
vanity HS2 project.
Godfrey Ackers (F), Ocean Court, Plymouth p-asters@blueyonder.
co.uk

I am no expert, but it has struck me that a solution to the 
airport capacity question would be a high speed  
maglev-type connection between all the major London  
airports. This would make better use of existing ground 
facilities and transport links as well as airspace. The 
technology has been proven in China and Japan. The big 
question is costs.

If it operated air side, it would then be possible to transfer 
between airports in the time it could currently take to move 
between terminals at Heathrow. Heathrow, Gatwick, Stansted 
and Luton could then operate as one virtual airport. 

No doubt your more informed readers will show why all  
this is a bad idea.
Duncan Froggatt duncan.froggatt@tiscali.co.uk

Editor’s note: It’s an idea that has been floated before 
Duncan, but the chief obstacle is that all four of those 
airports have different owners; the (then) BAA having  
been forced to sell off Gatwick and Stansted if it wished to 
keep Heathrow in the name of competition. Whether that 
was in the best national interest is, of course, always an 
interesting debate. 
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A s well as simply being 
brilliant graduates, 
this year’s Graduate 
Awards contenders 
were asked to set out 
a plan for what they 

intend to do in their year as Graduate 
of the Year. All six finalists had great 
ideas, but the ideas from our winner 
– and our joint runners up – were 
truly smart and truly inspirational. 
That said, all six had ideas worth 
developing and our judges are 
determined to see all six develop over 
the next 12 months.

W i n n e r
BrittAny HArris

Employer: BuroHappold
University details: University of 
Bristol, MEng, 1st Class Honours, 
Civil Engineering
year of graduation: 2015

Engineering for international 
development is Harris’ passion 
and during her short career, she 
has already made quite an impact, 

beginning at university with Engineers 
Without Borders (EWB)  Bristol. 
There, she took a leading role as first 
year representative, vice president 
and, later, branch partnership leader. 
In that time she led two teams of 
students, working on projects for 
local and international charities 
looking at water filtration and supply 
solutions in India and Benin. “I 
learned a great deal about managing 
and supporting different skill levels 
and conveying core messages. We 
achieved a lot during this time and 
the group continues to work with 
these charities,” says Harris.

After leaving university she 
travelled again, this time to Peru 
with EWB UK, in partnership with 
EcoSwell, where she carried out 
a feasibility and design study, 
examining alternative sanitation for 
the coastal desert town of Lobitos. 
On return she joined BuroHappold as 
part of its water team, a job she loves 
and a job she is determined to spread 
the word about.

“I love my job working mostly 
in water resource and flood risk 

management,” says Harris, explaining 
that she has taken on the role of 
outreach coordinator within the 
firm’s Young Engineer’s Forum (YEF). 
She further spreads the message 
through her own blog. “I hope to give 
a more approachable and exciting 
depiction of engineering, thus 
encouraging more people to consider 
it as a career,” she explains.

So what is her plan? Well, it stems 
from volunteer work she is doing with 
World Merit, an international charity 
that empowers young people to take 
action to make a positive difference 
locally and across the world. 
Together with the United Nations, 
World Merit focuses on making the 
UN Sustainable Development Goals a 
reality.

She is serious about it. For two 
weeks at the end of August she joined 
359 other change makers from all 
over the world in New York, to work 
on projects that will contribute to 
reaching the goals. And that is her 
plan: to raise awareness of this 
important message.

She has already begun 
disseminating the learning from her 
UN trip within her company, and with 
the backing of New Civil Engineer and 
the ICE as Graduate of the Year she 
hopes to share this knowledge among 
all engineers.

“Winning this award will create 
opportunities to network with 
inspirational leaders of our industry: 
broadening my understanding of the 
challenges we face in engineering 
and giving me insights to help stretch 
boundaries and share ideas with 
people of influence,” she says.

“ it is important 
that we take 

responsibility for 
our projects on an 
ethical and sustainable 
development level 
as well as providing 
technical solutions

This year Graduate of the Year entrants 
were set the challenge – what would 
you do in your year as Graduate of the 
Year? What do you want to change and 
how would you set about it, aided by 
the title Graduate of the Year and – 
importantly – the support and backing 
of our Graduate of the Year judging 
panel?

This judging panel is formed of 
senior representatives from the awards 
sponsors; organisations that are proud 
to support outstanding young talent.

This year’s sponsors are: Aecom, 
Amey, Arup, Atkins, Highways 
England, Heathrow Airport Ltd,  ICE, 
Laing O’Rourke, Mott MacDonald., 
MWH, Royal HaskoningDHV UK, 
Transport for London, Tideway
and Topcon

At the AWArds

KeY FACt

100+
number of 
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of the Year 
Awards 
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40
number of 
companies 
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sponsors; organisations that are proud 
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Laing O’Rourke, Mott MacDonald., 
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GilliAn steele

Employer: Opus international 
Consultants
University details: Cardiff University 
MEng Civil Engineering
year of graduation: 2014

Schooled in Scotland, university 
educated in Wales and with a 
sandwich year in New Zealand, Gillian 
Steele is well travelled. 

She is also another Engineers 
Without Borders activist, having 
taken the role of school outreach 
coordinator and has engaged over 
500 students in engineering based 
workshops here and in Wellington.

A desire to simplify back to first 
principles is what sits behind her big 
idea: taking her innovative “Geo-Box” 
workshop and developing it into a 
broader programme.   Our judges 
were enthralled by the simplicity 
of the idea, which she has created 
for school children, to encourage 
the engagement of students with 
geotechnical engineering and help 
form a basic understanding of the 
interaction between the ground and 
infrastructure and buildings.

“This workshop is still very much 
at the prototype stage, but I have 
managed to do a trial run with school 
children at a local careers event 
which was very well received,” she 
explains. “I would use the financial 
element of the New Civil Engineer 
Graduate of the Year Award to 
develop the workshop further.”

The workshop requires the 
students to create different materials 
representative of the varying ground 
strata, giving them the opportunity 
to see how the materials act during 
handling. 

MArCin dAWYdziK

Employer: ramboll
University: University of Edinburgh, 
MEng structural Engineering with 
Architecture
year of graduation: 2015

Marcin Dawydzik says his passion 
for engineering was sparked even 
before he went to university. 

“During my senior year in high 
school I initiated a long term 
relationship with the Bingwa Primary 
School, where each year, a team of 
volunteers works on rebuilding part 
of the school,” he explains. 

“This incredible experience inspired 
me to get more involved with the 
humanitarian sector and put my 
engineering skills to a good cause.”

He carried this on through 
university and as a president 
of Engineers Without Borders 
Edinburgh established two 
international and four local projects. 

He also devotes his spare time to 
designing a travelling performance 
pavillion in Ghana.

It is clear he is hugely passionate 
about sparking interest in 
engineering among others and that is 
very much his plan for next year. 

His plan is to organise an industry 
wide TEDx “I am engineer” event, 
inviting young engineers to talk 
about how their work impacts the 
world, their successes and their 
vision of where they see the industry 
heading is something our judges are 
determined to support.  “I strongly 
believe that engineers shape the 
environment people live and work in, 
and are partially responsible for lives 
and a vast consumption of natural 
resources,” he explains. 

“It is important that we take 
responsibility for our projects on an 
ethical and sustainable development 
level as well as providing technical 
solutions,” she notes. 

“So I am seeking to develop a 
network of passionate individuals 
willing to push the boundaries to 
achieve sustainable development. I 
would like to drive our industry to 
engage with and take a championing 
role in the realisation of the 
Sustainable Development Goals,”

She is being realistic and says that 
if 30% of New Civil Engineer readers 
are aware of the goals by the time her 
year is up she will have done a good 
job.

That alone will be challenging, but 
she has a plan.

“Using the skills and network I will 
develop with World Merit, and my 
existing contacts through the Royal 
Academy of Engineering and EWB, I 
hope to bring together a wide variety 
of perspectives on engineering and 
sustainable development across the 
globe,” she says.

“I aim to host a discussion event 
with New Civil Engineer readers and 
ICE members about the role of civil 
engineers in meeting the SDGs. Using 
the network I develop I will engage 
speakers from across the industry to 
share their experience on how similar 
initiatives have impacted projects, 
how they think the SDGs will impact 
us, and what we can do to help 
achieve them,” she says.

“Through open discussion I hope 
we can identify key barriers that 
are preventing our industry from 
achieving what we would like to, and 
share ideas on how these barriers 
might be overcome. N
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Employer: BuroHappold Engineering
University: University of Cambridge, 
BA (Hons) MEng with Distinction
year of graduation: 2014

In 2014 Eleanor Davies led the 
engineering design and construction 
of the first simplified sewerage 
network in East Africa, in Dar es 
Salaam, Tanzania. It was a superb 
effort that has already seen 200 
people benefit. Now a structural 
engineer in the BuroHappold Sports 
& Lightweight Structures team, she 
is currently working on the new 
Tottenham Hotspur stadium, set to be 
the most technologically advanced in 
Europe.

She is inspired by her job and 
wants others to be too, and that 
is the essence of her future plans. 
Already chair of the Bath office of 
BuroHappold’s Young Engineers 
Forum and now tutoring at Bath 
University this Autumn, she wants to 
go further.

“BuroHappold recently launched 
the “Women in Business” network, 
to challenge the industry‐wide lack 
of diversity,” she explains, “Through 
this initiative, BuroHappold Young 
Engineers’ Forum has engaged the 
leadership in our vision for change. 
We believe lack of diversity is not the 
problem, rather a symptom of a lack 
of flexibility as to what a ‘successful’ 
engineer is.

“Everyone is different; in preference 
of hours worked, in tools used, in 
preferred working environment. 
Giving engineers flexibility will surely 
energise them to be more efficient 
and effective.

MAttheW stott

Employer: Atkins
University: University of Leeds  
MEng Civil & Environmental 
Engineering
year of graduation: 2014

Geotechnical engineering is Matthew 
Stott’s love and he showed this 
at university where, for his MEng 
thesis, he investigated the relative 
sensitivity of piping in UK flood 
embankment foundation soils to 
different geotechnical parameters and 
the implications for site investigation 
practice. 

But his real passion? “I passionately 
believe in inspiring young people to 
be the next generation of engineers, 
and use the science, technology, 
engineering and maths (STEM) 
activities to encourage students 
from all backgrounds to become civil 
engineers,” he explains.

His vision is to help shift the 
perception of engineering. 

“One of the key barriers to this 
that I have come across as a STEM 
ambassador is how the profession 
is commonly portrayed in the media 
– as a group of men in hi‐visibility 
clothing on a construction site,” 
he explains. “We need to give more 
young people an idea of how they 
can use their skills and follow their 
interests. 

So his vision was for a social media-
driven campaign “Civil Engineering IS 
for you”. 

The campaign, he says, would 
publish eye catching graphics, with 
examples of young role models 
that can be identified with, and 
examples of projects using the latest 
technology.

toM JAMes

Employer: Laing O’rourke
University: University of Leeds MEng 
Civil and structural Engineering 
(international)
year of graduation: 2014

Studying in Hong Kong in his third 
year at university really broadened 
Tom James’ outlook on life. From 
there he went straight to Japan, 
spending seven months with JGC 
in oil and gas as a project engineer. 
There, he learnt basic Japanese 
and headed off into the jungle of 
Borneo, taking on the role of civil and 
construction supervisor managing 
inexperienced operatives from 16 
different countries.

“All in all it was an experience that 
was invaluable and increased my 
understanding of the engineering 
sector and its vast branches of 
opportunity,” he summarises.

His idea: to stimulate thinking by 
introducing a section into New Civil 
Engineer on topical debates, forming 
views of a subject to leave the 
audience thinking.

He explains: “Such debates can 
be promoted in the prior edition 
and voted on and discussed on 
the website and through social 
media. A handful of opinions will be 
selected and printed in the magazine 
to form an interesting article 
circulating a variety of professional 
opinions; enticing readers into the 
magazine and providing a sense of 
collaboration.”

Put simply: “As a developing 
engineer, I would like to create a 
space which promotes interaction; a 
social space that provides a way of 
communicating key messages.”
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She is also another Engineers 
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taken the role of school outreach 
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500 students in engineering based 
workshops here and in Wellington.
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principles is what sits behind her big 
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workshop and developing it into a 
broader programme.   Our judges 
were enthralled by the simplicity 
of the idea, which she has created 
for school children, to encourage 
the engagement of students with 
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form a basic understanding of the 
interaction between the ground and 
infrastructure and buildings.

“This workshop is still very much 
at the prototype stage, but I have 
managed to do a trial run with school 
children at a local careers event 
which was very well received,” she 
explains. “I would use the financial 
element of the New Civil Engineer 
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School, where each year, a team of 
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of the school,” he explains. 
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me to get more involved with the 
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He carried this on through 
university and as a president 
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Edinburgh established two 
international and four local projects. 

He also devotes his spare time to 
designing a travelling performance 
pavillion in Ghana.
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about sparking interest in 
engineering among others and that is 
very much his plan for next year. 
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inviting young engineers to talk 
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world, their successes and their 
vision of where they see the industry 
heading is something our judges are 
determined to support.  “I strongly 
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and are partially responsible for lives 
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“It is important that we take 
responsibility for our projects on an 
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level as well as providing technical 
solutions,” she notes. 

“So I am seeking to develop a 
network of passionate individuals 
willing to push the boundaries to 
achieve sustainable development. I 
would like to drive our industry to 
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role in the realisation of the 
Sustainable Development Goals,”

She is being realistic and says that 
if 30% of New Civil Engineer readers 
are aware of the goals by the time her 
year is up she will have done a good 
job.

That alone will be challenging, but 
she has a plan.
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engineering and maths (STEM) 
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– as a group of men in hi‐visibility 
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he explains. “We need to give more 
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He explains: “Such debates can 
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Highways England
Skills and values

In 2016 Highways England took on 
53 new graduates, of which 24 were 
civil engineers. “We have got seven 
different graduate programmes,” 
explains head of learning and 
resourcing Ted Miller. 

“As we are an organisation that 
is heavily involved in developing 
the infrastructure of the country, 
the programmes include project 
management, civil engineering and 
quantity surveying. But we also have 
traffic technology and environmental 
specialists.”

These programmes, says Miller, 
are part of a wider “early talent” 
recruitment plan that looks more 
holistically at bringing young people 
into the organisation and the wider 
industry. The plan includes not only 
graduates and apprentices, but 
work placement and experience 
opportunities for students. “If you 
segment it too far, you miss out 
opportunities to attract from as wide 

a pool of talent as possible,” he says. 
“That is why we are looking at early 
talent as one stream of recruitment.”

To maximise that talent pool, 
Highways England is starting to 
develop relationships with colleges 
and schools. 

“We want young people to be aware 
of the breadth of opportunities we 
have and the story we’ve got to tell,” 
explains Miller. “It’s something people 
don’t really think about – the roads 
network and who owns it and operates 
it. So we’re trying to link up with 
younger people to get that story out 
there, and to let them know what they 
could experience if they came to work 
with us – regardless of their chosen 
discipline.”

But Miller sees Highways England’s 
role as wider than just attracting 
early talent for itself. “We want to 
promote the sector, and encourage 
people to come into the wider 
transport/infrastructure/construction 
sector, because our supply chain is so 

important to us in the delivery of that 
investment,” he says.

The organisation works closely 
with its supply chain to engage 
young people, and also seconds 
its graduates to suppliers during 
their training programmes. “This 
happens particularly in the civil 
engineering and project management 
programmes, where front line 
experience on project sites is very 
important to getting that rounded 
skill set,” says Miller. 

Graduate recruits must 
demonstrate the right behavioural 
skills, says Miller: “The technical 
skillset aligned to the programme 
is something we will look for and 
test as we go through the process of 
selection. That’s what they’ve been 
learning about and their degree is 
focused on.

“But for us, the really important 
thing is that their behavioural 
skillset is aligned to our values as 
an organisation: safety, ownership, 

Highways England 
has wide range of 
opportunities for 
graduates

Graduate Recruitment  Employer Pro� le A D V E R T I S I N G
F E A T U R E
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teamwork, integrity and passion.
“For example, we want people who 

are passionate about their subject, 
have the desire to learn, innovate and 
develop, and to provide a fantastic 
service to our customers,” he adds.

“Integrity is about being open, honest 
and building trust and respect with 
people, as well as having the integrity to 
challenge when something isn’t right.”

Teamwork, says Miller, is about not 
only working with your immediate 
team, but also with other parts of the 
organisation, and thinking about the 
overall success of the organisation; 
while ownership involves being 
accountable for things that need to 
be done.

Miller says the calibre of applicants 
is extremely high. Highways England’s 
graduate recruitment processes are 
specifically geared up to finding out 
if an applicant has the right skills. “It 
is not there to test their technical 
capability – we can see that through 
what they’ve done at university,” says 
Miller. “What we are looking for is the 
soft skills and behaviours associated 
with our values. That can be tested by 
the way they present themselves, how 
they work with others, some of their 
thought processes, and the way they 
question and challenge us during that 
recruitment process.”

Highways England is regulated in 
five year investment periods, the 
first of which started in 2015. Miller 
says the current mix of skills is ideal 
for this first period, but new skills 
might be required by the time the 
next one starts in 2020. “We have 
shifted into being a programme and 
portfolio management organisation 
with a significant number of large 
scale programmes to deliver, so 
having that engineering and technical 
background is really needed, but also 
having a skillset around programme 
and project management is really key 
to us,” he says.

“Our recruitment programme will 
be an ever evolving thing,” he adds. 
“As we move into the next investment 
period I don’t think we’ll be looking for a 
di� erent behavioural skillset, but there 
may be some di� erent technical ones.”

Heather Ritchie is a graduate civil 
engineer at Highways England. She 
joined in December 2014. 

Why did you choose civil 
engineering as a career?
I’ve always had an interest in 
infrastructure projects, and a civil 
engineering degree opens the 
doors to so many career options. 
Every day is different and you get 
a real sense that the work you do 
is helping to improve the lives of 
thousands of people. 

Civil engineering plays such an 
important role in the world we live 
in, whether it’s roads, sewerage 
networks or power generation, and 
it’s the reason I knew I wanted to be 
involved in this exciting and diverse 
industry.

What have you done so far?
When I joined Highways England 
I started in the team responsible 
for managing road condition 
surveys, commissioning research 
and providing expert advice to 
colleagues and delivery partners 
about road surfaces. As well as 
project managing a research task 
and developing specifications for 
several others, I also conducted my 
own research into accident rates and 

CASE STUDY

areas of the network that had been 
treated for low skid resistance. 

After nine months I started an 
external placement with WSP 
Parsons Brinckerhoff in its bridges 
team. I spent nine months carrying 
out checks on highway structures, 
for example an integral bridge 
on the A19/A1058 junction near 
Newcastle and a bridge widening 
project on the south approach to 
J23 of the M5. 

I began a site placement with 
Kier at the Mersey Gateway in July 
this year. The project involves the 
construction of a new cable stayed 
bridge across the River Mersey and 
associated works to link the new 
bridge to the existing road network. 

I also helped to manage work on 
14 bridges across the network, which 
involved managing subcontractors, 
carrying out concrete repairs, joint 
replacements, deck waterproofing, 
pier protection works, and bearing 
replacements. 

I hope to stay in this placement 
until May next year, when I will be 
returning to Highways England to 
complete my training scheme.

What is your advice for newcomers?
Make the most of your time by 
seeking out opportunities. 

KEY FACTS

53
Number of new 
graduates taken 
on by Highways 
England in 2016

24
Number of civil 

engineering 
graduates taken 
on by Highways 
England in 2016

20
Number of project 

management 
graduates taken 
on by Highways 
England in 2016
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teamwork, integrity and passion.
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Heather Ritchie is a graduate civil 
engineer at Highways England. She 
joined in December 2014. 

Why did you choose civil 
engineering as a career?
I’ve always had an interest in 
infrastructure projects, and a civil 
engineering degree opens the 
doors to so many career options. 
Every day is different and you get 
a real sense that the work you do 
is helping to improve the lives of 
thousands of people. 

Civil engineering plays such an 
important role in the world we live 
in, whether it’s roads, sewerage 
networks or power generation, and 
it’s the reason I knew I wanted to be 
involved in this exciting and diverse 
industry.

What have you done so far?
When I joined Highways England 
I started in the team responsible 
for managing road condition 
surveys, commissioning research 
and providing expert advice to 
colleagues and delivery partners 
about road surfaces. As well as 
project managing a research task 
and developing specifications for 
several others, I also conducted my 
own research into accident rates and 

CASE STUDY

areas of the network that had been 
treated for low skid resistance. 

After nine months I started an 
external placement with WSP 
Parsons Brinckerhoff in its bridges 
team. I spent nine months carrying 
out checks on highway structures, 
for example an integral bridge 
on the A19/A1058 junction near 
Newcastle and a bridge widening 
project on the south approach to 
J23 of the M5. 

I began a site placement with 
Kier at the Mersey Gateway in July 
this year. The project involves the 
construction of a new cable stayed 
bridge across the River Mersey and 
associated works to link the new 
bridge to the existing road network. 

I also helped to manage work on 
14 bridges across the network, which 
involved managing subcontractors, 
carrying out concrete repairs, joint 
replacements, deck waterproofing, 
pier protection works, and bearing 
replacements. 

I hope to stay in this placement 
until May next year, when I will be 
returning to Highways England to 
complete my training scheme.

What is your advice for newcomers?
Make the most of your time by 
seeking out opportunities. 
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Smart  
Materials

A s the world’s 
raw and “dumb” 
materials decline, 
manufacturing 
and technological 
innovations are 

allowing humans to push for 
continued production and progress.

An ever-rising population has 
created demand for ever more farms, 
fisheries and mines. Research has 
pushed deeper and wider on our 
planet, but still, natural resources are 
in decline.

This large-scale exploitation 
extends from the last half of the 18th 
century and the start of the industrial 
revolution. 

Interestingly, it was around the 
same time that scientists discovered 
materials with “smart” properties. 
They were capable of producing 
what is known as piezoelectricity 
which is generated as a result of  the 
application of mechanical stress. 

But why did we hold off on 
developing further? Why does it seem 
that only now we are getting serious 
about materials with awe-inspiring 

properties, such as the ability to self-
heal, or to mime biological systems 
with their ability to regenerate?

Is it a modern obsession to 
look ahead to further technology 
advancement? Or is it from ancient 
times that we have tried to do more 
with less? 

If we look back far enough for 
inspiration, we might find the 
Romans, who, probably more 
intentionally than not, used lime 
mortar and volcanic ash in their 
concrete, which researchers have 
found gave self-healing properties. 

One “smart” way to do more in a 
world with depleted materials is to 
use less. And it’s certainly requiring 
less money and manpower to 3D 
print concrete structures (see page 
42). University of Southern California 
professor of civil and environmental 
engineering Berokh Khoshnevis has 
developed the mechanical technique,  

B Y  R o B e R t  H e n s o n

No waste, 
No HaNds
smart materials could spark major 
cHaNges iN tHe coNstructioN iNdustry  

“one ‘smart’ way 
to do more in 

a world with depleted 
materials is to use less

ones to 
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4D print ing
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3D pr int ing
p42

Smart materials could help drive 
the circular economy with their 
capacity to be recycled and reused 
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“smart  
materials 

development is 
happening inside 
Adidas and Boeing; 
it is sparked by 
manufacturing

it’s now just a matter of addressing 
the economic realities. 

Perhaps we can even cut out 
the middle man, and just let the 
materials organise and assemble 
themselves. This is what’s going 
on at Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology (MIT) where “4D 
printing” (see page 32) is redefining 
what a material can and cannot be.

Self-Assembly Lab founder Skylar 
Tibbits certainly thinks that the 
smart path is embedded intelligence. 
Putting the processes within 
materials is the way forward rather 
than forcing raw materials to do 
our bidding through something as 
brutally simple as “electricity”, he 
says.

The Lab’s best civils idea so far 
has been for pipes to expand and 
contract in direct proportion to 
water flow. But Tibbits says the 
construction industry is largely 
uninterested.

“It was an interesting initial 
experiment, but most of our work 
now has been in aviation, and 
automotive, furniture, shoes, 
consumer products,” he says.

This is a common refrain among 
researchers and a revealing comment 
on the state of our industry. Smart 
materials development is happening 
inside Adidas and Boeing; it is 
sparked by manufacturing, rather 
than engineering contractors or 
consultants.

Meanwhile, one of the most 
important discoveries this century, 
graphene, is not transformational, but 
will certainly change the materials 
landscape (see page 36).

Graphene has yet to properly 
hit construction, or many other 
industries for that matter, in terms of 
usability. It is 200 times stronger than 
steel, but as of now, a far from viable 
replacement. 

Researchers are not phased, 
looking not months or years ahead, 
but decades, to when a newly 
developed material usually hits 
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At VINCI Construction Grands Projets, we engineer 
digital solutions that help us and our Clients in the 
conception and construction of our major projects.

On SEA Tours-Bordeaux high speed rail line (302 
km and 38 km of connecting track), we developed 
a bespoke information system allowing sharing of 
processes and data between all partners (80 design 
offices, 5 sub-consortiums, 3,500 employees) that 
offers the most reliable performance. We introduced 
an Electronic Document Management System 
(EDMS) and a Geographical Information System 
(GIS) whose 3D interface fostered collaboration with 
clients and stakeholders. This real Asset Information 
Management (AIM) is being transferred to the 
dedicated company for the maintenance of the project 
over 45 years.

In the UK, we are currently placing our BIM expertise at 
the core of infrastructure projects such as Tideway East 
and the M4 Corridor around Newport, with the aim of 
providing enhanced collaboration and efficiency.

By EXCELLENCE, we mean designing and building 
quicker, safer and at best value.

www.vinci-construction-projects.com/british-isles
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“A circular 
economy 

challenges traditional 
ideas of ownership

its prime. Graphene manufacturer 
2D-Tech’s chief executive Neill 
Ricketts says: “We currently produce 
about 500g a week, though we are in 
exponential growth at the minute, 
we cannot produce enough and we 
are doubling capacity on a monthly 
basis.”

Finally, to continue on an upward 
trajectory, of population, progress 
and growth, being “smart” in a 
resource-poor world requires circular 
thinking (see page 40).

Unsustainable levels of waste 
from the construction industry are 
spurring on precast manufacturing 
and recycling in the “circular 
economy” which aims to perpetuate 
recycling and reuse. This changes 
value-equations in the supply chain 
and for materials themselves.

“A circular economy challenges 
traditional ideas of ownership,” 
says Arup associate Simon Anson. 
“We need legal innovation as well 
as innovations in materials and 
construction, to allow the easy 
movement of materials through a 
circular economy.” 

Wherever the smart road takes 
us, shared vision and mindset are a 
must. N

Smart materials: Can repond to changes

Brexit came at a 
bad time for me 
after three years 
of hard work, our 
manufacturing team 
had finally gained 
formal accreditation 
to BS EN1090 allowing 
us to CE mark our 
structural steelwork 
to Execution Class 2. 
In addition, our design 

teams were able to offer our customers Eurocode 
compliant designs. It appeared that we might have 
wasted our time and certainly questions were being 
asked at board level.

The decision to CE mark had been a no-brainer 
even though technically, temporary works 
products fall outside the requirements of the 
Construction Products Regulations. 

Our customers must have thought it odd that a 
small steel lintel needed it whereas one of our 250t 
capacity, 45m long hydraulic props holding up the 
Thames did not.

Our talented team of welders and fabricators 
based in the North West had always maintained an 
enviable reputation for manufacturing the highest 
quality modular shoring products. However, with 
exports booming it was essential that we proved 
our credentials to a worldwide market.

In terms of temporary works design, there is 
always a vigorous debate about the applicability 
of the more theoretical Eurocodes approach as 
compared to the more practical, experience-based 
permissible stress approach adopted by the UK 
construction industry. However, again being able 
to offer both approaches was an easy decision 
given the widespread adoption of Eurocodes 
within the industry.

So, what now? I am a member of the British 

Standards Committee for Trench Support Systems 
and the sensible view from BSI is that we will 
maintain membership of Cen and Cenelec and 
continue to contribute to the development of 
European and international standards.

In terms of temporary works however, I believe 
we can now look forward to developing our 
existing British Standard BS 5975. In this way we 
can hold on to our practical approach, based on 
world leading technical and safety knowledge and 
experience. Go team GB!

Perhaps we can have the best of both worlds 
– the ability to comply with the highest technical 
and quality standards worldwide coupled with a 
reputation for safety and practicality.

As far as MGF is concerned, I do not think 
that we have wasted our efforts. Our worldwide 
reputation for quality can only have been 
enhanced and the process has led to several 
improvements in productivity and quality. 
● Steve Hesketh is MGF engineering director

T e m p o r a r y  w o r k s  v i e w

EU KitE marKs  
and BrExit

steve 
Hesketh

“We can hold on to  
our practical ap-

proach, based on world 
leading  technical and safety 
knowledge and experience. 
Go team GB!
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B y  F I O N A  M C I N T y R E

Just add 
the active 
ingredients
can Buildings soon Be made from  
Products which assemBle themselves?

In a research laboratory at the 
Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology (MIT), futuristic 
materials are taking shape. The 
Self-Assembly Lab conducts 
research into how we can make 

materials assemble themselves, or 
how we can use 4D printing to create 
pre-programmed materials that 
behave in predictable ways.

For example, the lab – which 
employs scientists and designers 
across multiple industries, like 
computer science and mechanical 
engineering – is involved in creating 
pre-programmed shoes. Material 
with a specific pattern is printed 
onto a stretched fabric, and released. 
The material then folds itself into 
the shape of a shoe, with no human 
intervention.

The lab has also created a self-
assembling replica of the polio virus 
(not to scale), which forms itself 
correctly from separate parts when 
its container is randomly shaken.

It is pretty mind-bending stuff. But 
what are the implications for the civil 
engineering sector?

At the head of the lab sits Skylar 
Tibbits, its co-director and founder. 
He is an architect, designer and 
big thinker about how these smart 
materials can change the way we live.

Smart 
Materials       
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He explains that the lab focuses 
on several key projects, one being 
self-assembling materials. This 
encompasses materials which 
assemble themselves into shapes 
without human or machine help, like 
the model polio virus.

Another is programmable 
materials, which is where materials 
transform – rather than build – 
themselves into pre-programmed 
shapes.

Materials like wood chip or timber 
waste, plastic or metal are printed 
with specific patterns. An energy is 
added – for example moisture for 
wood, temperature for metal – and 
the material behaves in a predictable 
way to create a predictable shape.

The impact on the construction 
industry could be huge. Although 
Tibbits sees self-assembling 
materials as being more useful for 
manufacturing industries where 
a part must be replicated over 
and over, the technology could be 
used where it is currently difficult 
to get machinery in to build – in 
dense urban areas, for example, or 
environments which are difficult for 
people to reach.

It could even be used in outer 
space. The idea of having separate 
component parts which can come 
together and assemble themselves 
without assistance from people or 
plant is incredibly exciting.

Use of self assembly technology in 
construction is still years away. What 
is much closer to reality, is the use of 

It is all very exciting stuff, and has 
real potential for the construction 
industry, as Tibbits knows himself.

Back in 2013, he gave a TED talk on 
this exciting new research. During the 
talk he touched on the possibility of 
creating adaptive water pipes which 
could self-regulate water flow by 
expanding and contracting.

New Civil Engineer asked Tibbits 
whether there had been any significant 
breakthroughs with this idea.

“Nah, it hasn’t gone anywhere,” 
he says. “It was an interesting 
initial experiment, but most of our 
work now has been in aviation, 
and automotive, furniture, shoes, 
consumer products.”

Although the project is continuing, 
it has not been the lab’s main focus 
as other projects have drawn its 
attention.

It seems a shame when the 
technology has the potential to 
disrupt the industry – which is 
currently missing out on materials 
with the potential to self-repair, 

“The ones who 
are innovating 

and funding research 
are not coming from 
infrastructure and 
construction

programmable materials.
The research in this field is 

applicable to any industry wanting 
to make smart things – smart shoes, 
smart cars, smart planes, and 
smart construction materials are all 
possible.

Tibbits explains that we tend to 
move towards electro-mechanical 
solutions when we think of smart 
materials. But the research shows 
that we don’t have to.

“You can make smart components 
without robotics, without extra cost, 
without extra assembly time,” he says.

“All the things that make something 
quote-unquote ‘smart’, you can do it 
with materials themselves.”

As he explains, with programmable 
materials, sensors are unnecessary 
because the material itself acts as the 
sensor.

“All materials are active in some 
way or another, based on some 
activation energy,” he explains. 
“Moisture activates wood; the wood 
swells, and wood transforms on its 
own anyway.”

By printing, or through any other 
industrial process like bonding or 
weaving, researchers can create 
a material with a particular shape 
which can then be transformed when 
activated by the energy.

So the material is smart; it has the 
capability to have logic, and to sense 
things.

“It’s basically like printing robots, 
but no wires, no motors, no traditional 
means of robotics,” he says.

Transforming: 
4D printed 
product
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can Buildings soon Be made from  
Products which assemBle themselves?
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materials are taking shape. The 
Self-Assembly Lab conducts 
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materials assemble themselves, or 
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He explains that the lab focuses 
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component, which originally needed 
a mechanical flap to open and close, 
requiring a complex set of manual 
controls.

The team at the lab created a 
programmable piece of carbon 
fibre that could open and close 
automatically in response to air 
pressure or temperature, removing 
the need for human intervention.

Tibbits points to a difference in 
culture between the two industries as 
a reason for their different attitudes 
– there’s tight competition between 
few companies in aviation, and 
production tends to be relatively 
similar. By contrast, each building 
or structure is unique in the 
construction and infrastructure 
sectors and so breakthroughs using 
the new technology would tend to 
happen on a project-by-project basis.

He admits it is a generalisation 
to condemn a whole industry, and 
points to pockets of forward-thinking 
practice. Still, there is massive 
potential for pioneers keen to disrupt 
traditional construction methods.

“I think there’s a lot of stuff that 
we could do,” says Tibbits. “But it’s 
about finding the right partners who 
are interested in innovating in that 
space.”

Even if the industry does nothing, 
Tibbits believes a tipping point will be 
reached which will force firms out of 
their comfort zones.

Research from other industries 
will eventually trickle down and 
change the way things are done. 
But construction and infrastructure 
companies risk leaving big 
innovations to others.

And with others already pushing 
the boundaries, the risk is very real. 
As Tibbits points out, the lab is busy 
with research for multiple industries.

“It’s not like, if we don’t work on 
water pipes we’re totally depressed,” 
he says.

So without a drive from the 
industry itself, it is likely that smart 
components for better buildings, self-
regulating pipes and self-assembly in 
outer space remain in the future.

Tibbet’s response when questioned 
on how far we are from making 
4D-printed skyscrapers a reality sums 
up the issue.

“I don’t know,” he says. “We’re not 
working on it.” N

transform themselves, and make 
construction easier and more precise 
– in such a positive way.

“Unfortunately the infrastructure 
and construction sector doesn’t have 
the same funding or incentive to 
innovate as the rest of the industries,” 
he says.

“It’s quite depressing that the 
ones who are innovating and funding 
research are not coming from 
infrastructure and construction. 
They’re coming from biomedical, 
aviation, aerospace, automotive.”

The Self-Assembly Lab is all 
industry funded. But with the wide-
ranging implications for construction, 
why are companies not eager to 
test the applications of this new 
technology?

“The behaviour is sort of ‘wait and 
see’, and then, ‘oh, our infrastructure 
failed so replace it with more or less 
the same thing we had before,’” he 
says. “Instead of trying to incentivise 
– or even be interested in – innovating 
on new forms of infrastructure that 
could be more resilient and highly 
adaptive, transformative, we have 
fixed, static, outdated infrastructure 
that we replace with fixed, static, new 
infrastructure.”

Without an appetite for new ways of 
working, it appears that nothing will 
change. Tibbits paints a grim picture 
of an industry unwilling to break its 
habits.

“It seems to be that it’s sort of a 

legacy industry, it’s like ‘we do things 
the way we used to do things and let’s 
keep it at that.’”

Although the industry’s 
cautiousness could be seen as 
frustrating, Tibbits insists that 
industry is not afraid of the new 
technology. But it has other barriers 
to innovation.

“I just don’t see the incentive there. 
If you own a construction company, 
what’s your incentive to innovate?”

Tight regulations are a problem, 
and the construction industry is 
wrapped up in important safety 
measures. Innovation is risky, and it 
comes with a high price tag. Litigation 
is also a concern.

But the aviation industry faces 
these challenges too, and yet the 
Self-Assembly Lab has conducted 
research in collaboration with aircraft 
manufacturer Airbus. Researchers 
looked at the idea of a jet engine 

“you can 
make smart 

components without 
robotics, without extra 
cost, without extra 
assembly time
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Incentives are 
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ripe for 
innovation 
Graphene could revolutionise efforts to 
develop stronGer construction materials

A nd according to 
those at the heart 
of graphene’s 
development in 
the UK, it is poised 
to revolutionise 

almost every industry, including 
construction.

Graphene was first identified 
12 years ago by Andre Geim and 
Konstantin Novoselov at the 
University of Manchester, during 
what they dubbed “Friday night 
experiments”. Though graphene had 
been theorised about since 1947, it 
was not until a “piece of sticky-tape” 
was applied to graphite and then 
ripped off, leaving flakes only a few 
atoms thick that the material was 
physically identified.

The part-genius, part-serendipitous 
discovery is indicative of the 
approach Geim applies to the 
scientific process. “Human progress 
has always been driven by a sense 
of adventure and unconventional 
thinking,” he said on receiving the 
Nobel Prize for Physics in 2010.

The truly extraordinary nature of 
what the two scientists discovered 
is still being investigated. The 
two-dimensional, atomic-scale 
honeycomb lattice has a variety of 
seemingly conflicting properties. It 
is the thinnest material on earth, but 
stronger than steel. It is ultra-light 
yet immensely tough and, though 
permeable to water, it acts as a 
barrier to the lightest of gasses.

Such an array of different qualities 
offers myriad possibilities for use 
in the construction industry. At the 
moment, however, it is a struggle to 
find anything that uses graphene on 
the market. You can currently buy a 
light bulb made 10% more efficient by 
a graphene coated filament, and Andy 
Murray used a part-graphene tennis 

Smart 
Materials
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£61M
cost of 

setting up 
the national 

Graphene 
institute

money. By 2018, Manchester will 
also be home to the Graphene 
Engineering Innovation Centre 
(Geic), also partly funded by the 
UK government.

The hope is that investment 
in the research of graphene and 
other 2D materials will allow the 
University of Manchester to create 
a knowledge-based economy in 
the material’s birthplace. Baker 
believes that the Geic and the 
NGI can help move graphene 
from the research stage into 
commercialisation quicker than 
would otherwise be the case.

“A prime aim of the institute 
is still to fundamentally support 

racket to reach world number one 
this year.

“Graphene as a material is still 
relatively young,” says National 
Graphene Institute (NGI) business 
director James Baker. “Twelve 
years is not a lot of time in the life 
of a material. If you look at other 
materials, like carbon fibre or silicon, 
typically it takes 25 to 30 years before 
they can be widely commercialised.”

Though not yet a teenager, the 
excitement around the material has 
attracted massive investment from 
the UK government and Europe. The 
NGI at Manchester cost £61M to set 
up and was funded by a mixture of 
government and European Union 

“   There is a  
huge amount  

of work being done  
on how graphene can 
be used as a reinforcer 
for concrete
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will not enable graphene to move 
from the research stage toward 
commercialisation, and the NGI 
works with a number of commercial 
partners, from Rolls Royce to 
Siemens. “Part of the challenge 
is engaging bigger and smaller 
companies, start-ups and scale-ups,” 
says Baker.

The construction industry has 
something of a reputation for being 
risk averse when it comes to investing 
in new materials. Despite that, Baker 
says there has been some interest 
from some companies involved in 
creating infrastructure materials.

“We have had some interest from 
people like Tata Steel and Morgan 
Advanced Materials. So it is the 
big companies, the supply chain 
companies. But part of the challenge 
has been getting people to engage 
because it is quite early in the life 
cycle.”

Baker believes that some of 
graphene’s properties make it 
particularly attractive to the 
infrastructure sector: “Two hundred 
times stronger than steel – who in the 
construction industry would not want 
a material like that?” asks Baker.

The most immediate future for the 
material in infrastructure probably 
lies in adding it to pre-existing 
products. “You can add graphene to a 
polymer, a resin, a concrete or a steel 
to improve its properties and we are 
currently starting to engage with a 
number of people from construction. 
For example, we are looking at 
treating bitumen with graphene, and 
we are engaging with a number of 
ideas around concrete,” says Baker.

“So it is still initial feasibility-type 
work, like sponsoring a PhD, rather 
than large scale multi-million pound 
investments. However, we are seeing 
an increasing involvement from the 
construction industry and others.”

Though still very much in the 
developmental stage, it would appear 
that the potential uses of the material 
in the construction industry are 
not all that far away. This is quite 
remarkable considering that 12 
years ago, the material was thought 
impossible to isolate.

As interest in using graphene grows, 
so does the need for a high quality 
supply of the material. The idea that 
anyone could extract the allotrope 
themselves with a piece of sticky tape 
and a pencil lead is an exciting one, but 
as graphene manufacturer 2D-Tech’s 
chief executive Neill Ricketts points 
out: “You can’t make a lot of money 
doing that.”

2D Tech is one of the leading 

manufacturers of graphene in the 
UK and also works to develop new 
graphene-based products. Ricketts 
is similarly positive about the 
possibility of graphene being used 
in construction, pointing to the 
“huge amount of work being done 
on how graphene can be used as 
reinforcement for concrete.”

They use a patented mechanical and 
chemical exfoliation system, to extract 
graphene from graphite. Ricketts says: 
“We mix graphite, a naturally occurring 
commodity product, with a special 
ingredient, then we use mechanical 
force to split the sheets of graphite 
into graphene, then we produce very 
specific high quality graphene for a 
whole range of products.”

“We currently produce about 500g 
a week, though we are in exponential 
growth at the minute, we cannot 
produce enough and we are doubling 
capacity on a monthly basis.”

That demand is expected to 
increase enormously, and Ricketts 
suggests that “by 2025 we could see 
worldwide capacity needing to be in 
the order of about 54,000t.”

The economic feasibility of 
graphene is still compromised by  
the cost it currently takes to  
produce the material. “The only  
issue is the amount of graphene 
available and the commercial price 
point,” says Ricketts. “Currently  
1g of proper graphene would 
cost in the order of £400, which is 
obviously not sustainable for mass 
production… it will probably just 
take a little bit of time to build the 
capacity and get the commercial 
model to work.”

Despite the caveats, the benefits 
graphene may hold for infrastructure 
are becoming evident. A PhD thesis 
published in 2014 detailing the 
reinforcing effects of graphene oxide 
(GO) – a similar though less effective 
material – on Portland cement paste 
suggested that the compressive 
strength of the paste is increased by 
46% when GO is added. Meanwhile, 
the effect graphene can have on steel 
is just starting to be researched. N
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£400
current 

cost of 1g of 
graphene

research, not just into graphene but a 
whole family of 2D materials. Another 
aim is to try and progress along those 
first phases of commercialisation,” 
says Baker.

The NGI employs a method known 
as Technology Readiness Level (TRL) 
to gauge the maturity of a certain 
technology. The TRL scale runs from 
one to nine, with nine indicating a 
technology that is proven to function 
in its operational environment.

“Most universities focus around 
levels one, two and three,” Baker 
continues. “The purpose of the 
institute is to accelerate those TRLs 
to four and five”. 

Public sector funding alone 

“ it is the 
thinnest 

material on earth,  
but stronger than  
steel. it is ultra-light 
yet immensely tough 
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Siemens. “Part of the challenge 
is engaging bigger and smaller 
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The construction industry has 
something of a reputation for being 
risk averse when it comes to investing 
in new materials. Despite that, Baker 
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from some companies involved in 
creating infrastructure materials.

“We have had some interest from 
people like Tata Steel and Morgan 
Advanced Materials. So it is the 
big companies, the supply chain 
companies. But part of the challenge 
has been getting people to engage 
because it is quite early in the life 
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Baker believes that some of 
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research, not just into graphene but a 
whole family of 2D materials. Another 
aim is to try and progress along those 
first phases of commercialisation,” 
says Baker.

The NGI employs a method known 
as Technology Readiness Level (TRL) 
to gauge the maturity of a certain 
technology. The TRL scale runs from 
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technology that is proven to function 
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Public sector funding alone 

“ it is the 
thinnest 

material on earth,  
but stronger than  
steel. it is ultra-light 
yet immensely tough 
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Keeping it  
in the loop
ConstruCtion in a CirCular eConomy will 
need a shared vision For reduCing waste

W aste is a major 
problem for the 
construction 
industry 
worldwide. In the 
UK, the industry 

produces three times more waste 
than households – and only half is 
recycled. This is unsustainable even 
in the medium term. Lessons should 
be learned from the manufacturing 
sector because a considerable 
structural change in the entire built 
environment industry is urgently 
needed.

So said Arup chairman Gregory 
Hodkinson, addressing a conference 
on the Circular Economy held at 
London’s Building Centre on 21 
September. More than 200 delegates 
heard presentations from the likes 
of Hodkinson, and Bam Construct 
UK sustainability director Nitesh 
Magdani on how construction can 
adopt the basic principles of the 
circular economy and move away 

from the current waste-generating 
traditional linear economy.

Circular construction, delegates 
were told, abandons the current 
“take-make-dispose” model. Materials, 
products and components would 
ideally be used over and over again 
and maintain their highest possible 
value. Disposal should be avoided or 
postponed, assets shared, resource 
use optimised.

Buildings would seem to be 
obvious beneficiaries from adopting 
circular economy principles 
and practice. Rapid developing 
technologies – such as structural 
insulated panel systems – and the 

“a considerable 
structural 

change in the entire 
built environment 
industry is urgently 
needed

Smart 
Materials

Those who visited the Building 
Centre during the London Design 
Festival last autumn expecting to see 
a cylindrical building erected outside 
were set for a disappointment. 

The Circular Building they found there 
was a more mundane creation at first 
sight. Resolutely rectangular in plan, 
its circularity lay in its embodiment of 
key principles of the circular economy. 
Its design, its procurement and its 
construction differed markedly from 
the traditional, yet the end result was 
functional and effective.

Arup associate and lead architect 
Simon Anson says design began with 
a 3D building information modelling 
(BIM) model – “and the suppliers were 
involved from Day 1.

“A shared vision was the secret. But 
we did find there were more suppliers 
already engaged in the circular 
economy than we had first thought.”

Virtually all the components 
were either recycled/recyclable, 

CirCuLar By naTure
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growth of offsite construction make 
it possible to largely eliminate wet 
trades – above foundation and ground 
floor level at least. Deconstruction 
can replace demolition when a 
building reaches the end of its life, 
with components being reused rather 
than being simply recycled or going 
to waste.

To illustrate the principles of 
circular construction, a team from 
Arup, the Built Environment Trust, 
Bam and Italian building envelope 
specialists Frener & Reifer had 
erected a demonstration building 
outside the Building Centre, which 
stood there for just a few days. A 
more realistic example, perhaps, is 
Swansea University’s recently opened 
“Active Classroom” 

Although not primarily 
intended to demonstrate circular 
construction, the classroom’s five 
year life expectancy required it to 
be designed for deconstruction. 
It made economic sense for the 
building to be reused wholly or in 
part as after only five years virtually 
all the main components would be 
in good condition and thus still have 
significant value.

Arup director Stuart Smith listed 
the principles the team took on board 
when designing the demonstration 
building in London.

“Lease materials and products 
wherever possible, rather than 
purchasing,” he said. “Maximise off 
site manufacture. Avoid wet trades. 
Select materials that can be re-used, 
remanufactured or recycled at end of 
life. And make deconstruction easy 
by avoiding adhesives and using 
mechanical or push-fit connections.”

He added: “We had to do more than 
just work out how we would put it 
together – we also had to consider 
how we could take it apart.

“This involved a lot of collaboration 

“  Lease 
materials and 

products wherever 
possible, rather than 
purchasing. Maximise 
off site manufacture. 
avoid wet trades. 
Select materials that 
can be re-used

CirCuLar By naTure

remanufactured, or “leased” – which for 
this demonstration project meant “on 
loan from suppliers”.

RHS steel offcuts from a project in 
Luxembourg were used for the main 
structural frame. The team had hoped 
to procure recycled timber for the floor 
beams, but were unable to locate anything 
suitable within the time available.

Structural cassette panels produced 
offsite using  computer numerical control 
(CNC) technology made up the walls 
and roof. These are particularly “green”, 
formed as they are from Ecoboard, 
a board manufactured from fibrous 
agricultural waste using low formaldehyde 
resins.

Such is the accuracy of manufacturing 
that the panels could be assembled using 
an interference-fit fixing technique - high 
friction joints – developed from Arup’s 
2014 Wikihouse, a simple prototype 
building designed using open source 
software.  

Rainscreen cladding was Accoya, an 
acetylised modified softwood with the 

appearance and durability of tropical 
hardwood.
Clips, clamps and other mechanical 
fixings were used throughout to allow 
straightforward dismantling without 
damage to the components. These 
included all glazing, such as the Velux 
units in the roof. Adhesives were banned.

Interior panels also simply clipped 
into place. There were no wet trades 
involved. Arup also took the opportunity 
to further develop some of the alternative 
technologies first pioneered on the 
Wikihouse.

So the electrical system is low voltage, 
and, in conjunction with renewable energy 
technologies and the latest developments 
in battery storage the building could 
function off grid. The ventilation system 
used equipment manufactured from 
recycled plastic, cardboard, and re-
manufactured drinks cans.

Anson reports that the Circular 
Building took two weeks to erect, but just 
seven days to dismantle. “Right now it’s 
packed away in four containers.”

London’s Building 
Centre hosted a 
circular construction 
demonstration
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“This is about 
more than 

minimising waste  
and maximising 
recycling. We need  
to develop a business 
case for circular 
building as well.

Located on Swansea university’s Bay campus, 
the full size “active classroom” which opened last 
October was originally planned to demonstrate a 
range of new low carbon building technologies. 

These had been developed by the university’s 
Sustainable Product Engineering Centre for 
Innovative Functional Industrial Coatings 
(Specific), as part of its long-term “buildings 
as power stations” project. The new building’s 
main function was to trial this concept on a full 
scale building and collect priceless data on the 
technologies’ performance in service.

“But we only have planning permission for five 
years, after which the building has to disappear 
to make room for other developments,” explains 
Specific project architect Jo Morgan. 

“So we had to design it for deconstruction. In 
the process it also became an example of circular 
construction.”

Deconstructability starts with the foundations. 
Steel screwpiles 2.5m long were chosen, not just 
for their minimally disruptive installation but also 
their ease of ultimate removal. In five years’ time, 
all being well, the used screwpiles will be back in 
the supply chain and ready for use on subsequent 
projects.

Sitting on the piles is a grid of eminently 
recyclable 254mm deep steel universal beams. 
Above this level the new technology takes centre 
stage.

Floor, walls and roof are constructed of 
innovative interlocking AcerMetric steel framed 
structural panels. Faced in fire resistant magnesium 
oxide (MgO) boards, insulated with expanded 
polystyrene (EPS), the panels were manufactured 
offsite and erected in just two weeks by a small 
team from Matrix Structures.

Apart from speed of erection, advantages 
claimed for the AcerMetric panels and its patented 
3D interlocking elements include low noise 
installation using only hand tools, and ease of 
deconstruction. 

Rainscreen cladding comes from Tata Steel’s long 
established range of coated steel – hardly surprising 

since Tata is one of Swansea University’s strategic 
partners in Specific, along with industrial chemicals 
giant BASF and glass producer NSG Pilkington.

From a distance the only difference between 
individual elevations is colour. 

Much closer viewing is needed to spot the 
microperforations in the cladding to the southern 
elevation, nor is the 100mm plenum behind the 
cladding obvious.

Together these form a transpired solar collector. 
Some 95% of the solar energy falling on the 
cladding is absorbed: the air behind the cladding is 
heated, rises, and is drawn off into the building’s 
heating system via small fans. Cool air flows in 
through the hot microperforations to replace it, 
and is heated in its turn.

Electricity is generated by an even newer 
technology. Thin film solar cells are bonded onto 
steel roof panels to create a Building Integrated 
Photovoltaic (BIPV) roof. 

Electricity from the 17kWp BIPV array is stored 
in two massive saltwater batteries – combined 
storage capacity is enough to power the classroom 
for at least two days.

She adds: “ Because this building is so easy 
to deconstruct and then rebuild elsewhere, this 
circular construction approach is ideal for schools. 
Build time can be as little as five weeks, so this can 
be done in the holidays. It’s a real alternative to 
conventional temporary classrooms.”

N O  O R D I N A R y  D E M O U N TA B L E

with the supply chain.”
The key technologies may be 

mature, and any developments 
that promise dramatic reductions 
in resource depletion and disposal 
to landfill are to be welcomed. But 
there were other, more pragmatic 
considerations raised at the 
conference.

“This is about more than 
minimising waste and maximising 
recycling,” Hodkinson warned. “We 
need to develop a business case for 
circular building as well.”

But Bam Construct UK’s Magdani 
raised the question of how clients 
would react to proposals to re-
use “second-hand” materials and 
components in their new build 
projects.

“How would the residual value 
of such materials be calculated?” 
he asked. “Would clients demand 
warranties?”

“A circular economy challenges 
traditional ideas of ownership,” 
added Arup associate Simon Anson. 
“We need legal innovation as well 
as innovations in materials and 
construction, to allow the easy 
movement of materials through a 
circular economy.”

Despite these caveats, the reaction 
of delegates was almost universally 
positive. One factor that all agreed 
on was that for circular construction 
to become an everyday option, the 
entire supply chain had to work 
together. And no one disagreed 
with one central message – circular 
construction requires a changed mind 
set for all parties, and all parties must 
share the vision. N

Smart Materials    Circular Construction

“Build time can be as little as  
five weeks, so this can be done in the 

school holidays”

Swansea university’s ‘active classroom’
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WITH 13,000 ENGINEERS, DESIGNERS AND CONSULTANTS, WE CREATE SUSTAINABLE SOLUTIONS WITHIN BUILDINGS, TRANSPORT, 
ENVIRONMENT & HEALTH, WATER, ENERGY, OIL & GAS, MANAGEMENT CONSULTING AND PLANNING & URBAN DESIGN. 

INGENUITY AND 
CREATIVITY
(POWERING 
FEATS OF 
ENGINEERING)

The Queensferry Crossing is the tallest 
bridge in the UK and the longest three tower 
cable-stayed bridge in the world. It is an 
outstanding feat of engineering and Ramboll 
is proud to be leading the contractor’s Design 
Joint Venture comprising Ramboll, Sweco, 
and Leonhardt, Andrä und Partner.

More at www.ramboll.co.uk/queensferry
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B y  R o B e R t  H e n s o n

out of  
this world 
3d Printing could change the job market 
and take buildings to other Planets

Smart 
Materials

W hether it is 
developing 
technology for 3D 
printing houses 
on earth, or 
sintering landing 

pads on Mars, an optimistic Behrokh 
Khoshnevis has only the good of 
humanity in mind.

It was 22 years ago that 
Khoshnevis’ idea for large scale 3D 
printing emerged.

“Typically sub-millimetre layers 
were used [in 3D printing], to 
build objects. If you increase layer 
thickness you lose design specificity, 
so therefore everybody kept the layer 
thickness low. I knew the only way to 
speed up this process was to increase 
layer thickness,” says Khoshnevis, 
who, among other academic duties 
holds the post of professor of civil 
and environmental engineering at the 

3D printing has 
the potential to 
aid interplanetary 
colonisation
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powder. With the powder method, a 
layer of powder is laid down, followed 
by a liquid binding material. The 
process is repeated, with each layer 
adhering to the last. Extrudors pump 
the mixed wet materials directly onto 
to the semi-dried layer. Khoshnevis 
says the powder method was tried 
using concrete, but the extrusion 
method was more streamlined.

When questioned about how the 
interlayers adhere, Khoshnevis 
counters with another question: why 
not ask this question of bricks?

“With bricks you have dry material 
used with wet mortar, but nobody 
seems to question that. At least with 
3D printing you have wet mortar on 
semi-wet mortar.

“When we do try to break [the 
structures], they typically break 
from any random location, not the 
interface.”

So the main hurdle is not 
the material, but economics. 
Khoshnevis is currently focusing 
on commercialising a 3D printing 
company called Contour Crafting Inc 
“We’ll be active in 2017,” he says.

But enticing construction 
companies to step into a robotic 
future is proving difficult. For 
example, Khoshnevis says: if the 
building process were ever fully 
automated, house prices would be 
one-fifth what they are today.

But there are practical obstacles 
to the widespread adoption of 3D 
printing in construction.

“Everybody wants somebody 
else to take it through the approval 
process. And then nobody wants 
to pay out of their own pocket. In 
certain cases the labour unions also 
become a barrier.”

On the broader topic of 
automation, Khoshnevis says 
bricklayers do not need to fear job 
losses overnight. But if machines 
can build better, then they probably 
should be concerned in the longer 
term. 

“When there has been a new 
technology that automates, 
takes over humans, typically the 
consequence is that there are 
changes in the economy to provide 

new opportunities,” Khoshnevis says.
“Take the case of US agriculture. 

In the early 1900s, 51% of Americans 
were farmers, today less than 1.5% are 
farmers. So what happened? In 1900 we 
didn’t have GPS, nanotechnology or 
genetic modification.

“The kinds of jobs in the future are 
very hard to predict, the same way 
that people 150 years ago we could 
never imagine that millions of people 
would be flying in metallic machines 
in the sky.”

Khoshnevis suggests there are 
2bn people across the world living 
in slums that could benefit from 3D 
printing. He predicts anything that 
has to do with physical work is going 
to be automated by robotics.

One of Khoshnevis’ creative 
pursuits has been to convert his 3D 
printer technology to interplanetary 
colonisation. 

Selective Separation Sintering (SSS) 
was demonstrated using high melting-
point ceramics such as magnesium 
oxide (readily available on the moon 
and Mars) and ordinary regolith 
(planetary soil) to produce tiles 
that could withstand the heat and 
pressure of exhaust plumes of landing 
spacecraft.

“Without taking material from 
earth we are able to build using a 
reasonably good process,” he says.

There has been a slew of NASA 
prizes for Khoshnevis’ ground-
breaking work. Rather than a side-
project it is the result of his heartfelt 
and humble passion – to ensure the 
future of humanity. Like other tech-
visionaries in California, he believes 
humans are destined to live on more 
than one planet.

“I take it very seriously, it’s very 
close to my heart because I really 
think the future of humanity is in 
space. This planet is too small and 
vulnerable, and humanity deserves 
more than just one planet. A galactic 
civilisation and finally a universal 
civilisation – I think that’s what 
humanity should have in mind.”

“Compared to generations before 
us we’ve made amazing strides, 
huge progress, but this is just the 
beginning.” N

Key stAts

250m 2

Floorspace of 
3D printed 

Dubai office 
building

22 years
time 

Khoshnevis 
has spent 

developing 
3D printing

University of Southern California.
He called it contour crafting, and 

it was originally designed to create 
moulds for industrial manufacturing.

But around 2003 the University of 
Southern California professor began 
experimenting with construction 
materials, such as gypsum and 
woodchip, and finally fell upon 3D 
printing for concrete.

“Several years after that, nobody 
was doing anything in the field and 
not much serious interest was shown 
by anybody.”

Exactly when this changed is hard 
to pin down.

It could have something to do 
with headline-grabbing 3D builds 
popping up around the world. Multi-
storey buildings appeared in China 
in early 2015, with one company 
claiming to build 10 houses in a day. 
Khoshnevis has said the Chinese 
company responsible is infringing 
on his patents, but he is now further 
ahead in his technology to be 
bothered pursuing legal action. But 
the Chinese company involved has 
now reportedly signed deals in recent 
months for housing projects in Egypt 
and Saudi Arabia.

In May 2016 the “world’s first 
functional printed office building” 
with 250m2 of floorspace was unveiled 
in Dubai. A printer produced the 
36m long, 6m tall and 12m wide 
modular building in 17 days and it 
was assembled in two. The Dubai 
Government boasted that labour 
costs for the project were 50% lower 
than those incurred using traditional  
construction methods. 

Khoshnevis says much of this 
current hype is unjustified.

“There was hype about personal 
3D printers, and they thought 
everybody would have one in their 
homes, printing day-to-day objects. 
That proved to be wrong. People 
don’t have the interest, there’s not 
too many useful objects you can 
make at home, other than toys, and 
apparently there’s not many people 
interested in building their own toys.”

But the 3D printing process’ 
undoubted strength is time saved. 
Khoshnevis says an entire 250m2 
house ‘“shell” has been done within 
24 hours.

And in terms of strength or 
maintenance, Khoshnevis says the 
difference is negligible.

“The main strength in a building 
comes from the joints and the 
engineering design -- the process has 
a smaller impact.”

Three-dimensional printing occurs 
in one of two ways: via extrusion or 

“   I knew the 
only way to 

speed up this process 
was to increase layer 
thickness

“ everybody 
should be 

able to do something 
creative, not limited to 
repetitive tasks
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hampered by high winds
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B y  D A v i D  H A y w A r D

QUEEN OF
BRIDGES
DESPITE wORSE ThaN PREDIcTED 
STORmy wEaThER, ThE QUEENSFERRy 
cROSSING IS aPPROachING cOmPLETION

Observant commuters 
on Scotland’s Forth 
Road Bridge may this 
month notice a third 
deck closure has just 
taken place on the 

main balanced cantilever spans of 
the new Queensferry Crossing just 
up river.

And, as low winter sunshine 
highlights more than 200 glistening 
white cable supports for this elegant 
cable-stayed bridge, the public could 
be forgiven for thinking the massive 
structure is approaching completion.

The last of 110 composite steel and 
concrete deck segments will soon be 
lifted from barges in the estuary, and 
the first of the site’s three 235m high 
tower cranes is being dismantled. 

Technically, construction work – 
involving some of the most innovative 
cutting-edge bridge design and 
erection yet achieved anywhere – is 
proving virtually flawless.

But there remains an uncontrollable 
gremlin in the works. The seemingly 
never ending, extreme, unpredictable 
mid-estuary weather conditions 
are continuing to affect progress. 
Ongoing high winds, rain and now 
low temperatures are all aggravating 
weather-sensitive critical path 
construction operations.

Near double the expected weather-
induced downtime throughout 
the last two years means the long 
held aspiration of contractor Forth 
Crossing Bridge Constructors (FCBC) 
completing the crossing early this 
December will not now be achieved 
(New Civil Engineer February 2016). 
Bridge opening is currently estimated 
at mid-May next year; a target still, 
however, a month ahead of the 
contracted completion date.

“We always expected our exposed 
site to be vulnerable to bad weather, 
leading to wind induced delays,” 
explains Michael Martin, project 
director for FCBC, a joint venture of 
Hochtief, Dragados, American Bridge 
and Morrison Construction. “We 
researched this carefully, but have 

“ we always 
expected our 

exposed site to be 
vulnerable to bad 
weather, leading to 
wind induced delays
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experienced more delays than we 
predicted.

“The last two summers have been 
particularly difficult, with severe 
gales even this August – a first in my 
40 years of working in Scotland,” he 
says. “There are, though, no technical 
reasons for the programme change, 
with the slippage due entirely to the 
weather.”

Martin’s site-based opposite 
number at client Transport Scotland 
(TS) backs the contractor’s 
statement. “I continue to have every 
confidence in FCBC’s high quality 
engineering expertise,” says TS 
project director David Climie. “We 
still have several technically complex, 
wind-sensitive areas to complete but 
none of us can control this ferocious 
weather.”

The bridge forms the major part 
of the £790M Forth Replacement 
Crossing contract which includes 
extensive motorway-standard 
approach roads on both sides.

As its 2.7km deck nears structural 
completion, Martin and Climie 
point to the extensive follow-on 
critical path finishes about to start 
– waterproofing, surfacing and 
painting – all sequential and all now 
with winter programmes at the mercy 
of not just wind but rain and low 
temperatures.

Eventually, 3m high louvred wind-
shielding will be placed the full length 
of the bridge deck. And, as Martin 
points out, its function and sheer 
scale point to possible difficulties 
erecting it during winter months.

“We had hoped to do most of 
this work during summer, but now 
face additional winter working 
challenges,” he says. “We are 
continuously searching for smarter 
ways to save time and buy ourselves 

“ we had hoped 
to do most 

of this work during 
summer, but now 
face additional winter 
working challenges

A deck segment a third the size 
of a normal section is erected 
for final cantilever closures
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Centre-stage of the bridge’s 
aesthetic and structural elegance 
will be the highly visible crossover 
stay cables covering a 160m length 
of deck, mid point along the two 
main river spans.

This innovative solution to the 
structural challenge of stabilising 
the central mid-estuary tower will 
add considerably to the slender 
cable-stayed crossing’s visual 
impact.

The northern and southern 
towers are stabilised primarily by 
back-span deck cables anchored 
directly over strategic v-shaped 
piers in the two sides’ approach 
viaducts. These concrete piers are 
further strengthened, and the deck 
prevented from uplift, by six stressed tie-down 
cables fed through the hollow pier legs from deck 
soffits to pier base anchor points.

but no such stabilisation is possible for the 
central tower, standing unsupported on top of the 
mid-estuary volcanic outcrop known as beamer 
rock.

This is the reason for the clever use of the 10 
extra overlapping cable stays in each of the two 
main spans. These double to four the cable supports 
to each of the 10 mid span deck sections both sides 
of the central tower.

by stiffening these segments with the extra 
cables, the effective structural depth of the deck 
mid span is increased. This stiffens the entire deck 
sufficient for it to stabilise the central tower.

“We believe no other bridge has adopted this 
novel solution,” claims Martin romberg, senior 
design engineer for the contractor’s Forth Crossing 
Design Joint venture. “and it allows all three 
towers to have the same slender profile.”

Without crossover cables, the deck itself would 
have had to be much deeper with the central tower 
a different shape, possibly an a-frame.

Carefully timed installation of these extra cables, 
before and after deck closures, is now underway. 

They contain about half the normal number of 
strands, but demand a complex sequence of stress 
readjustment in numerous nearby main cables.

They also require the very longest 420m cable 
lengths hoisted up to the relevant tower’s highest 
anchor boxes.

at 210m, the central tower is the tallest of any 
UK bridge – with the other two towers 202m high. 
Not by coincidence they mirror and complement 
both the three massive steel-trussed cantilever 
support towers of the Forth rail bridge and the 
slender suspension cable towers of the Forth road 
bridge, both impressive crossings less than 1km 
down river.

The project boasts an unusually large 12-strong 
site-based design team. With up to six cantilevers 
being erected simultaneously, two senior design 
engineers are dedicated solely to the control of 
superstructure construction.

“This will soon be one of most iconic bridge 
vistas anywhere, with three such innovative 
river crossings elegantly illustrating engineering 
developments over the last three centuries,” says 
the design Jv’s project director Peter Curran. “It’s 
our role to ensure the latest crossing achieves the 
world-leading status of its neighbours.”

a bit of float.”
Virtually all the 750t deck 

segments, fabricated in China and 
topped with surface concrete in 
casting bays at nearby Rosyth docks, 
have now been towed 3km down 
river to the bridge site. Anchored 
in the fast flowing estuary to within 
the required 200mm positioning 
tolerance, all have been successfully 
lifted into the deck by cantilever-end 
traveller cranes.

Despite restrictions on working 
in winds speeds of more than 14m/s 
during the four hour lifts, experience 
gained over the 14 month programme 
has resulted in the planned segment 
erection schedule often being 
bettered. This has allowed FCBC 
to recover some of the time lost 
when weather conditions prevented 
operations from taking place.

Lifting round the clock at all 
states of the 6m tide; developing 
the ability to lock-off a suspended 
box at any stage, plus always having 
loaded barges on standby, regularly 
increased weekly totals to four and 
once five.

The follow-on programme of 
welding, bolting and pouring a deck-
level concrete stitch – all to secure 
the new section to its cantilever end 
– has also benefited from site-gained 
experience.

A redesigned access gantry 
suspended from deck soffits, 
environment controlled mobile 
tenting over key welded areas that 
needed primer paint; plus an ongoing 
logistics exercise organising the 
150-strong multi-trade workforce per 
tower all seeking the same space at 
the same time, has shaved at least a 
day off this critical path cycle.

“Final segment positioning 
on live, constantly moving deck 
cantilevers has benefited from 
lots of preplanning and having key 
design engineers based on site to 
advise us,” says FCBC’s north tower 
section head Gerard Kiely. “So far all 
our connecting bolts, eventually to 
total 150,000, have fitted with only 
occasional adjustments.”

Kiely attributes much of the 
positioning success to extensive 
trial erection of the entire deck years 
ago at the Shanghai fabrication 
yard. Supervised by a dozen-strong 
engineering team from contractor, 

“By stiffening with the extra cables,  
the effective structural depth of the 

deck mid span is increased”

Crossover stay cables add to the visual design
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a bit of float.”
Virtually all the 750t deck 

segments, fabricated in China and 
topped with surface concrete in 
casting bays at nearby Rosyth docks, 
have now been towed 3km down 
river to the bridge site. Anchored 
in the fast flowing estuary to within 
the required 200mm positioning 
tolerance, all have been successfully 
lifted into the deck by cantilever-end 
traveller cranes.

Despite restrictions on working 
in winds speeds of more than 14m/s 
during the four hour lifts, experience 
gained over the 14 month programme 
has resulted in the planned segment 
erection schedule often being 
bettered. This has allowed FCBC 
to recover some of the time lost 
when weather conditions prevented 
operations from taking place.

Lifting round the clock at all 
states of the 6m tide; developing 
the ability to lock-off a suspended 
box at any stage, plus always having 
loaded barges on standby, regularly 
increased weekly totals to four and 
once five.

The follow-on programme of 
welding, bolting and pouring a deck-
level concrete stitch – all to secure 
the new section to its cantilever end 
– has also benefited from site-gained 
experience.

A redesigned access gantry 
suspended from deck soffits, 
environment controlled mobile 
tenting over key welded areas that 
needed primer paint; plus an ongoing 
logistics exercise organising the 
150-strong multi-trade workforce per 
tower all seeking the same space at 
the same time, has shaved at least a 
day off this critical path cycle.

“Final segment positioning 
on live, constantly moving deck 
cantilevers has benefited from 
lots of preplanning and having key 
design engineers based on site to 
advise us,” says FCBC’s north tower 
section head Gerard Kiely. “So far all 
our connecting bolts, eventually to 
total 150,000, have fitted with only 
occasional adjustments.”

Kiely attributes much of the 
positioning success to extensive 
trial erection of the entire deck years 
ago at the Shanghai fabrication 
yard. Supervised by a dozen-strong 
engineering team from contractor, 

“By stiffening with the extra cables,  
the effective structural depth of the 

deck mid span is increased”

Crossover stay cables add to the visual design
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New Civil Engineer watched while one 
basket operation repeatedly stopped 
and started, leaving cable crews able 
only to watch, as localised wind gusts 
buffeting around the towers ruled 
over the day’s progress.

“Last week we could do no main 
cable work at all,” Kiely recalls. “This 
can push our critical path downtime 
to over double the expected 25%.”

Equally severe are the wind speeds 
controlling key operations during the 
four operations to join up main deck 
sections. With the third completed 
successfully last month in the 
northern main span, each extremely 
complex two week multi-phase 
connection demands repeated cable 
load adjustment and massive inter 
box temporary stressing to achieve 
the required vertical and horizontal 
positioning accuracy.

Raising, to just 50mm accuracy, the 
6.1m long deck closure section – a 
third the length of a normal box – into 
the narrow gap between northern and 
central tower cantilevers, demanded 
that the northern deck, is temporarily 
“pushed” 300mm landward by a 400t 
jacking operation at deck level.

Normally, immediate connection 
between this shorter deck section and 
the northern cantilever would follow. 
But for this closure the standard 
procedure was replaced by a special 
locking arrangement.

To allow final alignment adjustment, 

client and designer Forth Crossing 
Design Joint Venture – a grouping 
of Ramboll, Sweco and Leonhardt, 
Andra und Partner – up to 11 
deck sections at a time were 
fully preassembled. Scores of 
locating marks, with their required 
measurements, were established for 
later use by site engineers.

This has considerably eased the 
erection team’s time-consuming task 
of achieving correct loading, stress 
and orientation of deck sections – 
every one slightly different. 

Not such smooth sailing is 
conceded for the linked massive 
critical path operation of cable stay 
erection and stressing.

This work is subject to some of the 
most stringent limits for working in 

the wind of any operation – just 11m/s 
while cable strands are secured at 
tower tops. The roughly 250 cables 
so far positioned have notched up 
the site’s most weather-induced 
downtime. And a dozen of the 
maximum 420m long cables have still 
to be threaded into the highest tower-
top anchor blocks.

Each deck section is supported on 
two centrally located cables within 
an outer up to 315mm diameter 
polyethylene sheath hoisted in one 
length by tower crane up to the 
anchor blocks.

The first of the seven-wire cable 
strands is pre-positioned, raised with 
the sheathing and stressed to 10t by 
tower top jacking crews. A maximum 
of 109 strands per cable follow, 
individually pulled up inside the white 
tubing.

Tower-top cable positioning and 
strand threading demands up to six 
workers in three small open baskets 
hoisting themselves on wire supports 
up the outside face of each over 200m 
tall tower. It is this totally exposed 
operation that requires such rigorous 
working constraints.

Despite near continuous 
Meteorological Office weather 
reports, plus some 60 wireless and 
hand held anemometers spread along 
the site, the basket crews have to 
individually take wind speed readings 
as they attempt to climb the towers. 
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the site’s most weather-induced 
downtime. And a dozen of the 
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to be threaded into the highest tower-
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an outer up to 315mm diameter 
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anchor blocks.

The first of the seven-wire cable 
strands is pre-positioned, raised with 
the sheathing and stressed to 10t by 
tower top jacking crews. A maximum 
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individually pulled up inside the white 
tubing.

Tower-top cable positioning and 
strand threading demands up to six 
workers in three small open baskets 
hoisting themselves on wire supports 
up the outside face of each over 200m 
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operation that requires such rigorous 
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a more flexible connection is used 
involving 38 Macalloy bars threaded 
horizontally between the two deck 
sections. With segment positioning 
finalised, the 75mm diameter bars 
are temporarily loaded to 9,000t and, 
after follow-on welding between deck 
sections, are then immediately de-
stressed.

Vertical differences between the two 
cantilevers can reach 4m before final 
balancing. Several days of repeated 
stress tweaking to already erected 
cable stays in up to seven deck 
sections around the closure is needed 
to ensure the spans mate exactly.

To stabilise this final levelling, a 
large temporary works steel frame, 
containing small adjustment jacks, 
is laid across the remaining gap 
between the cantilevers. Movement of 
the frame must at this stage be zero, 
so work must be suspended if wind 
speeds exceed 6m/s.

Releasing the jacks holding back 
the northern tower deck reduces the 
final closure gap to just 5mm.The 
join is completed by bolting, welding 
and pouring the normal deck level 
concrete stitch.

The 10 day closure operation 
involves cutting-edge bridge 
technology. With the central tower’s 
644m balanced cantilever claiming a 
world record length, each closure’s 
several hundred measurements are 
overseen by complex computer 
software monitoring real time 
loadings, stresses, orientation and 
global positioning surveys.

The fourth and final main closure 
– linking the far southern end of the 
bridge’s four spans to its approach 
viaduct – is now planned for early 
2017. This would originally have 
triggered a full scale attack on 
finishing operations across the whole 
bridge; waterproofing, painting, 
blacktop, weather-shield erection.

But FCBC construction director 
Alan Platt, conscious of these now 
wintertime operations mostly being 
sequential, is keen to get started early.

“All are acutely weather sensitive, 
not just to wind but now rain and 
low temperatures,” he explains. 
“We intend to remove tower cranes 
early to free up deck space, open up 
multiple work fronts and put tents 
over sensitive operations such as 
waterproofing.” N

Last June the Scottish 
Government announced that 
the crossing’s long hoped for 
December completion date  
had been put back to mid-May.

On site, senior engineers from 
contractor and client stressed 
that a December opening was 
only a target date; that the 
setback is entirely weather 
related and the now expected 
spring opening is still a month 
ahead of the project’s contracted 
June 2017 completion.

“Back in March we were not 
exactly where we wanted to 
be on the programme but we 
still thought December was 
achievable,” explains Transport 
Scotland project director 
David Climie. “However, the 
horrendous unpredictable 
weather over the following two 
months cut the legs from under 
us and we achieved hardly any 
critical path operations.”

Some 25 days were lost during 
April and May pushing weather-
related downtime over the last 
year to 40%, compared to the 
contractor’s original 25% estimate.

The then two month net 
delay has now been severely 
compounded, by the just-
starting extensive programme of 
finishing works, say engineers.

Pushed to winter months, 
instead of the originally  
planned summer timetable,  
are jobs which are arguably  
more weather sensitive than  
even earlier critical path 
operations: deck waterproofing; 
blacktop; plus painting and wind 

barrier erection. 
Worse though, these final 

operations are largely sequential 
and this has more than doubled 
the total setback time, says 
FCBC project director Michael 
Martin. “I am acutely aware 
that the pressure is on us to 
complete as soon as possible,” 
he says. “But winter working is 
particularly challenging and the 
safety of our 1,200 workforce 
will always remain paramount.”

From the start of the £790M 
design and build contract 
back in 2011, a large chunk of 
that pressure to complete by 
December has been linked to 
ongoing corrosion and resultant 
weakening of suspension cables 
on the nearby Forth Road 
Bridge.

Discovered a decade ago, it 
was thought deteriorating strand 
wires would force the banning of 
all heavy goods vehicles (HGVs) 
from this vital bridge link as 
early as next year. So there was 
acute pressure for a December 

2016 completion of the new 
“replacement crossing”.

But more recent insertion of 
sophisticated dehumidification 
fans into the Forth Road Bridge’s 
cables has markedly arrested 
strand deterioration (New Civil 
Engineer last month). Climie 
now estimates the bridge – 
currently carrying around 
70,000 vehicles every day, six 
times design flow – can safely 
accept HGVs for another year.

Opening the new bridge in 
May will totally change the 
traffic flow scenario on the 
Forth Road Bridge. Virtually all 
traffic will immediately transfer 
to the new “weather-resistant” 
crossing.

This will leave the old bridge 
as virtually a car free bus lane 
for public transport vehicles, 
taxis and cyclists. Follow-on 
extensive maintenance under 
its considerably lighter loading, 
should, Climie predicts, allow the 
bridge to live out its full design 
life of at least another 48 years.  
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related and the now expected 
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now estimates the bridge – 
currently carrying around 
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accept HGVs for another year.

Opening the new bridge in 
May will totally change the 
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This will leave the old bridge 
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  t he 50 year old Severn 
Bridge has recently 
undergone a third round 
of investigative surgery on 
its two main suspension 
cables after concerns that 

they had corroded surfaced in the 
early part of the last decade. 

While the results are only 
preliminary, a team of specialists from 
Aecom is seeing signs that extensive 
works to protect the steel cables from 
corrosion is paying off. 

 In 2004, investigations on six 
major parallel-strand suspension 
bridges in the United States identifi ed 
high levels of corrosion in the steel 
which made up the main cables. The 
problem lay in their structure.   

 Modern bridges generally use 
locked strand coils where the outer 
rings of the cables are made up of a 
series of Z cross-section wires which 
fi t tightly into one another and form 
a barrier to water. However, parallel 
strand cables comprise wires with 
circular cross-sections bundled 
together. This leaves voids between 
the wires, making them vulnerable 
to water ingress and consequently 
corrosion. 

 After the corrosion problem 
was discovered in the US, the UK 

Department for Transport (DfT) 
started to inspect its own three 
parallel strand bridges, the Forth 
Road Bridge, the Severn Bridge and 
the Humber Bridge. Initial inspections 
were carried out on the Forth Road 
Bridge near Edinburgh in 2004, 
followed by inspections of the Severn 
Bridge in 2006, and the younger 
Humber Bridge in 2009. 

 The fi rst inspection of the 1.6km 
long Severn Bridge confi rmed all 
fears. It was found that a number 
of the parallel strands within the 
main cable had corroded to an 
unacceptable level. In an attempt to 

control the situation, weight limits 
were placed on the bridge. 

 In response, Highways England’s 
predecessor the Highways Agency 
installed a new dehumidifi cation 
system to dry out the cables and 
arrest any further damage to the steel 
in 2008. To create an airtight seal 
around the 511mm diameter cable, 
it wrapped it in a polyurethane wrap 
before blowing air into fi ve key points 
along its length.   

 The relative humidity of the air 
leaving the polyurethane wrap was 
compared to that of the injected air 
and, over time, this balanced, giving 
the team confi dence that the moisture 
within the cable had dried up. 

 “If you get below 40% relative 
humidity then you arrest corrosion. 
So the object is to ensure that the 
atmosphere inside the cable is less than 
this,” says Highways England structures 
team leader Mark Maynard. “At the 
start, the relative humidity of the air 
coming out was very high compared to 
the air going in. 

 “Since then the numbers have 
been almost identical, which gives us 
confi dence that the cable is dry as it’s 
not picking up any more moisture in 
between.” 

 To further the effectiveness of the 

“If you get below 
40% relative 

humidity then you 
arrest corrosion. So 
the object is to ensure 
that the atmosphere 
inside the cable is less 
than this
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new system, the dry air was also 
passed through a vapour phase 
inhibitor. 

 “The dry air is pumped through 
what could only be described as a 
tea bag-like structure which is called 
a vapour phase inhibitor,” says 
Maynard. “The bag creates a chemical 
reaction which produces ions that 
fl ow through and bond themselves to 
the cable and inhibit corrosion .  It’s a 
belt and braces approach.” 

 In 2010, a follow up inspection 
found that the cables had stabilised, 
giving Highways England assurance 
that the dehumidifi cation system was 
preventing further corrosion. 

 But the problem was not over. 
The corrosion which had already 
occurred could not be ignored and 
so a third inspection was carried out 
by contractor American Bridge and 
consultant Aecom over the summer 
this year. 

 The inspections themselves were 
akin to open heart surgery. Each 
of the cables was fi rst stripped of 
its white protective polyethylene 
sheath, the original red lead paint was 
then removed to expose the 8,322 
individual 5mm diameter parallel 
high-tensile steel strands which make 
up the overall main cable. 

 When the individual wires were 
exposed, wedges were hammered 
into the centre of the cable at eight 
points around the circumference. 
This allowed the team to separate out 
the strands and inspect their surface 
for damage and corrosion. 

 “They drive wedges into the cable 
to inspect a face in the middle of the 
cable,” says Maynard. “They do this 
by hammering a wedge in at the right 
point. From the top it’s relatively easy, 
but driving them in from the bottom 
requires signifi cant manpower.” 

 From the wedge inspections, cross-
sections of the cables were produced, 

modelling the condition of the cable 
and the number of broken wires. By 
carrying out a statistical analysis of 
the gathered data, the condition and 
therefore the residual strength of a 
whole cable could then be calculated. 

 While the wedges opened up the 
cable, the team was able to repair 
broken or corroded strands. Where 
a broken wires were identifi ed, a 
section 6m long was cut out and 
replaced by feeding both ends 
into turnbuckles. These were then 
tensioned to return the wire to its 
original state. 

 After the inspection was carried 
out, the strands were re-compacted 
and wound tightly together with a 
3.78mm diameter wire wrap, before 
the white polyurethane wrap was 
reinstated. 

 The inspections were largely 
carried out in the central sections of 
the suspended cable as this is where 
the most moisture was expected to 
have collected and consequently 
where the worst corrosion was 
anticipated. However, higher level 
cables were also checked to ensure 
that this was the case. 

 Despite the fact that the majority 
of the work was carried out on the 
lower areas of the cables, the work 

“They drive 
wedges into 

the cable to inspect 
a face in the middle. 
From the top it’s 
relatively easy, from 
the bottom requires 
signifi cant manpower

Left: Stripped 
cables are 
inspected for 
corrosion and 
breaks
right: the high 
level inspection 
scaffolding is 
lifted into place
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  t he 50 year old Severn 
Bridge has recently 
undergone a third round 
of investigative surgery on 
its two main suspension 
cables after concerns that 

they had corroded surfaced in the 
early part of the last decade. 

While the results are only 
preliminary, a team of specialists from 
Aecom is seeing signs that extensive 
works to protect the steel cables from 
corrosion is paying off. 

 In 2004, investigations on six 
major parallel-strand suspension 
bridges in the United States identifi ed 
high levels of corrosion in the steel 
which made up the main cables. The 
problem lay in their structure.   

 Modern bridges generally use 
locked strand coils where the outer 
rings of the cables are made up of a 
series of Z cross-section wires which 
fi t tightly into one another and form 
a barrier to water. However, parallel 
strand cables comprise wires with 
circular cross-sections bundled 
together. This leaves voids between 
the wires, making them vulnerable 
to water ingress and consequently 
corrosion. 

 After the corrosion problem 
was discovered in the US, the UK 

Department for Transport (DfT) 
started to inspect its own three 
parallel strand bridges, the Forth 
Road Bridge, the Severn Bridge and 
the Humber Bridge. Initial inspections 
were carried out on the Forth Road 
Bridge near Edinburgh in 2004, 
followed by inspections of the Severn 
Bridge in 2006, and the younger 
Humber Bridge in 2009. 

 The fi rst inspection of the 1.6km 
long Severn Bridge confi rmed all 
fears. It was found that a number 
of the parallel strands within the 
main cable had corroded to an 
unacceptable level. In an attempt to 

control the situation, weight limits 
were placed on the bridge. 

 In response, Highways England’s 
predecessor the Highways Agency 
installed a new dehumidifi cation 
system to dry out the cables and 
arrest any further damage to the steel 
in 2008. To create an airtight seal 
around the 511mm diameter cable, 
it wrapped it in a polyurethane wrap 
before blowing air into fi ve key points 
along its length.   

 The relative humidity of the air 
leaving the polyurethane wrap was 
compared to that of the injected air 
and, over time, this balanced, giving 
the team confi dence that the moisture 
within the cable had dried up. 

 “If you get below 40% relative 
humidity then you arrest corrosion. 
So the object is to ensure that the 
atmosphere inside the cable is less than 
this,” says Highways England structures 
team leader Mark Maynard. “At the 
start, the relative humidity of the air 
coming out was very high compared to 
the air going in. 

 “Since then the numbers have 
been almost identical, which gives us 
confi dence that the cable is dry as it’s 
not picking up any more moisture in 
between.” 

 To further the effectiveness of the 
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that the atmosphere 
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new system, the dry air was also 
passed through a vapour phase 
inhibitor. 

 “The dry air is pumped through 
what could only be described as a 
tea bag-like structure which is called 
a vapour phase inhibitor,” says 
Maynard. “The bag creates a chemical 
reaction which produces ions that 
fl ow through and bond themselves to 
the cable and inhibit corrosion .  It’s a 
belt and braces approach.” 

 In 2010, a follow up inspection 
found that the cables had stabilised, 
giving Highways England assurance 
that the dehumidifi cation system was 
preventing further corrosion. 

 But the problem was not over. 
The corrosion which had already 
occurred could not be ignored and 
so a third inspection was carried out 
by contractor American Bridge and 
consultant Aecom over the summer 
this year. 

 The inspections themselves were 
akin to open heart surgery. Each 
of the cables was fi rst stripped of 
its white protective polyethylene 
sheath, the original red lead paint was 
then removed to expose the 8,322 
individual 5mm diameter parallel 
high-tensile steel strands which make 
up the overall main cable. 

 When the individual wires were 
exposed, wedges were hammered 
into the centre of the cable at eight 
points around the circumference. 
This allowed the team to separate out 
the strands and inspect their surface 
for damage and corrosion. 

 “They drive wedges into the cable 
to inspect a face in the middle of the 
cable,” says Maynard. “They do this 
by hammering a wedge in at the right 
point. From the top it’s relatively easy, 
but driving them in from the bottom 
requires signifi cant manpower.” 

 From the wedge inspections, cross-
sections of the cables were produced, 

modelling the condition of the cable 
and the number of broken wires. By 
carrying out a statistical analysis of 
the gathered data, the condition and 
therefore the residual strength of a 
whole cable could then be calculated. 

 While the wedges opened up the 
cable, the team was able to repair 
broken or corroded strands. Where 
a broken wires were identifi ed, a 
section 6m long was cut out and 
replaced by feeding both ends 
into turnbuckles. These were then 
tensioned to return the wire to its 
original state. 

 After the inspection was carried 
out, the strands were re-compacted 
and wound tightly together with a 
3.78mm diameter wire wrap, before 
the white polyurethane wrap was 
reinstated. 

 The inspections were largely 
carried out in the central sections of 
the suspended cable as this is where 
the most moisture was expected to 
have collected and consequently 
where the worst corrosion was 
anticipated. However, higher level 
cables were also checked to ensure 
that this was the case. 

 Despite the fact that the majority 
of the work was carried out on the 
lower areas of the cables, the work 
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the cable to inspect 
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From the top it’s 
relatively easy, from 
the bottom requires 
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breaks
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“The sensors 
listen all the 

time and record when 
they get the right 
signal, which they  
have correlated to a 
wire break
was complicated as all access to the 
cables was restricted to the public 
footpath and cycleway on either side 
of the bridge deck.

Unlike the Forth Road Bridge, 
whose deck is supported by a large 
truss, the Severn Bridge’s deck 
structure is more streamlined. Its 
main deck is an  enclosed steel box 
girder with a lightweight cantilevered 
foot and cycle path on either side. 
The cantilever limited the weight of 
the scaffolding the team could use to 
access the work sites.

“The scaffold which we have used 

for the works might seem simple 
to build but it’s been complicated 
because it has to withstand the wind 
loading on the bridge,” says Maynard. 

“It therefore has to have kentledge 
on the bridge to hold it down, but 
that puts the load on a thin cantilever.

“So we can’t put the maximum 
required kentledge to hold it down 
in all wind conditions because of 
the effects it would have on the 
permanent structure.”

Because of this, the work was 
subject to wind restrictions which, 
if exceeded, meant the scaffolding 
had to be partially dismantled 
causing delays in proceeding with the 
inspection.

To mitigate the risk of a vehicle 
crashing into the scaffolding, the 
team closed the outer lanes of 
the deck to traffic and installed a 
specialist safety barrier. But even this 
was not a simple task.

“Because you’ve got scaffold on 
the structure, you’ve got to protect it 
from the traffic,” says Maynard. 

“But because of the sensitive 
nature of the structure and the 

limited weight capacity of the 
structure, we had to go for a steel 
barrier as a concrete one was too 
heavy.

“Normally steel barriers are bolted 
down to the ground, but in this 
case that wasn’t possible [to avoid 
damaging the deck], so as far as we 
know this was the first example of 
a Varioguard barrier using a small 
anchorage, 3t concrete anchors at the 
ends of it.”

Inspecting the cables higher up was 
also a challenge. Each area has had 
to be inspected from a 30m long, high 
level scaffolding system which was 
hoisted up to wrap around the cable.

In conjunction with the cable 
inspection work, the team also 
carried out a detailed analysis of the 
actual loading on the bridge.

By embedding sensors in the road 
surface, the team has been able to 
compare the actual loads on the 
bridge to the revised capacity of the 
cables, based on the corrosion of the 
cables. This helps the team to assess 
how much traffic can safely pass over 
the structure.
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In early 2008 the team also installed 
an acoustic monitoring system which 
is sensitive enough to listen out for 
wire breaks which might occur within 
the cables. Sensors were placed 
on every second hanger and then 
calibrated to pick up the sound of a 
wire break.

“The sensors listen all the time and 
record when they get the right signal, 
which they have correlated to a wire 
break,” explains Maynard. “When 
they have a potential wire break, a 
trained person looks at the signal and 
will confirm it.

“It’s another mechanism by which 
you can monitor the health of your 
structure.”

To calibrate the system and check 
the sensors are still working, they 
are tested on a regular basis by 
breaking a pencil lead next to them as 
it produces the same signal as a wire 
break.

Future inspections will be planned 
based on the results of most recent 
tests, but for now, the Severn Bridge 
has been given a new lease of life, 
hopefully for decades to come. N

Security at airports 
has never been 
tighter. Yet with the 
demand of increasing 
global footfall and an 
ageing population 
contrasting against 
the need to make 
passenger journeys 
more comfortable, the 

aviation industry needs 
to square the circle. 

It’s not going to be easy, but the sector is already 
well prepared with good practice, codes, robust 
security strategies, and a culture that is ingrained 
to learn the lessons from past incidents.

However, as technology changes at a lightning 
pace, the sector needs to keep up. Twitter, for 
example, broke news of the Hudson River plane 
crash in 2009, and the Boston Marathon bombings 
in 2013. The trouble with this platform is that it is 
not location specific. Terrorist incidents tend to be 
multiple simultaneous events and having detailed 
information can help those caught up on it to 
escape, saving lives.

Different approaches are also required for 
different incidents. For example, when you look 
at the guidelines for a fire, the general approach 
is “if it’s small try and put it out”, and “if it’s not, 
walk calmly to a location and call the fire brigade”. 
However, if there is a bomb threat or if there is 
somebody shooting, the advice is to run and hide.  

Technology’s role here could be crucial: If you 
were hiding and were informed there was another 
gunman, or the location of a second bomb, you 
could make an informed decision as to whether to 
stay or get out of the building.  

One way we can use the latest technology to 
assist passengers is location-specific mapping 

information, twinned with “big data”. Currently 
the density of phone signal movements mapped 
over alternative routes helps avoid traffic. By 
using the layout of a building, a smartphone app 
and physiological data from wearable technology 
we could share information to show the fastest 
(and safest) routes out of a building by mapping 
passenger flows on foot.  

In an incident at your home or office you would 
typically know the lay of the land. However, at 
transport hubs the way in is not always the way 
out. To solve this we could use GPS and piggyback 
off the use of signage or advertising to help with 
evacuations.

Elsewhere, baggage scanning technology 
advances could function rather like the technology 
you find in shop doorways to security scan 
people as they walk through. This would provide 
enhanced security inside terminal buildings and 
ensure there is no-one roaming around with large 
parcels land side. This reduces large queues that 
themselves are targets. 

If you have a distributed, automated process, 
such as bag drops in airport car parks, you 
wouldn’t create such a target. So you are trying to 
separate an armed person from their weapon at 
the earliest opportunity and disperse the crowd.

By using a combination of technological 
advances in scanning equipment to prevent 
devices becoming close to crowds and use of real 
time data to respond to an event should it occur, 
we can look to minimise the impacts and enable us 
to get from A to B in the fastest, safest way.
● Diane Burt is WSP Parsons Brinckerhoff 
aviation director
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“The sensors 
listen all the 

time and record when 
they get the right 
signal, which they  
have correlated to a 
wire break
was complicated as all access to the 
cables was restricted to the public 
footpath and cycleway on either side 
of the bridge deck.

Unlike the Forth Road Bridge, 
whose deck is supported by a large 
truss, the Severn Bridge’s deck 
structure is more streamlined. Its 
main deck is an  enclosed steel box 
girder with a lightweight cantilevered 
foot and cycle path on either side. 
The cantilever limited the weight of 
the scaffolding the team could use to 
access the work sites.

“The scaffold which we have used 

for the works might seem simple 
to build but it’s been complicated 
because it has to withstand the wind 
loading on the bridge,” says Maynard. 

“It therefore has to have kentledge 
on the bridge to hold it down, but 
that puts the load on a thin cantilever.

“So we can’t put the maximum 
required kentledge to hold it down 
in all wind conditions because of 
the effects it would have on the 
permanent structure.”

Because of this, the work was 
subject to wind restrictions which, 
if exceeded, meant the scaffolding 
had to be partially dismantled 
causing delays in proceeding with the 
inspection.

To mitigate the risk of a vehicle 
crashing into the scaffolding, the 
team closed the outer lanes of 
the deck to traffic and installed a 
specialist safety barrier. But even this 
was not a simple task.

“Because you’ve got scaffold on 
the structure, you’ve got to protect it 
from the traffic,” says Maynard. 

“But because of the sensitive 
nature of the structure and the 

limited weight capacity of the 
structure, we had to go for a steel 
barrier as a concrete one was too 
heavy.

“Normally steel barriers are bolted 
down to the ground, but in this 
case that wasn’t possible [to avoid 
damaging the deck], so as far as we 
know this was the first example of 
a Varioguard barrier using a small 
anchorage, 3t concrete anchors at the 
ends of it.”

Inspecting the cables higher up was 
also a challenge. Each area has had 
to be inspected from a 30m long, high 
level scaffolding system which was 
hoisted up to wrap around the cable.

In conjunction with the cable 
inspection work, the team also 
carried out a detailed analysis of the 
actual loading on the bridge.

By embedding sensors in the road 
surface, the team has been able to 
compare the actual loads on the 
bridge to the revised capacity of the 
cables, based on the corrosion of the 
cables. This helps the team to assess 
how much traffic can safely pass over 
the structure.
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In early 2008 the team also installed 
an acoustic monitoring system which 
is sensitive enough to listen out for 
wire breaks which might occur within 
the cables. Sensors were placed 
on every second hanger and then 
calibrated to pick up the sound of a 
wire break.

“The sensors listen all the time and 
record when they get the right signal, 
which they have correlated to a wire 
break,” explains Maynard. “When 
they have a potential wire break, a 
trained person looks at the signal and 
will confirm it.

“It’s another mechanism by which 
you can monitor the health of your 
structure.”

To calibrate the system and check 
the sensors are still working, they 
are tested on a regular basis by 
breaking a pencil lead next to them as 
it produces the same signal as a wire 
break.

Future inspections will be planned 
based on the results of most recent 
tests, but for now, the Severn Bridge 
has been given a new lease of life, 
hopefully for decades to come. N

Security at airports 
has never been 
tighter. Yet with the 
demand of increasing 
global footfall and an 
ageing population 
contrasting against 
the need to make 
passenger journeys 
more comfortable, the 

aviation industry needs 
to square the circle. 

It’s not going to be easy, but the sector is already 
well prepared with good practice, codes, robust 
security strategies, and a culture that is ingrained 
to learn the lessons from past incidents.

However, as technology changes at a lightning 
pace, the sector needs to keep up. Twitter, for 
example, broke news of the Hudson River plane 
crash in 2009, and the Boston Marathon bombings 
in 2013. The trouble with this platform is that it is 
not location specific. Terrorist incidents tend to be 
multiple simultaneous events and having detailed 
information can help those caught up on it to 
escape, saving lives.

Different approaches are also required for 
different incidents. For example, when you look 
at the guidelines for a fire, the general approach 
is “if it’s small try and put it out”, and “if it’s not, 
walk calmly to a location and call the fire brigade”. 
However, if there is a bomb threat or if there is 
somebody shooting, the advice is to run and hide.  

Technology’s role here could be crucial: If you 
were hiding and were informed there was another 
gunman, or the location of a second bomb, you 
could make an informed decision as to whether to 
stay or get out of the building.  

One way we can use the latest technology to 
assist passengers is location-specific mapping 

information, twinned with “big data”. Currently 
the density of phone signal movements mapped 
over alternative routes helps avoid traffic. By 
using the layout of a building, a smartphone app 
and physiological data from wearable technology 
we could share information to show the fastest 
(and safest) routes out of a building by mapping 
passenger flows on foot.  

In an incident at your home or office you would 
typically know the lay of the land. However, at 
transport hubs the way in is not always the way 
out. To solve this we could use GPS and piggyback 
off the use of signage or advertising to help with 
evacuations.

Elsewhere, baggage scanning technology 
advances could function rather like the technology 
you find in shop doorways to security scan 
people as they walk through. This would provide 
enhanced security inside terminal buildings and 
ensure there is no-one roaming around with large 
parcels land side. This reduces large queues that 
themselves are targets. 

If you have a distributed, automated process, 
such as bag drops in airport car parks, you 
wouldn’t create such a target. So you are trying to 
separate an armed person from their weapon at 
the earliest opportunity and disperse the crowd.

By using a combination of technological 
advances in scanning equipment to prevent 
devices becoming close to crowds and use of real 
time data to respond to an event should it occur, 
we can look to minimise the impacts and enable us 
to get from A to B in the fastest, safest way.
● Diane Burt is WSP Parsons Brinckerhoff 
aviation director
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B y  M a r g o  C o l e

Balanced 
Programme
careful Planning was essential for the 
work to rePlace tower Bridge road deck

O ne of London’s best 
known landmarks 
is getting a much-
needed upgrade.

In an age in 
which the word 

“iconic” is used to describe even 
the most mediocre of structures, it 
is refreshing to report on a project 
that really does deserve that status: 
repairs to London’s Tower Bridge. 
The 122-year-old bridge is one of 
London’s best known landmarks, and 
is also a vital river crossing, used by 
more than 40,000 people and 21,000 
vehicles every day.

Despite an 18t weight limit, all of 
those crossings have taken their 
toll, and the bridge is currently 
closed to traffic to enable the 
existing deck to be stripped out, 
repaired and resurfaced for the first 
time in almost 40 years. The work 
has been in the pipeline for more 
than five years as part of the City 
of London Corporation’s 50-year 
plan to maintain the bridges in its 
control, but this autumn was the first 
opportunity that the work could be 
done with minimum disruption.

“We started planning before the 
Olympics, but we couldn’t do anything 
until that was over,” explains the 

Corporation’s assistant director 
engineering Paul Monaghan. “It has 
taken me that long to negotiate the 
closure at the right time, because it has 
significant impact on traffic in the City.”

The Corporation identified the 
period from October to December as 
the most suitable window. “The best 
time to do roadworks is the middle 
of the summer, but that’s the busiest 
time for the bridge, both in terms of 
tourists and river traffic,” explains 
Monaghan. “There is less river traffic 
in the middle of winter, so we opted 
for these three months, when you 
usually get the best weather.”

The issue of river traffic is 
significant: under an Act of 
Parliament, the Corporation is duty 
bound to lift the bridge for any vessel 

that gives 24 hours’ notice. Currently 
there are about 900 lifts every year, 
with a full lift taking 10 to 12 minutes. 

For main contractor Bam Nuttall 
this is just one of the aspects of the 
job that make it as much of a logistics 
challenge as a technical one. The 
company was appointed at the end 
of 2015 under an early contractor 
involvement (ECI) arrangement for 
the design and delivery of the repairs.

The Corporation undertook a 
public procurement process for the 
project, with 18 firms registering 
expressions of interest. But when it 
came to the actual tender, only two 
contractors sent in bids. “I think 
people are a bit scared of Tower 
Bridge,” says Monaghan. “We’ve had 
these issues before.”

But the high profile nature of the 
project, the complex logistics and 
rigid deadline did not put Bam Nuttall 
off. “I see it as a once in a lifetime 
opportunity to work on Tower Bridge 
as an engineer,” says contracts 
manager Janus Moorhouse. “When 
the tender came in, we looked at the 
amount of work that had to be done 
in three months, and thought that 
it’s a lot of work but it is achievable. 
The important things were to get the 
sequencing right, and to make sure 

“We started 
planning before 

the olympics, but we 
couldn’t do anything 
until that was over
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we keep the pedestrians moving.”
The early contractor involvement 

contract has enabled Bam Nuttall to 
carry out two phases of investigations 
into the condition of the bascule deck 
and the underlying steel structure, 
as well as giving the contractor and 
its designer Flint & Neill the chance 
to look at different materials and 
technologies. Tower Bridge is 244m 
long, with a 61m central section 
made up of two equal bascules, 
each weighing over 1,000t. The two 
82m long side spans are suspension 
bridges, with the suspension rods 
anchored at the abutments and 
through rods contained within the 
bridge’s upper walkways.

The bascules consist essentially 
of steel girders with curved buckle 
plates and a timber deck. When it was 
built, the gaps between the buckle 
plates were filled with creosoted 
Memel pine, and the road surface 
was formed in dowelled Memel pine 
blocks.

From the outset water ingress 
leaked through this surfacing, causing 
the timber to swell and rot, and the 
buckle plates to corrode. By the 1960s 
a major refurbishment was needed, 
and the whole deck was removed 
and exposed. Corroded buckle plates 

“ I see it as a once 
in a lifetime 

opportunity to work 
on Tower Bridge as an 
engineer

were replaced or repaired; the infill 
timber was replaced with preformed 
rigid polyurethane foam blocks; and 
the Memel pine blocks were relaid.

After further problems with water 
ingress and swelling of the blocks 
a decade later, the Memel pine was 
eventually removed in 1978, and 
replaced with Acme timber ply panels 
on top of the polyurethane blocks. 
Now the bascule surfacing and some 
of the timber panels are reaching the 
end of their maintainable life, once 
again risking corrosion of the bascule 
girders and buckle plates from water 
ingress. Bam Nuttall’s contract 
involves stripping off the surfacing, 
repairing any damaged steelwork and 
putting on deck panels and surfacing.

“We did a lot of investigations 
into different options for the deck 
materials, but ended up with like for 
like,” says Bam Nuttall senior agent 
Agne Smakovaite. “The overall weight 
won’t change.”

This is crucial as the 1,000t 
bascules are balanced so that they 
require very little energy to be lifted. 
Kentledge is moved around the deck 
to ensure the weight does not vary, 
even when sections of the deck are 
removed.

During investigations, the team 

discovered that much of the timber 
in the carriageway is in very good 
condition. “We found a specification 
from the previous work that said 
the plywood panels are made from 
veneers of hardwood,” explains City 
of London senior principal engineer 
Mark Bailey. Bam Nuttall and timber 
research specialist Trada investigated 
further, and concluded that it may 
be Makore – also known as African 
Cherry. “The investigations found 
that it was in very good condition,” 
adds Bailey. “We still need to strip off 
the surfacing, but we could retain the 
timber with confidence that it would 
last.

“The rigid polyurethane was also 
in very good condition – it was still 
very stiff, and providing a very good 
seal to the steelwork underneath. We 
could have done more damage by 
removing the panels,” he adds.

The footway panels were a 1990s 
addition, installed when the kerb 
line on the bridge was moved. Here 
the Acme panels were formed of 
a thinner soft wood, and they had 
deteriorated, allowing water to get 
through and cause corrosion to the 
buckle plates. Bam Nuttall is taking 
up all the footway timber, exposing 
the steelwork, grit blasting, repairing 
where necessary and painting it.

On the carriageway around 20mm 
of surfacing is being planed off, 
together with the first couple of 
plies of hardwood to ensure any 
deterioration is removed. A new 
surface is then being laid, consisting 
of an epoxy-based material containing 
a very hard stone.

The new footway construction 
consists of two layers of different 
Acme panels with a skid resistant 
surfacing containing aluminium oxide 
built into the top layer.

In addition to the bascule works, 
Bam Nuttall’s £5M contract also 
includes installing a new rubberised 
waterproofing membrane and 
resurfacing the approaches. The work 
is being carried out in sections, with 
pedestrian access being maintained.

Work has progressed well, and 
the team is on track to finish by 30 
December . N

Investigations 
revealed that 
much of the 
timber is in 
good condition 
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O ne of London’s best 
known landmarks 
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needed upgrade.
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of London Corporation’s 50-year 
plan to maintain the bridges in its 
control, but this autumn was the first 
opportunity that the work could be 
done with minimum disruption.

“We started planning before the 
Olympics, but we couldn’t do anything 
until that was over,” explains the 

Corporation’s assistant director 
engineering Paul Monaghan. “It has 
taken me that long to negotiate the 
closure at the right time, because it has 
significant impact on traffic in the City.”

The Corporation identified the 
period from October to December as 
the most suitable window. “The best 
time to do roadworks is the middle 
of the summer, but that’s the busiest 
time for the bridge, both in terms of 
tourists and river traffic,” explains 
Monaghan. “There is less river traffic 
in the middle of winter, so we opted 
for these three months, when you 
usually get the best weather.”

The issue of river traffic is 
significant: under an Act of 
Parliament, the Corporation is duty 
bound to lift the bridge for any vessel 

that gives 24 hours’ notice. Currently 
there are about 900 lifts every year, 
with a full lift taking 10 to 12 minutes. 

For main contractor Bam Nuttall 
this is just one of the aspects of the 
job that make it as much of a logistics 
challenge as a technical one. The 
company was appointed at the end 
of 2015 under an early contractor 
involvement (ECI) arrangement for 
the design and delivery of the repairs.

The Corporation undertook a 
public procurement process for the 
project, with 18 firms registering 
expressions of interest. But when it 
came to the actual tender, only two 
contractors sent in bids. “I think 
people are a bit scared of Tower 
Bridge,” says Monaghan. “We’ve had 
these issues before.”

But the high profile nature of the 
project, the complex logistics and 
rigid deadline did not put Bam Nuttall 
off. “I see it as a once in a lifetime 
opportunity to work on Tower Bridge 
as an engineer,” says contracts 
manager Janus Moorhouse. “When 
the tender came in, we looked at the 
amount of work that had to be done 
in three months, and thought that 
it’s a lot of work but it is achievable. 
The important things were to get the 
sequencing right, and to make sure 
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we keep the pedestrians moving.”
The early contractor involvement 

contract has enabled Bam Nuttall to 
carry out two phases of investigations 
into the condition of the bascule deck 
and the underlying steel structure, 
as well as giving the contractor and 
its designer Flint & Neill the chance 
to look at different materials and 
technologies. Tower Bridge is 244m 
long, with a 61m central section 
made up of two equal bascules, 
each weighing over 1,000t. The two 
82m long side spans are suspension 
bridges, with the suspension rods 
anchored at the abutments and 
through rods contained within the 
bridge’s upper walkways.

The bascules consist essentially 
of steel girders with curved buckle 
plates and a timber deck. When it was 
built, the gaps between the buckle 
plates were filled with creosoted 
Memel pine, and the road surface 
was formed in dowelled Memel pine 
blocks.

From the outset water ingress 
leaked through this surfacing, causing 
the timber to swell and rot, and the 
buckle plates to corrode. By the 1960s 
a major refurbishment was needed, 
and the whole deck was removed 
and exposed. Corroded buckle plates 
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were replaced or repaired; the infill 
timber was replaced with preformed 
rigid polyurethane foam blocks; and 
the Memel pine blocks were relaid.

After further problems with water 
ingress and swelling of the blocks 
a decade later, the Memel pine was 
eventually removed in 1978, and 
replaced with Acme timber ply panels 
on top of the polyurethane blocks. 
Now the bascule surfacing and some 
of the timber panels are reaching the 
end of their maintainable life, once 
again risking corrosion of the bascule 
girders and buckle plates from water 
ingress. Bam Nuttall’s contract 
involves stripping off the surfacing, 
repairing any damaged steelwork and 
putting on deck panels and surfacing.

“We did a lot of investigations 
into different options for the deck 
materials, but ended up with like for 
like,” says Bam Nuttall senior agent 
Agne Smakovaite. “The overall weight 
won’t change.”

This is crucial as the 1,000t 
bascules are balanced so that they 
require very little energy to be lifted. 
Kentledge is moved around the deck 
to ensure the weight does not vary, 
even when sections of the deck are 
removed.

During investigations, the team 

discovered that much of the timber 
in the carriageway is in very good 
condition. “We found a specification 
from the previous work that said 
the plywood panels are made from 
veneers of hardwood,” explains City 
of London senior principal engineer 
Mark Bailey. Bam Nuttall and timber 
research specialist Trada investigated 
further, and concluded that it may 
be Makore – also known as African 
Cherry. “The investigations found 
that it was in very good condition,” 
adds Bailey. “We still need to strip off 
the surfacing, but we could retain the 
timber with confidence that it would 
last.

“The rigid polyurethane was also 
in very good condition – it was still 
very stiff, and providing a very good 
seal to the steelwork underneath. We 
could have done more damage by 
removing the panels,” he adds.

The footway panels were a 1990s 
addition, installed when the kerb 
line on the bridge was moved. Here 
the Acme panels were formed of 
a thinner soft wood, and they had 
deteriorated, allowing water to get 
through and cause corrosion to the 
buckle plates. Bam Nuttall is taking 
up all the footway timber, exposing 
the steelwork, grit blasting, repairing 
where necessary and painting it.

On the carriageway around 20mm 
of surfacing is being planed off, 
together with the first couple of 
plies of hardwood to ensure any 
deterioration is removed. A new 
surface is then being laid, consisting 
of an epoxy-based material containing 
a very hard stone.

The new footway construction 
consists of two layers of different 
Acme panels with a skid resistant 
surfacing containing aluminium oxide 
built into the top layer.

In addition to the bascule works, 
Bam Nuttall’s £5M contract also 
includes installing a new rubberised 
waterproofing membrane and 
resurfacing the approaches. The work 
is being carried out in sections, with 
pedestrian access being maintained.

Work has progressed well, and 
the team is on track to finish by 30 
December . N
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Laser 
probe
Quantum technoLogy is going  
to heLp geotechnicaL engineers

Future Tech

A s a trained physicist, 
Trevor Cross’ day 
job involves sending 
imagery back from 
comets beyond Mars. 
So it might seem odd 

that he is also speaking to New Civil 
Engineer about sinkholes.

But quantum technology is 
now allowing humans to see far 
underground, as well as deep into 
space. The implications could have 
a major impact on geotechnics, 
improving the speed and quality of 
ground investigation work.

With Birmingham University 
Physics Department and consultancy 
RSK, Cross’ company E2V has devised 
a gravity sensor that can measure the 
density of material at a certain depth 
below the feet of the user.

“We have a box, it’s about the size 
of a small refrigerator, it’s on wheels. 
After settling in one spot, in 20 to 30 
minutes you can get a measurement,” 
says the e2v group chief technology 
officer Trevor Cross.

The team hopes that by mid-next 
year the device will be able to provide 
a detailed profile of how density 
changes, with depth. 

The following step within the next 
three years will be to add more data 

points to the cross section, which 
provides a 3D view of underground 
density. It would pick up different soil 
and rock types, utilities, tunnels and 
even backfilled mineshafts.

Cross says that even if this data 
had to be taken away and analysed 
offsite, this would be more efficient 
than current methods. 

“It would cut by a factor of 100 
the time it takes to survey a certain 
space,” says Cross. 

“Of the 4M holes dug in the road 
every year, a huge amount are in 
the wrong place, because the maps 
are just not good enough to tell you 
where things are.”

The gravity sensor’s core ability 
arrives from a concept called laser 
cooling, where atoms are cooled 
down to a few milli-Kelvin above 
absolute zero, using laser light.

Cooling a cloud of atoms makes 
them easier to trap. The cloud is then 
released and falls, with precisely-
timed laser pulses used to control 
it as it goes. The atoms behave as 
waves, which interfere with one 
another like ripples crossing the 
surface of water. The pattern made 
by the interference depends on what 
is influencing them as they go; if the 
influence is simply gravity, it allows 
for very precise gravity sensing.

By detecting fluctuations in gravity 
across the Earth’s surface, one can 
infer what lies beneath.

The process is altogether too fragile 
for a construction site. But after 
the device is proven to work, Cross 
says over the next few years the 
electronics could be miniaturised.

“So far it’s constructed out of 
ancilliary ‘off the shelf’ components, 
but it’s getting smaller and smaller. 
We’ve got the core part reduced down 
to a 1litre milk bottle.

“I can’t imagine ever attempting 
to hold one still enough to take a 
measurement, but I can imagine it 
being small enough to pick up with 
one hand.”

Citing the example of silicone based 
digital electronics, which have rapidly 
shrunk over the years, Cross says “It would cut by 

a factor of 100 
the time it takes to 
survey a certain space
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quantum tech will do the same.
“Who would have thought that 

with the first transistor invented in 
1947, you can have 500 billion billion 
devices on a consumer product [flash 
drive] you can buy for a few dollars?

“Five years ago if you wanted to 
prepare a single atom and use it as a 
specialist sensor, to measure inertia 
or gravity, you needed a laboratory. 
Last year we concentrated this down 
to a table-top device.”

There are already gravity sensors 
in existence, but Cross variously 
dismisses these as: prone to 
vibrations, more time consuming, 
or prone to confusing features at 
the surface. Quantum sensors, 
theoretically at least, would go faster, 
deeper, and be more precise.

Getting the device to market 
would be the next challenge, but 
it seems there is no shortage of 
demand. Defence forces could locate 
underground structures. Bodies 
could be found faster after natural 
disasters. More than 5M UK homes 
are in high risk zones for sinkholes 
and subsidence. UK rail infrastructure 
needs continuous monitoring for 
water accumulation leading to 
landslips.

“If you look at the development 

“there’s an 
astonishing 

amount of stuff 
underground that 
people don’t know 
about

the UK currently ranks 
third in the world on 
progress for quantum 
science and technology, 
behind Us first and china 
second, based on spending, 
research publications and 
patent applications.

Many more governments 
around the world have 
invested heavily within the 
past five years, including 
German, Japan, Canada and 
Australia.

Cross says the UK is 
doing well, with a highly 
advertised and successful 
national program.

“The UK government put 
money in for innovation 
at the beginning, it’s got a 
decent five year plan for 
the science base.

“Credit must go to the 
research councils who 

flagged six to seven years 
ago that they were going 
to invest well into this area, 
which attracted a number 
of people.”

E2v only became aware 
of advanced quantum 
technology about five  
years ago. 

It has dealt in precision 
atomic clocks, gravity, 
magnetic and inertial 
sensors – all useful for 
spacecraft. 

E2v’s imagers most 
recently were responsible 
for producing pictures 
from the European Space 
Agency’s Rosetta craft, 
which flew by Mars to 
collect data on a comet.

“Space is such fun. It’s 
great for bringing young 
people into the business, 
you can say, ‘see that thing 
on TV, that was us’.”

QUAntUM ReseARcH In tHe UK

of brownfield sites, there’s an 
astonishing amount of stuff 
underground that people don’t know 
about.”

Cross says he has been approached 
by the mining industry, and there 
could be applications in high speed 
rail. “You have to dig or understand 
solid foundations down to 7m for 
a high-speed rail line, and it’s only 
about 2m for a normal rail line. And 
High Speed 2 is going to go over an 
area where there is a lot of historic 
mines.”

In another application, gravity 
sensors – if they became precise and 
mobile enough – could be attached 
to a drone or satellite, resulting in the 
production of wider “gravity maps”.

“If you take it into a spacecraft, you 
would be able to look at the change 
in water tables in individual countries 
– that’s something you just can’t do 
today.”

To build the market, the UK 
government has announced a 
national quantum technologies 
programme and has earmarked 
£330M for national quantum 
technology hubs. 

But this is not all poured into 
gravity sensing. 

The Quantum Age will have 
huge impacts on timing, imaging, 
measuring and communicating. 
Perhaps the most-hyped consequence 
would be a quantum supercomputer, 
which would be 100M times faster 
than regular computers. It would 
reduce from years to seconds the 
time taken to answer complex 
problems or to model complex 
scenarios.

“If we look at the impact on a 
macro scale,” says Cross, “quantum 
technology represents a new platform 
of technologies. It will be a billions-
of-pounds industry in the next 15 to 
20 years as it adds to, augments and 
erodes the current world of electronic 
devices.”

Commercial products are already 
available within quantum clocks 
and communication. Other quantum 
technology is set to follow. N
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space. The implications could have 
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RSK, Cross’ company E2V has devised 
a gravity sensor that can measure the 
density of material at a certain depth 
below the feet of the user.

“We have a box, it’s about the size 
of a small refrigerator, it’s on wheels. 
After settling in one spot, in 20 to 30 
minutes you can get a measurement,” 
says the e2v group chief technology 
officer Trevor Cross.

The team hopes that by mid-next 
year the device will be able to provide 
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changes, with depth. 

The following step within the next 
three years will be to add more data 

points to the cross section, which 
provides a 3D view of underground 
density. It would pick up different soil 
and rock types, utilities, tunnels and 
even backfilled mineshafts.

Cross says that even if this data 
had to be taken away and analysed 
offsite, this would be more efficient 
than current methods. 

“It would cut by a factor of 100 
the time it takes to survey a certain 
space,” says Cross. 

“Of the 4M holes dug in the road 
every year, a huge amount are in 
the wrong place, because the maps 
are just not good enough to tell you 
where things are.”
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quantum tech will do the same.
“Who would have thought that 

with the first transistor invented in 
1947, you can have 500 billion billion 
devices on a consumer product [flash 
drive] you can buy for a few dollars?

“Five years ago if you wanted to 
prepare a single atom and use it as a 
specialist sensor, to measure inertia 
or gravity, you needed a laboratory. 
Last year we concentrated this down 
to a table-top device.”

There are already gravity sensors 
in existence, but Cross variously 
dismisses these as: prone to 
vibrations, more time consuming, 
or prone to confusing features at 
the surface. Quantum sensors, 
theoretically at least, would go faster, 
deeper, and be more precise.

Getting the device to market 
would be the next challenge, but 
it seems there is no shortage of 
demand. Defence forces could locate 
underground structures. Bodies 
could be found faster after natural 
disasters. More than 5M UK homes 
are in high risk zones for sinkholes 
and subsidence. UK rail infrastructure 
needs continuous monitoring for 
water accumulation leading to 
landslips.

“If you look at the development 

“there’s an 
astonishing 

amount of stuff 
underground that 
people don’t know 
about

the UK currently ranks 
third in the world on 
progress for quantum 
science and technology, 
behind Us first and china 
second, based on spending, 
research publications and 
patent applications.

Many more governments 
around the world have 
invested heavily within the 
past five years, including 
German, Japan, Canada and 
Australia.

Cross says the UK is 
doing well, with a highly 
advertised and successful 
national program.

“The UK government put 
money in for innovation 
at the beginning, it’s got a 
decent five year plan for 
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“Credit must go to the 
research councils who 

flagged six to seven years 
ago that they were going 
to invest well into this area, 
which attracted a number 
of people.”

E2v only became aware 
of advanced quantum 
technology about five  
years ago. 

It has dealt in precision 
atomic clocks, gravity, 
magnetic and inertial 
sensors – all useful for 
spacecraft. 

E2v’s imagers most 
recently were responsible 
for producing pictures 
from the European Space 
Agency’s Rosetta craft, 
which flew by Mars to 
collect data on a comet.

“Space is such fun. It’s 
great for bringing young 
people into the business, 
you can say, ‘see that thing 
on TV, that was us’.”

QUAntUM ReseARcH In tHe UK

of brownfield sites, there’s an 
astonishing amount of stuff 
underground that people don’t know 
about.”

Cross says he has been approached 
by the mining industry, and there 
could be applications in high speed 
rail. “You have to dig or understand 
solid foundations down to 7m for 
a high-speed rail line, and it’s only 
about 2m for a normal rail line. And 
High Speed 2 is going to go over an 
area where there is a lot of historic 
mines.”

In another application, gravity 
sensors – if they became precise and 
mobile enough – could be attached 
to a drone or satellite, resulting in the 
production of wider “gravity maps”.

“If you take it into a spacecraft, you 
would be able to look at the change 
in water tables in individual countries 
– that’s something you just can’t do 
today.”

To build the market, the UK 
government has announced a 
national quantum technologies 
programme and has earmarked 
£330M for national quantum 
technology hubs. 

But this is not all poured into 
gravity sensing. 

The Quantum Age will have 
huge impacts on timing, imaging, 
measuring and communicating. 
Perhaps the most-hyped consequence 
would be a quantum supercomputer, 
which would be 100M times faster 
than regular computers. It would 
reduce from years to seconds the 
time taken to answer complex 
problems or to model complex 
scenarios.

“If we look at the impact on a 
macro scale,” says Cross, “quantum 
technology represents a new platform 
of technologies. It will be a billions-
of-pounds industry in the next 15 to 
20 years as it adds to, augments and 
erodes the current world of electronic 
devices.”

Commercial products are already 
available within quantum clocks 
and communication. Other quantum 
technology is set to follow. N
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A t New Civil Engineer’s 
Future Tech Forum in 
mid-September, a group of 
the brightest minds in the 
industry got together to 
discuss how technology 

might shape the industry in 2017 and for the 
next fi ve years. 

Cloistered in the goldfi sh bowl that 
was the Future Tech Think Tank were 
clients, designers, contractors, technology 
disruptors and software providers.

Tasked with presenting the group’s 
fi ndings at the end of the day was Mott 
MacDonald global water sector leader Mark 
Enzer. Enzer is a leading thinker in how 
technology is set to change the industry, 
as freely available data makes possible a 
fundamental rethink of who does what and 
how they get paid for it.

Why change?
So why embrace change? What’s wrong with 
the current industry? Surely it can survive 
another fi ve years just the way it is? 

There are plenty of reasons for 
change. Those outside the industry – the 
government, the public, young people – see 
the construction industry as unattractive, 
unsafe, dirty and ineffi cient.

Then there is the stark fact that 
infrastructure deliverers are entirely 
separated from those using it, with no 
sharing of information in any meaningful 
way. Zipabout technical director Daniel 
Chick said the rail industry was cited as 
an outstanding example of this, where 
timetables are drawn up every six months in 
complete isolation of data on where people 
live and where they want to go. “I fi nd it 
amazing,” he says.

Reasons to change
But what is the key reason why change is so 
necessary?

“I guess if you narrow it down to the key 
need for change, it is investment constraint, 
population concentration and resource 
limitation – whether that’s physical or 
human resources,” Enzer explains. “And in 
the context of that, we’ve got to get more out 
of what we’ve got.”

Changes the group had in mind were 
broad-brush but also not incremental. A 
digital revolution is needed, many argued. 
This sort of handwringing and upheaval has 
already happened to other industries, it was 
felt; it is just a question of fi nding out what 
works.

The working group said that, in this 

“If you narrow it 
down to the key 

need for change, it’s 
investment constraint, 
population concentration 
and resource limitation 

“ It’s not just about 
government, 

but government has an 
important role to play, 
as a legislator ... and 
as a procurer, and the 
government has some 
strong levers to pull

context, the best option might be for 
a different defi nition of “value”, and 
benchmarking this towards the ultimate 
customer.

“So rather than defi ning value as ‘output 
per pound’, we wanted to defi ne it as 
outcome for the ultimate customer per 
whole-life pound,” says Enzer.

“It’s a whole-life plan so you get proper 
decisions made, rather than just panicked 
decisions.”

And it is worth bearing in mind that a lot 
of these decisions in the future could involve 
not much construction whatsoever. After 
all, much of the country’s infrastructure is 
already constructed and must be retrofi tted 
with digital gadgetry. So will it still be right 
to call it the construction industry? 

Bigger than just construction
“We thought the term ‘construction industry’ 
was too small a thing; it makes it sound like 
all our solutions are based on building out 
problems, when that’s not necessarily the 
best solution,” notes Enzer.

“When it comes to digital solutions and 
integrated cyber-physical solutions, then it’s 
not necessarily just ‘building’,” he adds.

Perhaps the biggest and most radical 
idea from the group was to completely 
dismantle the structure of the industry, as 
a consequence of new players entering and 
working in different ways.

“We saw that the industry needed a 
different structure,” notes Enzer. That is a 
move away from the current structure, with 
clients supplied by tier one contractors 
paid per volume of work done and tier one 
consultants paid for hours worked, with the 
rest of the supply chain feeding into that. 
The current approach, it was argued, has 
created a “schism” between roles.

It has also created a situation where 
the industry has “commoditised itself”, 
leaving little room for sustainable returns 
and investment in innovation and skills. 
Consultants, in particular are paid for putting 
“bums on seats” rather than providing ideas.

Instead, the concept of the tier one 
“orchestrator” was mooted, paid on whole 
life, customer-focused outcomes and 
drawing on the specifi c design and delivery 
skills of the supply chain with risk and 
reward shared. This utopic vision would see 
the industry aligned from top to bottom, 
with leadership needed, especially from 
government.

Bring on the integrators
It is a fl edgling idea that has been gathering 

R E A D  M O R E  F U T U R E  T E C H  A R T I C L E S  A T  
N E W C I V I L E N G I N E E R . C O M / F U T U R E - T E C H

“We are not just 
gathering data, 

but using it to incentivise 
behaviour

Mark Enzer, Mott MacDonald
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“If we’re looking 
at something 

more holistic, 
more integrated, that 
is actually going to 
change the structure 
of the industry and 
bring a new idea of value, 
opening up all these 
digital and cyber-physical 
systems – why wouldn’t 
we ‘brand’ that

“We know there 
is a lot of 

innovation hiding in 
the tier 2 supply chain. 
We need incentivisation 
of the outputs to get it
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Power Networks
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Malcolm Taylor head of technical 
information, Crossrail
Jennifer Whyte professor of systems 
integration, Imperial College London

AROUND THE TABLE

– to getting the feedback loop going with the 
customer and to measuring the success of 
outcomes that the entire supply chain can 
then be rewarded for delivering.

“We are not just gathering data, but using 
it to incentivise behaviour,” as one think tank 
panellist put it.

With building information modelling (BIM),  
a lot of this type of talk is already in practice. 
But Enzer says the “redefi nition of value” will 
take more time, although, as the economy 
becomes more information based it, might 
be here sooner than we think.

“This whole concept of integration is 
vastly facilitated by an information economy. 
It’s information that glues this all together; 
it’s information that allows us to get from 
one step to the next step, it’s information 
that allows us to get from design to 
construction.

“It’s seeing information as a resource, 
and seeing construction as a service, and 
changing those things around.

“If you go to the essential defi nition of 
information, it’s something that reduces 
uncertainty. Having better shared 
information and better managed information, 
reduces our risk. Slicing things up and 
putting them in separate boxes is not the 
right future: rather it’s integration, facilitated 
by shared information.”

And if this radical future can be achieved, 
Enzer suggests it would be crazy not to 
brand this movement, calling it as the UK’s 
own’, and leverage our international kudos.

“If we’re looking at something more 
holistic, more integrated, that is actually 
going to change the structure of the industry 
and bring a new idea of value, opening up all 
these digital and cyber-physical systems – 
why wouldn’t we ‘brand’ that?” he asks.

“The distance from being good at BIM 
to being good at smart infrastructure is 
actually a small jump. So why don’t we 
make something of this, go and knock on 
somebody’s door and say ‘this is a good idea 
in a post-Brexit world?” challenges Enzer. N

Future Tech     Future Tech Forum

some momentum at Transport for London, 
with the “integrator” role advertised on 
Offi cial Journal of the European Union and 
conversations had with potential bidders.

The move had the support of the 
Infrastructure Client Group, and fellow 
client Nirmal Kotecha, director of capital 
programme and procurement at UK Power 
Networks, explains the motivation.

“We are sounding a warning signal on the 
tier 1 community. What are they bringing?” 
he asks. “So we are testing the concept of the 
integrator,” he explains. “We know there is a 
lot [of innovation] hiding in the tier 2 supply 
chain. We need incentivisation of the outputs 
to get it.”

Government will have a big role to play 
here.

“It’s not just about government, but 
government has an important role to play, 
both as a legislator – to convince people 
into doing the right thing, such as to do 
with the environment,” says Enzer. “But 
also, government as a procurer, and the 
government has some strong levers to pull. 
It’s a key part of the enabler.”

Will this happen quite soon, quite quickly? 
Or will it be more of a “marginal gains” 
approach, dividing the task into sections, 
trials, prototypes? While the changes are 
radical, can they really be achieved in one 
fell swoop? Building on successes with 
alliancing will be good place to start. 

Technology’s role
And what role does technology have in all 
this? Quite simply, it is central to everything  
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Survival 
program
digital technology adoption iS becoming a 
life or death iSSue for conStruction firmS

T here has never been 
a more exciting time,” 
insists Bentley chief 
product officer Bhupinder 
Singh.

He is speaking to New 
Civil Engineer as engineering software 
giant Bentley’s week-long Year in 
Infrastructure event draws to close. 
Based on the innovations and ideas 
showcased, he is not wrong. 

Whether it is through drones, 
mixed reality devices, or the Internet 
of Things, there really is a sense of 
excitement among the civil engineers 
present that there is a future that is 
digital.

It is enough to prompt Singh 
to make literary references: “I’m 
reminded of Arthur C Clarke and 
his statement that advances in 
technology are indistinguishable from 
magic,” he says.

Some of it is quite mind-blowing. 
Probably the big announcement 
at the Year In Infrastructure event 
was a significant breakthrough in 
reality modelling which is expected 
to be available from this month. For 
reality modelling, point-clouds from 

laser scanning can now be combined 
with photos, as “hybrid inputs,” 
for reconstruction into a superior 
engineering-ready “reality mesh”. 
Such technologies have the potential 
to transform the way infrastructure is 
designed, built and maintained.

But, as New Civil Engineer’s recent 
research with Bentley showed, 
while civil engineers as individuals 
are getting excited about digital 
technology, their employers are 
often seen as blockers, holding 

back adoption of technology by 
denying their staff the authority to 
experiment.

Singh thinks this is a temporary 
position and that business leaders 
will recognise what their junior 
colleagues are trying to do.

“I listen to new music because of my 
kids,” he observes. “If it wasn’t for them 
I’d still be listening to Jethro Tull.

“The kids of our industry aren’t 
going to be accepting of the digital 
equivalent of Jethro Tull,” he states. 
“They are pushing the status quo all 
the time. They will get frustrated by 
the firms that block them. They will 
leave,” he asserts.

“They’ll quit and form their own 
companies and do it cheaper and faster 
and disrupt the industry”.

That’s exactly what hashappened in 
the United States, he says, citing the 
start-up engineering firms building 
data centres for Facebook on the West 
Coast. 

“They are going two to three times 
faster than their rivals as they are 
doing it digitally with drones and all 
the other tech that is now out there,” 
he observes.

“Point-clouds 
from laser 

scanning can now be 
combined with photos, 
as ‘hybrid inputs’, for 
reconstruction into a 
superior engineering-
ready “reality mesh”

Future Tech
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So what needs to happen? The 
big breakthrough, he says, will be in 
workflows going digital. And this year 
will be big for that.

“Right now, what is paper-
centric?” he asks. “Construction and 
commissioning,” he answers. “In 2017 
there will be more digital inspections, 
more digital commissioning.

“It’s pretty tangible and pretty 
real and the business benefits are 
staggering,” he asserts.

But what of the companies that are 
not on board?

“I’ll be blunt with that,” he states. 
“The companies that adopt it will 
survive and those that don’t will fail.”

He references inspection and 
certification body Bureau Veritas, 
which has signed up with Bentley 
to help it digitise its business, using 
reality modelling to transform 
inspection regimes.

“Can you imagine how much paper 
they produce?” he asks. “They are a 
paper-based business. Yet they want 
to go digital with us.”

Yet there continue to be examples 
of the industry failing to reap the 
benefits. The recent trackbed 

“  The big 
breakthrough 

will be in workflows 
going digital

Big cloud-based launches and big 
partnerships were the buzzwords 
at Bentley systems’ year in 
Infrastructure 2016 conference. 

The big launch was OpenRoads 
Designer Connect Edition,  
the successor to Bentley’s leading 
civil engineering brands InRoads, 
Geopak, MX and PowerCivil. 

OpenRoads Designer brings  
them all together as a 
comprehensive, multi-disciplinary 
3D modelling application to 
advance the delivery of highways 
projects from conceptual design to 
construction. 

Partnerships were also significant, 
with major deals announced with 
Topcon and Siemens. 

Topcon Positioning Group, 
announced a partnership with 
Bentley to enable enhanced 
integration between their respective 
cloud services.

BenTley launcHes

lowering project in the Box Tunnel on 
the Great Western line electrification 
project was seen by many as a 
digital success story, with the tunnel 
kitted out with instrumentation and 
monitoring equipment during the 
works. But the instrumentation and 
monitoring kit was stripped out of 
the tunnel as soon as the project was 
completed, robbing Network Rail of 
the opportunity to carry out real, 
live monitoring of its asset in use. It 
was seen as a long-term maintenance 
issue.

“When you hear of those examples 
you just have to smile and move on,” 
says Singh. “For every one of those, 
there is an owner pushing to give us 
digital twins. Take Crossrail, or take 
the oil and gas industry,” he says. 
“There you see owners pushing to 
provide a platform for operational 
systems.”

Siemens, for example, is using 
reality modelling to train a process 
plant’s operators in emergency 
response.

Singh does have sympathies with 
some asset owners who may find 
themselves overwhelmed by the 
technology, and suggests the industry 
could – should – see that as an 
opportunity in itself.

“To the owners that don’t, or can’t, 
or are just overwhelmed, I think there 
are opportunities for consultants to 
offer this as a service,” he explains. 
Referencing the Box Tunnel project 
he adds: “That company, if it were 
smart, would have offered the real-
time monitoring as a subscription; 
offered real-time as-builts as a service 
contract.”

That may seem like quite a leap for 
client and consultant alike, but there 
are ways and means, says Singh.

“Design, build, operate, maintain 
contracts, where the risk is shared, 
can be a bridge,” he notes.

There is a further incentive to 
clients not yet convinced about the 
value of making projects data-rich: 
benchmarking. Because a second 
major advance Singh is looking for in 
2017 is work which involves using the 
data to offer insights into what works 
– and what does not. N

Singh: Young 
engineers will 
push their 
bosses to adopt 
increasingly 
sophisticated IT 
products
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N E W  I N N O VAT I O N S  T H AT  W I L L  T R A N S F O R M  YO U R  P R O J E C T S

N E W C I V I L E N g I N E E R.C O M /F U T U R E-T E C H

UK carbon capture and storage 
(CCS) strategy should include 
combining bioenergy with CCS 
(Beccs) technology, if the UK 
is to meet its 2050 greenhouse 
gas emission targets, according 
to a new report. The Energy 
Technologies Institute report, 
called The Evidence for 
Deploying Bioenergy with CCS 
(Beccs) in the UK, states that 
Beccs can deliver negative 
emissions (the net removal of 
CO2 from the atmosphere) while 
also producing energy in the 
form of electricity, heat, gas and 
liquid fuels.

An innovative design for 
repairing steel infrastructure in 
canals and waterways is being 
developed by civil engineers 
at Colorado State University in 
the United States. The team is 
testing the structural integrity 
of a steel plate submerged in a 
churning water bath. The plate 
represents a hydraulic structure 
called a mitre gate. A long, 
irregular crack is visible on the 
experimental plate’s surface. 
Researchers are examining how 
the crack behaves in various 
conditions and what leads to 
structural failure. 

A new “living wall”, with the 
potential to reduce air pollution 
by up to 20%, has been installed 
on scaffolding in Mayfair, the 
first of its kind in the UK.
Property firm Grosvenor and 
engineering consultant Arup 
launched the scaffolding 
solution – called Living Wall Lite 
– at a Grade I listed property 
being transformed into a retail 
and community space due to 
finish in 2017. Studies show 
that living walls reduce noise 
pollution by up to 10 decibels, 
as well as making the site more 
visually attractive.

L o w  c a r b o n
N e w  r e p o r t 
c h a m p i o N s 
c a r b o N  c a p t u r e 
b i o e N e r g y  i d e a

M a r i n e
r e s e a r c h e r s 
s t u dy 
u N d e r wat e r 
s t e e l  r e pa i r s

S t r u c t u r e S
‘l i V i N g  wa l l’  s c a f f o l d i N g  a i m s  
t o  c u t  a i r  a N d  N o i s e  p o l l u t i o N  
o N  g r a d e  i  l i s t e d  l o N d o N  
p r o p e r t y  d e V e l o pm e N t  s i t e

i n f r a S t r u c t u r e
N i c  t o  e x p l o r e 
e m e r g i N g 
t e c h N o l o g i e s

The government has 
commissioned the National 
Infrastructure Commission 
(NIC) to examine how new 
technology can improve 
infrastructure productivity. 
Although the government 
insists emerging technologies 
have the potential to enhance 
infrastructure management, 
it needs help to identify the 
most appropriate areas for 
development. Chancellor 
Phillip Hammond has written 
to the NIC seeking advice on 
which technologies, such as 
the Internet of Things, big 
data and artificial intelligence, 
have the most potential. His 
first Autumn Statement  in 
November asked the NIC to make 
recommendations on the nation’s 
future infrastructure needs.

Nic to look at 
infrastructure 
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Fast traCK 
to tangier
MoroCCo’s high speed rail line is blazing 
the trail For a trans-aFriCa networK

World View

M orocco is building a 
high speed railway. 
Morocco, you say? 
Yes, Morocco. 
Why? Hard to 
say, really. It is an 

interesting contrast to the UK where 
the business case for High Speed 2 
has been scrutinised, challenged and 
adjusted time and time again. And 
still it is not being built. 

Yet in Morocco, there really is not 
much of a business case, or at least 
not what the UK Treasury would 
constitute as one. 

The demand is largely untested, 
with the $50 fare for a journey 
between the capital Rabat and 
the booming port of Tangier the 
equivalent of a week’s wages to the 
average Moroccan. Business travel 
between Tangier and Rabat is growing 
for sure, but only enough to warrant 
one train an hour when the first 
phase of the line opens at the end of 
next year.

But Morocco’s leaders have 
a vision for the country to 
grow economically, through its 
transportation infrastructure. And 
they are delivering on that vision. 
Tangier has its TangerMed port, one 
of the largest hubs for container ships 

in the Mediterranean. Rabat has a 
new airport. Free flowing toll roads 
link Tangier, Rabat, Casablanca and 
Marrakesh. Rabat even has a tram, 
although it appears do little to tackle 
chronic congestion at peak times. So 
a high speed rail network is, arguably, 
the next logical step.

Logical, but bold. After all, this will 
not just be Morocco’s first true high 
speed railway, but the first in the 
whole of Africa. So for those involved, 
this is one good place to be building 
a reputation for delivery – because, 
as the evidence suggests, this will not 
be the last project in that part of the 
world.

“Morocco’s 
leaders have 

a vision for the 
country to grow 
economically, through 
its transportation 
infrastructure

kEy faCTs

£2bn
Project cost

185km
Length of 

high speed 
line under 

construction

1,500km
Total planned 

length of 
high speed 

network
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“We are not here to do one project 
and go home,” observes Colas Rail 
project director Pierre-Gilles Douriez. 
Colas is laying track and installing the 
electrification infrastructure for the 
€2.3bn (£1.98bn) project in a contract 
worth £115M.

This first 185km phase will run 
from Tangier on the Mediterranean 
coast south to Kenitra, an Atlantic 
coast port about 50km north of 
Rabat. Design speed is 320km/h 
and will slash journey times from a 
timetabled three hours 15 minutes on 
the existing single track line to just 47 
minutes.

From there the high speed trains 
will run on existing conventional 
rail lines to Rabat and Casablanca, 
cutting journey times. But there are 
already advanced plans to extend 
the high speed line to Rabat and to 
build an entirely new line from tourist 
hotspot Agadir in the far south up to 
Marrakesh and on to connect into the 
conventional rail network –  creating 
a seamless rail link from Tangier in 
the north to Agadir in the south.

The entire 1,500km line is slated 
for completion in 2035 and is part 
of a wider North-African inter-
governmental strategy to connect this 
line to a high-speed network ending in 
the Libyan city of Tripoli via Algiers, 
in Algeria and Tunis in Tunisia.

“This phase will run to Kenitra,” 
notes Douriez. “But phase two to 
extend the high speed line to Rabat 
and then the Agadir to Marrakesh 
section could happen very fast as 
they are thinking about it.”

But that is for the future. For now, 
Colas Rail is on the critical path, 
picking up the baton passed on 
by eight different civils contracts 
and pushing to lay track and install 
electrification equipment. It is doing 
the job in joint venture with Colas 
Rail Morocco and Egis.

Building Africa’s first true high 
speed railway has meant plentiful 
engineering challenges. More than 
250 civil engineering structures 
feature along the route including 10 
viaducts, one of which – at 3.5km – is 
thought to be Africa’s longest.

Given all that, it is not entirely 
surprising that civils work did fall 
behind schedule in places and so it 
is up to Colas to pick up the pace. 
It will then hand over to specialist 
contractor Ansaldo to install the 
signalling and Vinci subsidiary 
Cegelec to power it up.

And signs are, Ansaldo and Cegelec 
need to be ready as Colas is cracking 
on. While setting a programmed 
target of progressing at 1,000m a day 
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has been scrutinised, challenged and 
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still it is not being built. 

Yet in Morocco, there really is not 
much of a business case, or at least 
not what the UK Treasury would 
constitute as one. 

The demand is largely untested, 
with the $50 fare for a journey 
between the capital Rabat and 
the booming port of Tangier the 
equivalent of a week’s wages to the 
average Moroccan. Business travel 
between Tangier and Rabat is growing 
for sure, but only enough to warrant 
one train an hour when the first 
phase of the line opens at the end of 
next year.

But Morocco’s leaders have 
a vision for the country to 
grow economically, through its 
transportation infrastructure. And 
they are delivering on that vision. 
Tangier has its TangerMed port, one 
of the largest hubs for container ships 

in the Mediterranean. Rabat has a 
new airport. Free flowing toll roads 
link Tangier, Rabat, Casablanca and 
Marrakesh. Rabat even has a tram, 
although it appears do little to tackle 
chronic congestion at peak times. So 
a high speed rail network is, arguably, 
the next logical step.

Logical, but bold. After all, this will 
not just be Morocco’s first true high 
speed railway, but the first in the 
whole of Africa. So for those involved, 
this is one good place to be building 
a reputation for delivery – because, 
as the evidence suggests, this will not 
be the last project in that part of the 
world.

“Morocco’s 
leaders have 

a vision for the 
country to grow 
economically, through 
its transportation 
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“We are not here to do one project 
and go home,” observes Colas Rail 
project director Pierre-Gilles Douriez. 
Colas is laying track and installing the 
electrification infrastructure for the 
€2.3bn (£1.98bn) project in a contract 
worth £115M.

This first 185km phase will run 
from Tangier on the Mediterranean 
coast south to Kenitra, an Atlantic 
coast port about 50km north of 
Rabat. Design speed is 320km/h 
and will slash journey times from a 
timetabled three hours 15 minutes on 
the existing single track line to just 47 
minutes.

From there the high speed trains 
will run on existing conventional 
rail lines to Rabat and Casablanca, 
cutting journey times. But there are 
already advanced plans to extend 
the high speed line to Rabat and to 
build an entirely new line from tourist 
hotspot Agadir in the far south up to 
Marrakesh and on to connect into the 
conventional rail network –  creating 
a seamless rail link from Tangier in 
the north to Agadir in the south.

The entire 1,500km line is slated 
for completion in 2035 and is part 
of a wider North-African inter-
governmental strategy to connect this 
line to a high-speed network ending in 
the Libyan city of Tripoli via Algiers, 
in Algeria and Tunis in Tunisia.

“This phase will run to Kenitra,” 
notes Douriez. “But phase two to 
extend the high speed line to Rabat 
and then the Agadir to Marrakesh 
section could happen very fast as 
they are thinking about it.”

But that is for the future. For now, 
Colas Rail is on the critical path, 
picking up the baton passed on 
by eight different civils contracts 
and pushing to lay track and install 
electrification equipment. It is doing 
the job in joint venture with Colas 
Rail Morocco and Egis.

Building Africa’s first true high 
speed railway has meant plentiful 
engineering challenges. More than 
250 civil engineering structures 
feature along the route including 10 
viaducts, one of which – at 3.5km – is 
thought to be Africa’s longest.

Given all that, it is not entirely 
surprising that civils work did fall 
behind schedule in places and so it 
is up to Colas to pick up the pace. 
It will then hand over to specialist 
contractor Ansaldo to install the 
signalling and Vinci subsidiary 
Cegelec to power it up.

And signs are, Ansaldo and Cegelec 
need to be ready as Colas is cracking 
on. While setting a programmed 
target of progressing at 1,000m a day 
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World View    Moroccan High Speed Rail

“We are doing 
most work by 

road and the absolute 
minimum by train as it 
is quicker and cheaper

it has achieved far more than that.
“We actually did 3,564m of  

track bed in one, eight hour shift,” 
says Douriez. “Just to see what we 
could do.”

The principal work base is in 
Kenitra with a secondary base in 
Tnine de Sidi el Yamani to the north. 
Both were chosen for their proximity 
to the highway and existing rail 
network for deliveries – and for 
having space to stockpile the colossal 
2Mt of ballast that will be needed for 
the conventionally ballasted line.

“We need plenty of storage space 
as we are using 130,000t of ballast a 
month,” explains production manager 
Chalamont Colas (he uses Chalamont 
as his formal name for obvious 
reasons). It would not do for work 
to be held up by delays in ballast 
delivery.

These bases represent the logistics 
centres of the project from which 
all activities are controlled and 
recorded: whether that is planning 
engineering train movements or 
assembling the catenaries in the on-
site factory.

“If you want to build a kilometre 
a day you have to be planned. We 
are working 24/7 and it’s a logistical 
challenge,” notes Douriez.

The project is not operating within 
the remits of building information 
modelling (BIM) per se, and 2D print 
outs are very much the order of the 
day when it comes to drawings of the 
catenaries. 

But all kit installed on the railway 
is barcoded, recorded and put into 
an electronic database such that 
it can be used in operations and 
maintenance.

Out on site, Colas has replicated 
the work process it has used 
successfully on the Nîmes to 
Montpelier high speed line in the 
south of France. Its first move was 

Continuous welded rail laid 
using rail-based plant

FinanCe

The project is being directly 
financed by the Moroccan 
government and delivered by 
Moroccan railway authority 
OnCF, albeit with a hefty 
French contribution. 

The Moroccan government is 
in fact only putting up around 
€440M (£374M) of the 
£1.98bn cost, with a £150M 
contribution coming from the 
French government and various 
loans making up the rest.

The French cash ensured use 
of French railway standards, 
and Colas is far from the only 
French firm on the project. 
Systra and Egis are designers 
and construction managers on 
the project, that after the basic 
design study was completed by 
Systra in December 2009

The trains are being supplied 
by Alstom. But there is pan-
European involvement, with 
signalling being supplied and 
installed by Italian Ansaldo.

Ballast layers laid using road-based plant

Catenary fixing along one of the project’s nine viaducts
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“We are doing 
most work by 

road and the absolute 
minimum by train as it 
is quicker and cheaper

it has achieved far more than that.
“We actually did 3,564m of  

track bed in one, eight hour shift,” 
says Douriez. “Just to see what we 
could do.”

The principal work base is in 
Kenitra with a secondary base in 
Tnine de Sidi el Yamani to the north. 
Both were chosen for their proximity 
to the highway and existing rail 
network for deliveries – and for 
having space to stockpile the colossal 
2Mt of ballast that will be needed for 
the conventionally ballasted line.

“We need plenty of storage space 
as we are using 130,000t of ballast a 
month,” explains production manager 
Chalamont Colas (he uses Chalamont 
as his formal name for obvious 
reasons). It would not do for work 
to be held up by delays in ballast 
delivery.

These bases represent the logistics 
centres of the project from which 
all activities are controlled and 
recorded: whether that is planning 
engineering train movements or 
assembling the catenaries in the on-
site factory.

“If you want to build a kilometre 
a day you have to be planned. We 
are working 24/7 and it’s a logistical 
challenge,” notes Douriez.

The project is not operating within 
the remits of building information 
modelling (BIM) per se, and 2D print 
outs are very much the order of the 
day when it comes to drawings of the 
catenaries. 

But all kit installed on the railway 
is barcoded, recorded and put into 
an electronic database such that 
it can be used in operations and 
maintenance.

Out on site, Colas has replicated 
the work process it has used 
successfully on the Nîmes to 
Montpelier high speed line in the 
south of France. Its first move was 

Continuous welded rail laid 
using rail-based plant

FinanCe

The project is being directly 
financed by the Moroccan 
government and delivered by 
Moroccan railway authority 
OnCF, albeit with a hefty 
French contribution. 

The Moroccan government is 
in fact only putting up around 
€440M (£374M) of the 
£1.98bn cost, with a £150M 
contribution coming from the 
French government and various 
loans making up the rest.

The French cash ensured use 
of French railway standards, 
and Colas is far from the only 
French firm on the project. 
Systra and Egis are designers 
and construction managers on 
the project, that after the basic 
design study was completed by 
Systra in December 2009

The trains are being supplied 
by Alstom. But there is pan-
European involvement, with 
signalling being supplied and 
installed by Italian Ansaldo.

Ballast layers laid using road-based plant

Catenary fixing along one of the project’s nine viaducts
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to lay an asphalt surface along the 
length of the line. This means that 
catenaries can be erected and then 
the track bed laid using road-based 
rather than rail-based plant. The only 
thing laid by rail is the continuously 
welded rail itself.

“We are doing most work by road 
and the absolute minimum by train 
as it is quicker and cheaper,” says 
Chalamont. 

It also provides the opportunity 
to refine the manufacture and 
installation of the catenaries, 
ensuring that they are installed 
right first time with no need for 
remeasurement.

“Because we are laying both the 
track and the catenaries, the first 
thing we did was survey the track bed 
as built. 

“Any variances to design were 
reported and we were able to 
adjust the height of the catenaries 
accordingly,” explains Douriez.

It sounds obvious, but it is the first 
time that Colas has done that and it 
had reaped benefits, says Douriez.

Skills could have been a problem 
on the project but Colas has invested 
heavily in upskilling the local 
workforce.

“Eighty-five per cent of those 
working on the project didn’t have 
railway systems skills before they 
started,” says Chalamont. 

“But we have trained them up. We 
have even trained the trainers, so 
even they are Moroccan,” he adds. In 
total almost 1,400 workers have been 
trained up by Colas and approaching 
30 apprentices have worked 
themselves towards professional 
qualification standard.

Colas has also taken a proactive 
role in keeping locals residents off 
the line – and particularly inquisitive 
school children. Events have been 
run at several schools along the 
route, with the aim of making 
students – and their teachers – aware 
of the different risks at various stages 
of construction and operation.

It all means that as of October 
the line was 40% complete, bang 
on schedule for testing and 
commissioning work to begin in 
February and all for work to finish in 
October 2017.

 Trains are expected to start 
running in January 2018. N

“Where we’re going, 
we don’t need roads”. 
This challenging 
statement, made 
famous in 1985, had 
many a civil engineer 
contemplating 
the future as they 
watched Professor 
Emmett Brown 

launch Marty McFly 
to November 2015. Although we don’t have 
time-travelling DeLoreans (in fact, we don’t 
have DeLoreans at all anymore), we should still 
be contemplating the future as we design our 
infrastructure to survive for at least the next 
hundred years.

The Royal Academy of Engineering released its 
report The transport congestion challenge – getting 
the most out of the UK’s road and rail networks also 
in November 2015.  This compelling document 
looks at the short and medium term options that 
offer the greatest potential for reducing congestion 
before 2030. But are we able to consider the longer 
term options?

While I was involved in the significant exercise 
of designing the strengthening of the Severn 
Bridge in 1985, I was curious as to what went 
through the designers’ minds when they planned 
the design of the bridge 30 years earlier.  Could 
they have considered the changes to traffic and 
the increase of freight on the roads in particular? 
Could they have done me out of a fascinating 
job? Fast forward 30 years, and we now have two 
bridges to deal with the congestion. 

We know the answer is not simply to keep 
building more and more bridges and tunnels 
– that’s not sustainable. We must think more 
carefully about the capacity and the timing of how 
infrastructure is and will be used. We are using 

smarter road pricing models to spread the load, 
but in a society of rapidly accelerating technology, 
how do we successfully predict our needs for the 
future and how do we get better agreement?

Time-travelling DeLoreans and hover boards 
aside, there is a huge potential for driverless 
vehicles that offer opportunities for better use 
of our networks, greater shared ownership and 
a reduction in carbon emissions. We must also 
consider the driverless truck in that equation. We 
could have the ability to improve the delivery of 
goods by using the road as an effective railway, 
with trucks being safely sent in convoy – nose to 
tail. 

So are we also taking the steps to consider the 
impact on loading and fatigue to safeguard our 
new structures or will our mindset always be to 
repair and replace, expensive as it is?

We can look further with the development of 
concepts such as Elon Musk’s Hyperloop and its 
low pressure tunnels – should we be considering 
making allowances for these technologies now? 
And if so, which one do we bet on? Anyone 
remember Betamax?

It’s difficult to frame the problem in just a few 
hundred words, let alone try and answer it. So 
the challenge is: are we doing enough with our 
infrastructure to consider how we get back to a 
future we want?
● David MacKenzie is chief executive of Flint & 
Neill | From 1 January 2017, Flint & Neill becomes 
Cowi

S t r u c t u r e S  v i e w
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Green 
beacon
a Green tower block could be the  
start of a trend to development of more  
hiGh rise buildinGs in central paris

World View

Urban planning in 
Paris is experiencing 
a renaissance with 
housing, public 
spaces and transport 
connections all joined 

seamlessly with each other and the 
historic city. 

The romance of Paris for so 
many conjures up thoughts of the 
city centre. Few imagine the outer 
suburbs that are so brutally cut off 
from the city by the great concrete 
belt that is the Périphérique, its inner 
orbital road.

But the city is on a mission. It 
wants to revive disused industrial and 
transport blind spots and cultivate 
public spaces for pedestrians as 
well as road users. But perhaps 
most surprising to many, it is once 
more prepared to make way for tall 
buildings in a bid to create better 
social housing.

Consultant Arcadis has been at 
the heart of a number of the city’s 
key plans. Among the initiatives it 
is involved with are the city’s first 
high rise residential building since 
the 1970s – a new building spanning 
the Périphérique – and a bold plan to 
upgrade iconic public realms.

A quarter of a century ago, a 

2.8km stretch of the River Seine in 
the capital was merely industrial 
wasteland. Its 130ha footprint was 
in need of attention. Representing 
a quarter of the river’s pathway 
through the city meant that its 
potential was vast. So in the 1980s, 
then Paris mayor Jacques Chirac, 
as a key part of his wider vision to 
economically and socially rebalance 
the east of the city, backed the Rive 
Gauche development, a scheme that 
is now around 80% complete

Sited at the south east edge of the 
development, which is adjacent to 
the busy Gare d’Austerlitz, is one of 
the most significant and symbolic 
projects to emerge in the city — the 
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100 residence, 16 storey, 50m tall, so-
called Biodiversity Tower. The tower 
is now inhabited, but it continues 
to evolve as a structure, because 
the vision for this social housing 
residence is that it will continue to 
grow into, and out of, the landscape. 

“Paris is a historic city and building 
a new tower is very challenging,” 
explains tower architect Eduoard 
François. “This [Biodiversity Tower] 
is efficient in the landscape – invisible 
almost.”

The brief was clear. It had to be 
such an attractive building that it 
could win over the most cynical of 
observers — because it would be the 
first tower in decades to be exempt 
from the city’s 37m height restriction.

“I said to the mayor, first you do 
my tower that is green, invisible, 
so Parisians will begin to accept it 
is possible to do a tower,” he says. 
“Then you can do a bigger tower.”

The tower’s invisibility cloak is in 
the form of a cascade of plants and 
trees that, now the building is in 
use, will continue to vegetate. These 
become more dense the higher up the 
tower they go. They are knitted into, 
and will gradually climb up, a second 
skin, a mesh curtain surrounding 
the balconies of the titanium clad 
structure. 

The titanium is treated with 
electricity and heat to turn it as 
green as forest moss, while the white 
plants range from fast growing to 
give immediate benefits through to 
oaks that will take 20 years to mature. 
On the top of the tower is 1.8m of 
vegetated earth for insects and birds, 
“because we have to continue the 
green belt, and only then it becomes 
the tower of biodiversity”, explains 
François.  

François is passionate about the 
potential for vertical buildings to 
contribute to, rather than detract 
from, their surroundings. This 
tower not only aims to blend into 
the landscape, it aims to spread its 
green credentials as wind gathers 
seeds from the plants and trees and 
deposits them around the city. 

His commitment to the principle 

“  the  
Biodiversity 

tower is efficient in  
the landscape – 
invisible almost

Plants in tubes range from fast 
growing vegetation to oak trees 
that take 20 years to mature

Biodiversity tower:  
A blueprint for future 
high rise in Paris
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“the tower  
aims to spread 

its green credentials 
as wind gathers seeds 
from the plants and 
trees and deposits 
them around the city

led him to undertake a two year 
research project to prove the viability 
of his plan for the trees and plants 
flanking the building to grow out of 
350mm diameter, 3m long tubes. Fifty 
of these were placed in sunny and 
shaded conditions and sure enough 
the roots began to grow and now the 
expectation is – aided by a digital 
irrigation monitoring system – these 
tube trees will reach heights of 2.5m.

This attention to detail spread 
to the structural cladding. A 
manufacturer in Japan won the 
supply contract following a live 
demonstration in a Kyoto garden, that 
proved the panels could be heat and 
electricity treated to turn them the 
exact shade of green required to make 
them appear to merge into the moss 
green backdrop.

Attention to detail does not come 
that cheap – the 13,830m2 building 
cost €37M (£31.5M), including £8.5M 
for associated infrastructure. But 
there was a sense that this could 
afford to be an exceptionally beautiful 
social housing residence thanks to 
the city’s desire to unleash future tall 
building developments.

“This programme is a governmental 
project so [to a degree] they can do 
whatever they want – it’s the power 
of the State,” says François. “It is an 
icon,” he adds, before exclaiming that 
approval for towers such as Herzog 
& de Meuron’s 180m tall Triangle in 
central Paris could only go ahead 
“because I do this building well”.

Despite this, François insists that 
one eye remained on the budget 
for client and public housing body 
Paris Habitat. And the complexity of 
the building’s location strained the 
budget further.

World View    Paris

In the city’s endeavours to knit its industrial, 
infrastructure side together with public spaces and 
residential and commercial buildings a tried and 
tested technique became established. 

The city, or an arms length public development 
organisation, would in the first instance build over 
railway tracks with concrete slabs, before inviting 
interest from design, construction and private 
development parties.

But the appetite to carry on in this outdated, and 
frankly costly to the public purse, manner waned. And 
two years ago the city’s mayor Anne Hidalgo issued a 
call to arms through the Reinventing Paris initiative.

“A city like Paris must be able to reinvent itself 
at every moment in order to meet the many 
challenges facing it,” she said at the launch in 
November 2014. “Particularly in terms of housing 
and everything relating to density, desegregation, 
energy and resilience.”

The initiative brings together 23 troublesome 
sites — most concentrated in areas near or adjacent 
to the Périphérique — into a single competition 
to ensure their development for social and 
environmental benefit. It represents the next bold 
move in this city’s attempt to make this concrete 
and blacktop barrier become a tool of reunification 
to bring together the city centre’s 2.3M population 
with the 8.5M living in its outer suburbs.

This competition “marks a fundamental 
departure from the traditional approach to 
development in France”, according to Arcadis 
Europe South buildings engineering and design 
leader Stéphane Kirkland.

He explains that, traditionally, public authorities 
through their programming processes have 
controlled urban development very strictly. “A 
public agency gains control of the land, then 
commissions experts to determine the best use of 
the land,” Kirkland elaborates. “Private developers 
only come in at the end of the process, tendering 
on each site to build them up according to the 
specifications set by the public authorities.

“Reinventing Paris inverts the approach. The 
city of Paris simply defined sites and invited 

multidisciplinary teams to come up with creative 
ideas for how to use them. Private developers 
funded this idea generation process on the 
understanding that they would then be allowed to 
buy the sites and then developed them. 

“The sites were not sold through a rendering 
process to a fixed set of specifications. They 
were instead attributed, based on the social and 
environmental value added of the project, for a 
fixed price.”

Mille Arbres – or a thousand trees – is one 
of the winning schemes that encompasses all 
the ambitions of the competition at a site in the 
Pershing district. Acting as civil engineer, Arcadis, 
alongside partners including architects Sou 
Fujimoto and Oxo, structural consultant Bollinger 
& Grohmann and contractor Bouygues developed 
the concept of a mega bridging building crossing a 
section of the north west part of the Périphérique.

Arcadis has a clear understanding of the scale of 
the challenge, having spent a decade advising the 
city’s building and infrastructure division about how 
best to cover over the vast ring road. 

Perhaps that gave it the confidence to go in 
with its partners on a bold scheme. The proposed 
development creates housing, offices, shops, hotels 
and cultural facilities in a huge structure which 
features a roof that accommodates low energy 
timber housing units and more than 1,000 trees.

The scheme could be complete by 2022.
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“A city like Paris must be able to 
reinvent itself at every moment to 

meet the many challenges facing it”
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“the tower  
aims to spread 

its green credentials 
as wind gathers seeds 
from the plants and 
trees and deposits 
them around the city
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Structural engineer Arcadis, along 
with contractor Bouygues, had to 
face down a litany of challenges 
– mitigating high flood risk with a 
requirement for 10m of clearance 
should the Seine overtop its banks; 
the close proximity of the traffic-
heavy Périphérique; unfavourable 
ground conditions; and vibrations 
from TGV and local trains running 
beneath, in and out of Gare 
d’Austerlitz.

Fortunately the consultant was 
familiar with the area thanks to its 
work in the 1990s and 2000s carrying 
out detailed design for the concrete 
slabs that now cover many of the 
railway tracks and which enabled 
the Rive Gauche development to 
flourish. Spring boxes installed in the 
tower’s lowest levels isolate the worst 
vibrations.

“The tower’s main difficulties 
came from the ground conditions,” 
Arcadis Biodiversity Tower leader 
Luc Jeansannetas adds. “There is 
[competent] limestone in this whole 
area except beneath the tower. That 
meant we had to dig deeper to find 
the right rock. It has all the family of 
deep foundations.”

Those foundations stretch 25m 
into the soil and total 35m with 
the additional 10m flood height 
allowance. Specialist geotechnical 
contractor Franki Fondation and its 
sister company Sefi-Intrafor carried 
out this medley of works, which 
included 86 structural piles, as well 
as a piled retaining wall structure and 
an 820mm thick, 30m deep diaphragm 
wall.

That the tower commanded such 
attention to detail is testament to its 
high profile – not only because it has 
paved the way for future high rise 
living but because of its location next 
to the Périphérique and neighbouring 
suburb Ivry-sur-Seine. For its 
supporters this tower is one of the 
ways Paris can metaphorically jump 
over the Périphérique. N

“The tower’s 
main difficulties 

came from the ground 
conditions

World View    Paris

Paris mayor Anne Hidalgo is keen to build 
momentum for improving public spaces. The city 
witnessed a rebirth of the Place de la République 
over the past few years, seeing its transition from 
a glorified roundabout to a pedestrianised haven. 

So Hidalgo wants more, and is banking on around 
seven upgrades to iconic public spaces for not much 
more than the around E30M (£25.6M) cost of the 
original trendsetting scheme back in 2012/2013.

The city has now appointed four teams, which 
Arcadis is again among, in a £38M programme to 
upgrade these public interchanges, and in doing so 
place less emphasis on their usefulness for cars. 

They are located at Place de la Bastille, Place des 

Fêtes, Place de la Nation, Place de la Madeleine, 
Place d’Italie, Place Gambetta and the Place du 
Panthéon.

Looking to emulate similar successes in New 
York and Copenhagen, the idea is to undertake 
light and sober development work, avoiding major 
road, pavement or utility renovation, for maximum 
benefit.

“This is the Parisian answer to the double 
challenge of cost reduction and citizen 
participation,” says Arcadis Urban Projects activity 
manager Nicolas Boffi. The idea is to separate 
“hard” infrastructure, pavements, utilities and 
lighting from “soft” playgrounds, kiosks and street 
furniture.

Public ReAlm

C h i n a
p o w e r  p l a n t 
c o l l a p s e  t r i g g e r s 
s a f e t y  o v e r h au l

Chinese authorities have told safety 
watchdogs to carry out thorough 
work safety checks to curb severe 
accidents and plug holes in safety 
standards following a fatal accident 
at a power plant in Jiangxi Province. 
The call was made at a state council 
cabinet meeting on work safety and 
was in response to an accident on 24 
November at the Fengcheng plant. 
Chinese state media said a platform 
in the power plant’s cooling tower, 
which was under construction at the 
time, collapsed killing 74 people and 
injuring two. The work was part of 
an expansion of the plant owned by 
Jiangxi Ganneng Company and was 
being undertaken by Hebei Yineng 
Tower Engineering, according to 
media reports.

Trevi subsidiary Swissboring is undertaking foundation 
works for the new 54-storey ICD Brookfield Place 
tower in Dubai. The project is a joint venture between 
the Investment Corporation of Dubai and Brookfield 
Property Partners. The 282m high building is designed 
Foster & Partners. The foundation works at the site are 
expected to last for approximately 14 months. The work 
includes a 12,000m2 diaphragm wall, using 850 piles; and 
more than 2,000 ground anchors.

T a j i k i s T a n 
w o r k  o n  w o r l d’s 
ta l l e s t  d a m  g e t s 
u n d e r way

Work has begun on the world’s 
tallest dam, situated on the Vakhsh 
River in Tajikistan. The 335m 
high dam is located between the 
Trans-Alay Mountain Range to the 
north and the Pamir Mountains to 
the south. It is part of the Rogun 
hydropower project (HPP) and is 
set to double the country’s power 
production capacity. The $3.9bn 
(£3.1bn) dam is being built by  
Italian contractor Salini Impregilo 
and will involve diverting the  
river and using 74M.m3 of earth and 
rock to form an impermeable core. 
Salini Impregilo said that the Rogun 
HPP was essential to combat the 
power outages that occur in winter, 
cutting off light and heating to 
thousands of houses. 

U k r a i n e
c h e r n o b y l 
s a f e t y  a r c h 
o n  t h e  m o v e

A major project to 
construct a confinement 
structure at the 
Chernobyl nuclear power 
station site in Ukraine has 
reached a key milestone.
Work to slide the new 
257m span, 162m 
long, 108m high safe 
confinement shell 
into place started in 
November. The arch-
shaped structure will be 
moved over Chernobyl’s 
reactor four, which was 
destroyed during the fatal 
nuclear accident 30 years 
ago. The project aims to 
make the site safe while 
allowing for the eventual 
dismantling of the ageing 
shelter currently housing 
the reactor.

World View
I N S P I R I N G  C I V I L S  A C R O S S  T H E  G LO B E
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Sowing 
the SeedS

Engineering Equality

D o diverse teams make 
for innovative teams? 
Does diversity promote 
disruption? These 
were the questions 
posed at Innovate UK 

conference hosted in Manchester, 2-3 
November. Organisers of the two-day 
event invited some of the brightest 
inventors and investors to talk about 
tech start-ups, and how to turn big 
ideas into profts.

New Civil Engineer sought out some 
of the (few) women in the crowd to 
get their views.

Engineer and entrepreneur 
Elspeth Finch was 24 in 2000 when 
she co-founded Intelligent Space, 
a pedestrian behaviour modelling 
company. The company was later 
acquired by Atkins, where she 
became head of innovation.

Now, aged 40, Finch heads another 
start-up – Indigo& – an online growth 
centre and mentoring service for 
start-ups and SMEs.

But back in 2000, she led Intelligent 
Space with a male co-founder, and 
pair found their business growing 
into a 50/50 male/female enterprise 
without much effort.

“I think one of the things we did 
was have an inclusive culture from the 
outset, all the way through,” says Finch.

While a lot of the business’ 
diversity came easily, there were 
testing moments. “ I looked like a 

teenager at 24. 
So they’d often think I 
was the PA

“One time, interviewing a 
candidate, every time I asked him 
a question he would answer to [co-
founder] Jake. I asked him another 
question and he answered to Jake. And 
a third time. He didn’t get the job.

“I think it was useful to have a 
dynamic like that as it allows you to 
weed out unconscious bias before it 
even reaches your firm.”

Finch says her age was also a 
factor, even in the tech start-ups 
world where young whiz-kids in their 
20s are the norm.

“I looked like a teenager at 24. So 
they’d often think I was the PA when 
they come in and meet me, especially 
as I was quite friendly and would offer 
them coffee.

“And they were actually quite 
embarrassed when they realised I was 
the owner of the firm.”

Also in attendance at the Innovate 
UK conference was Angel Academe 
North network manager Gaynor Dykes, 
who helps female investors to back 
tech start-ups, stipulating that there 

Beginning with a diverSe team  
iS vital to Start up companieS
B y  R O B E R T  H E N S O N
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“Being honest 
about the 

fact that we feel 
uncomfortable about 
diversity is important

must be at least one woman on the 
start-up’s founding team.

“One of the feedbacks we get from 
investors is the reason that they don’t 
invest with a particular company is a 
lack of confidence in the management 
team,” says Dykes. “If we can get 
managers with wider experience, 
more diversity, then hopefully more 
investment will happen.”

Angel Academe is finding its feet in 
the North after becoming successfully 
established in London for about 
three years. Dykes says that despite 
controlling 47% of the UK’s net 
wealth, women account for only 14% 
of investors in the UK – less than one 
in seven.

Gyana Ltd chief executive and 
Innovate UK Women in Innovation 
ambassador Joyeeta Das can relate. 
Her experience of founding a tech 
start-up in her late teens in India was 
not a good one.

“Ten years ago it wasn’t very 
common for a woman of 18 or 19 to 
be building a company – it might be a 
little better these days.

“I couldn’t recruit enough 
diversity. Women would go to work 
for bigger, safer companies at the 
encouragement of friends and family. 
They would say: ‘I really want to be a 
part of this, but it’s not for me’.”

The result was that Das had a staff 
of only men,  primarily from one 
ethnic group.

“It quickly became an echo 
chamber for the same type of people 
that had the same thoughts, and they 
would try and solve every problem in 
the same way, supporting each other 
each time. So not much innovation,” 
says Jayeeta.

The company degraded within a 
few years, became unprofitable and 
Jayeeta had little say in the matter.

“I ended up leaving the company, 
losing my intellectual property, 
everything. But in a few years they 
failed as well.”

Das went on to gain an MBA 
at Oxford and built many more 
successful start-ups, including Gyana, 
which provides live city visualisations 
using aerial imagery, “big data” and 
artificial intelligence.

The advice she gives other leaders 
is to think about diversity as early as 
possible. 

“Because it will flow on and 
determine how the makeup of your 
company ends up.”

But how does one change mindsets 
in a company with a pre-existing 
culture? 

“Academics talk about intrinsic 
diversity and acquired diversity – 

the acquired bit comes from just 
listening, being around different 
people, being open minded,” says 
Das.

“There’s this exercise you can do: 
if you’re talking to a woman, either 
above or below you professionally, 
replace their face with that of a male 
buddy you have – would you have 
spoken the same way?”

As executive director of Research 
Councils UK, Hilary Reynolds works 
to enhance the overall impact of 
the UK’s research, training, and 
innovation effort.

With a global view, she stresses 
that it is not only a personal issue, or 
even merely a social issue, but “an 
economic issue on a global scale”.

“We have looked at participation 
of women in the workplace. We’ve 
found that if all countries in a region 
improved to the level of the best 
country in that region, we could 
increase GDP by $12trillion – that’s 
about the size of the UK, Germany 
and Japan put together.”

Reynolds says there is also 
research which shows minorities 
perform better in diverse businesses.

“Minorities in businesses that have 
more than 15% of people in their own 
group of representation are much 
more engaged, more empowered; 
they stay longer and are less 
combative.”

“But it’s a very long term project, 
to change mindsets. And often it’s 
a personal experience people need, 
to permanently change their minds 
about something.”

“We all feel comfortable around 
the people we know, love and grew 
up with. So being honest about the 
fact that we feel uncomfortable 
about diversity is important,” says 
Reynolds.

“As a leader, you have to build an 
enterprise where you recognise that 
diversity is uncomfortable, but it’s 
worth it.”

She says research shows that 
gender-diverse companies are 
15% more likely to generate higher 
financial returns. Race diverse firms 
produce 30% higher returns. N

Former Atkins UK 
innovation director 
Elspeth Finch (left)

Thousands attended the 
two day UK innovation 
showcase
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New Civil Engineer sought out some 
of the (few) women in the crowd to 
get their views.

Engineer and entrepreneur 
Elspeth Finch was 24 in 2000 when 
she co-founded Intelligent Space, 
a pedestrian behaviour modelling 
company. The company was later 
acquired by Atkins, where she 
became head of innovation.

Now, aged 40, Finch heads another 
start-up – Indigo& – an online growth 
centre and mentoring service for 
start-ups and SMEs.

But back in 2000, she led Intelligent 
Space with a male co-founder, and 
pair found their business growing 
into a 50/50 male/female enterprise 
without much effort.

“I think one of the things we did 
was have an inclusive culture from the 
outset, all the way through,” says Finch.

While a lot of the business’ 
diversity came easily, there were 
testing moments. “ I looked like a 

teenager at 24. 
So they’d often think I 
was the PA

“One time, interviewing a 
candidate, every time I asked him 
a question he would answer to [co-
founder] Jake. I asked him another 
question and he answered to Jake. And 
a third time. He didn’t get the job.

“I think it was useful to have a 
dynamic like that as it allows you to 
weed out unconscious bias before it 
even reaches your firm.”

Finch says her age was also a 
factor, even in the tech start-ups 
world where young whiz-kids in their 
20s are the norm.

“I looked like a teenager at 24. So 
they’d often think I was the PA when 
they come in and meet me, especially 
as I was quite friendly and would offer 
them coffee.

“And they were actually quite 
embarrassed when they realised I was 
the owner of the firm.”

Also in attendance at the Innovate 
UK conference was Angel Academe 
North network manager Gaynor Dykes, 
who helps female investors to back 
tech start-ups, stipulating that there 
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“Being honest 
about the 

fact that we feel 
uncomfortable about 
diversity is important

must be at least one woman on the 
start-up’s founding team.

“One of the feedbacks we get from 
investors is the reason that they don’t 
invest with a particular company is a 
lack of confidence in the management 
team,” says Dykes. “If we can get 
managers with wider experience, 
more diversity, then hopefully more 
investment will happen.”

Angel Academe is finding its feet in 
the North after becoming successfully 
established in London for about 
three years. Dykes says that despite 
controlling 47% of the UK’s net 
wealth, women account for only 14% 
of investors in the UK – less than one 
in seven.

Gyana Ltd chief executive and 
Innovate UK Women in Innovation 
ambassador Joyeeta Das can relate. 
Her experience of founding a tech 
start-up in her late teens in India was 
not a good one.

“Ten years ago it wasn’t very 
common for a woman of 18 or 19 to 
be building a company – it might be a 
little better these days.

“I couldn’t recruit enough 
diversity. Women would go to work 
for bigger, safer companies at the 
encouragement of friends and family. 
They would say: ‘I really want to be a 
part of this, but it’s not for me’.”

The result was that Das had a staff 
of only men,  primarily from one 
ethnic group.

“It quickly became an echo 
chamber for the same type of people 
that had the same thoughts, and they 
would try and solve every problem in 
the same way, supporting each other 
each time. So not much innovation,” 
says Jayeeta.

The company degraded within a 
few years, became unprofitable and 
Jayeeta had little say in the matter.

“I ended up leaving the company, 
losing my intellectual property, 
everything. But in a few years they 
failed as well.”

Das went on to gain an MBA 
at Oxford and built many more 
successful start-ups, including Gyana, 
which provides live city visualisations 
using aerial imagery, “big data” and 
artificial intelligence.

The advice she gives other leaders 
is to think about diversity as early as 
possible. 

“Because it will flow on and 
determine how the makeup of your 
company ends up.”

But how does one change mindsets 
in a company with a pre-existing 
culture? 

“Academics talk about intrinsic 
diversity and acquired diversity – 

the acquired bit comes from just 
listening, being around different 
people, being open minded,” says 
Das.

“There’s this exercise you can do: 
if you’re talking to a woman, either 
above or below you professionally, 
replace their face with that of a male 
buddy you have – would you have 
spoken the same way?”

As executive director of Research 
Councils UK, Hilary Reynolds works 
to enhance the overall impact of 
the UK’s research, training, and 
innovation effort.

With a global view, she stresses 
that it is not only a personal issue, or 
even merely a social issue, but “an 
economic issue on a global scale”.

“We have looked at participation 
of women in the workplace. We’ve 
found that if all countries in a region 
improved to the level of the best 
country in that region, we could 
increase GDP by $12trillion – that’s 
about the size of the UK, Germany 
and Japan put together.”

Reynolds says there is also 
research which shows minorities 
perform better in diverse businesses.

“Minorities in businesses that have 
more than 15% of people in their own 
group of representation are much 
more engaged, more empowered; 
they stay longer and are less 
combative.”

“But it’s a very long term project, 
to change mindsets. And often it’s 
a personal experience people need, 
to permanently change their minds 
about something.”

“We all feel comfortable around 
the people we know, love and grew 
up with. So being honest about the 
fact that we feel uncomfortable 
about diversity is important,” says 
Reynolds.

“As a leader, you have to build an 
enterprise where you recognise that 
diversity is uncomfortable, but it’s 
worth it.”

She says research shows that 
gender-diverse companies are 
15% more likely to generate higher 
financial returns. Race diverse firms 
produce 30% higher returns. N

Former Atkins UK 
innovation director 
Elspeth Finch (left)

Thousands attended the 
two day UK innovation 
showcase
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Growth
Plan
how the industry can resPond  
to the skills challenGe 

The National Infrastructure Pipeline published in 
March 2016 identified over £483bn of planned 
investment in infrastructure across the public 
and private sectors. And this total could go even 
higher, since new chancellor Philip Hammond 
indicated that more money could be ploughed 

into infrastructure projects to boost the economy in the 
wake of the Brexit vote.

This is, of course, extremely welcome news for everyone 
working in infrastructure design and delivery. But it also 
gives the industry a huge problem: who is going to do all 
the design? Who is going to commission and manage the 
projects? And who is going to physically build them?

The infrastructure sector is already short of people 
with the required skills, and this is likely to get worse in 
the next 10 years unless more people can be attracted 
into the industry. Last year the Treasury published the 
National Infrastructure Plan for Skills, which said the 
predicted pipeline “creates a demand for over 250,000 
construction workers by 2020”. This figure covers every 
role from operative to client, but the report highlights civil 
engineering in particular. 
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The focus on the UK’s infrastructure can 
sometimes be a binary discussion on whether 
or not we are spending enough to meet future 
needs. While the right levels of investment 
are central to new roads, railways or other big 
ticket spend, we must never forget the role of 

people in the successful delivery of infrastructure projects.
 This report looks at how we can recruit more people 

into engineering given that the UK is not currently 
producing enough civil engineers for infrastructure 
projects let alone for any new programmes.

In addition, it examines how new types of skills from 
across different sectors can enter the industry to meet 
project needs today and in the future. Innovation is 
happening in recruitment, but all firms and universities 
could do more to nurture the next generation of talent.

The message we want you to take away is not one of 
doom and gloom. The sector is not in crisis. Instead we 
have a fantastic opportunity to grow our skills base and get 
more people into the industry.

The key to broadening our talent base is finding 
new ways to recruit underrepresented groups. Here at 
Costain, for example, we are hiring ex-military officers and 
alongside us other firms are developing returner schemes 
for former engineers, working on attracting more women 
into the industry and recruiting increasing numbers of 
people from non-traditional degrees.

We hope that you find this report informative and it 
spurs creative thinking in your own organisation about 
how you approach recruitment. Investing in infrastructure 
is critical to the success of the country and the challenge is 
clear: we must all come together and seize the moment to 
inject new blood into the engineering sector.
 l Darren James, infrastructure managing director, Costain

“Civil engineers are essential to the delivery of 
infrastructure projects, both at a national and local level,” 
it says, before going on to point out that over 20% of civil 
engineers are set to retire in the next 15 years, and the 
numbers entering the profession are not enough to fill that 
gap – never mind cope with increasing levels of demand. 

Skills shortages are expected to be particularly acute 
in the transport sector, which is responsible for around 
one third of the pipeline of work. In August 2015,  the 
government appointed Crossrail chairman Terry Morgan 
to develop a specific skills strategy to help the transport 
industry ensure a continuous pipeline of skilled workers. 
Morgan’s strategy, published in January 2016, identified 
a shortage of over 14,400 people to fill engineering and 
technical roles in the road and rail sectors alone, a further 
7,950 required for construction management, and 2,700 
more people for client and project leadership roles.

The government’s go-to response to skills shortages – and 
one to which the industry is responding well – is to increase 
the number of apprenticeships, and to use major projects 
to attract new entrants to the industry. Morgan has said the 
“skills agenda” should be considered at the start of every 

Key fact

250,000
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construction 
workers 

needed by 
2020
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major project, pointing to the success of initiatives like the 
Tunnelling and Underground Construction Academy (TUCA) 
set up alongside Crossrail, and two new high speed rail 
technology colleges launched to service High Speed 2.

But one thing the National Infrastructure Plan for Skills 
does highlight is that modern infrastructure procurement, 
design and delivery requires different skills to those of 
the past. And this, says Costain infrastructure managing 
director Darren James, gives the industry an opportunity to 
rethink the skills it needs and to find new ways of tapping 
into them. James believes that the discussion around the 
skills challenge assumes it is a “crisis” and a “problem”. He 
says he has seen brilliant examples – at Costain and some 
of its clients – of novel approaches to the skills shortage, 
turning the challenge into opportunity rather than a crisis. 
“It only turns into a crisis if people don’t do the right thing 
to meet the challenge” he says.

James says there are many people who may not have 
trained in civil engineering that have exactly the right skills 
to work in the modern infrastructure sector. “The use of 
technology is an important aspect of what we’re doing,” 
he suggests. “We haven’t even begun to tap into the sort 
of people that would love to join this industry. There are 
adjacent skills sets, adjacent attitudes and aptitudes that we 
could harness. There’s absolutely, in my mind, no shortage 
of potential skills.”

Infrastructure & Projects Authority senior advisor Keith 
Waller, who co-authored the National Infrastructure Plan 
for Skills, agrees. “We need the industry to be different from 
what it is at the moment,” he says. “The way we currently 
operate in construction is non-sustainable. If you go back 30 
or 40 years, most of the built environment was put together 
by traditional civil engineering trades. That proportion is 
decreasing significantly, so we need to focus on how we 
get the right skills, and from there, focus on how we drive 
up productivity in delivery; how we improve performance; 
and ask what role do individuals and organisations play in 
improving the skilled productive workforce to deliver those 
outcomes.”

Waller has previously argued that there are plenty of 
chartered engineers in the UK to do the jobs that chartered 
engineers are required to do. What the industry needs are 
more people with the right skills for the broad range of jobs 
that the modern infrastructure sector encompasses.

James is adamant that there are enough people available 
to meet the skills challenge if employers acknowledge that 
a different mix of skills is now required, and put some effort 
into finding and training people to achieve that balance. 
“Instead of people whinging and worrying, there are things 
you can be doing – like setting up skills academies and 
colleges, employing ex-military personnel, taking on more 
apprentices, employing young offenders, looking at people 
from different backgrounds and increasing the number of 
graduates going into the industry,” he says. “If we tap into 
every source we know, we will meet any skills challenges. 
But it won’t happen by waiting for it to come to you.”

“We haven’t even begun 
to tap into the sort of 

people that would love to join this 
industry

Many who have not trained as civil 
engineers have skills acquired in other 
sectors that the industry now needs
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Breaking 
tradition
Vocational qualifications  
are no longer essential 

The skills shortages identified in last year’s 
National Infrastructure Plan for Skills pose two 
important questions for the industry: do we need 
more civil engineers? Or do we need people with 
different skills? 

The answer is probably a combination of both: 
we need more people with traditional engineering skills and 
we need some people with different skills – particularly the 
ability to understand big data. 

Crucially, according to many industry employers, we 
also need engineers with new skills. As MWH Europe Africa 
design director Ian Davies says: “We are finding more and 
more need for the “new engineer” – the engineer who is more 
motivated to find solutions to infrastructure problems than 
to design and build new infrastructure.”

Most of the larger consultants and contractors still put 
a lot of resources into graduate recruitment, competing to 
attract civil engineering graduates from the top universities. 
This has long been the dominant route by which young 
people have entered the industry, but it relies on sufficient 
numbers studying the right subjects at A-level and then 
choosing civil engineering out of all the numerate degree 
options they have available.

The National Infrastructure Plan for Skills acknowledges 
this. “While the number of students and graduates entering 
the profession is increasing, it is not occurring at a fast 
enough rate to fill the gap left by the retirees or to respond to 
increasing levels of demand,” it says. 

The report identifies the fact that more entrants with 
science, technology, engineering and maths (STEM)-
related skills will be needed to deliver the predicted scale 
of infrastructure investment over the next 20 years, and 
highlights the government’s intentions – set out alongside 

Key stat

150
Number of 
apprentices 
recruited by 
Arup in the 

last four years

2015’s Budget – to improve skills delivery and pathways 
in schools, further and higher education. They include 
simplifying and streamlining the number of qualifications, 
improving careers advice and increasing the quantity and 
quality of apprenticeships. 

Across the industry, employers are taking matters into 
their own hands, with a wide range of initiatives including 
encouraging staff to act as STEM ambassadors in schools, 
starting up apprenticeship programmes, and offering 
summer holiday placements to school-age children.
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“While the number of 
students and graduates 

entering the profession is 
increasing, it is not occurring at a 
fast enough rate to fill the gap left 
by the retirees 

Apprenticeships: Sometimes 
the best way into the 
profession for those who 
find university education 
unappealing

Apprenticeships are increasingly important
MWH, for example, took on its first group of 11 apprentices 
in 2015, and plans to recruit similar numbers this year. The 
company says the apprentice scheme has enabled it to 
recruit people who want to become engineers, but may feel 
that university is not the right choice for them; who do not 
want to start their working lives in debt through student 
loans; or who do not have the financial means to study 
at university. MWH says the scheme has broadened its 
candidate base and has resulted in applications from a more 
diverse background.

Opus International Consultants is also promoting 
apprenticeships. “We see apprenticeships as a great way to 
recruit young people into the industry,” says UK managing 
director Huw Edwards, explaining that the company’s UK 
apprenticeships programme echoes a very successful Opus 
cadetship scheme in New Zealand that has recruited 300 
school leavers in the last 10 years.    

Atkins and Mott MacDonald also have fledgling 
apprenticeship schemes, while Arup’s yearly apprentice 
intake has grown from 20 in 2012 to almost 60 this year, 
compared with 269 graduates. Arup says that, although 
most of its graduate entrants still come from a traditional 
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university background, it is continuing to grow and invest in 
its apprentice population, and has recruited 150 apprentices 
in the UK over the past four years.

JBA consultancy also has a long-standing apprenticeship 
programme for civil engineers that starts with a part-time 
HNC, as well as for GIS and spatial science.

But apprenticeships are not just for the larger firms. 
Westlakes, for example, employs apprentices as well as 
graduates under structured training, and also does what it 
can to encourage young people to join from an earlier age. It 
provides work experience for students and undergraduates 
– typically taking on 15 to 20 students in years 9 to13 for a 
week’s structured work experience every year.

Valuable work experience
The company also offers between four and six paid 
placements for undergraduates during the summer 
vacations, and has traditionally found this a good way to 
recruit, as many of the undergraduates come back when 
they leave university. But more recently, says managing 
director Andy Hooper, this has not tended to happen: “We 
find the undergraduates move to the large companies with 
graduate intake schemes, so it’s now switched [to] where 
we pick up graduates with, say, one year’s experience who 
just get lost within the big employers.”

He adds: “We also found it much easier to recruit 
graduates a few years ago, when the industry was in 
recession, or coming out of it, as the big employers weren’t 
taking on the graduates. Again, the market is different now, 
so we just have to adapt around it; but we still feel that the 
kind of training and experience we can give as an SME is 
much broader than the large businesses, and our graduates 
have the opportunity to become more immersed in the 
business and can make a real difference if they want to.”

Snapping up the graduates
Costain technical director Bill Hewlett says the issue of 
larger employers snapping up the pick of the graduate 
intake is just as prevalent in the contracting side as it is 
in consultancy. “The tradition in Britain is that if you’re 
going to work for a contractor you go to someone like 
Costain, Balfour Beatty or Bam Nuttall,” he says. “Why is 
that so predominant? What about the second tier? There 
is a huge disparity between where the pounds are spent 
and where the graduates go. You can look at some really 
great companies of smaller size, and they tend to rely on 
picking up a few graduates randomly. With the current skills 
shortage, we should be looking at how universities prepare 
people to work in these organisations.”

The Transport Infrastructure Skills Strategy, published in 
January, advocated more co-operation and co-ordination 
between “large employers within the sector who attract 
large numbers of applicants for apprenticeship and 
graduate vacancies and smaller suppliers who struggle to 
attract sufficient numbers of suitable candidates”.

Competition from other sectors
But civil engineering firms are not just competing with 
each other: graduates with good civils degrees are also 
highly sought after by employers in other sectors, as 
the National Infrastructure Plan for Skills identified. “Civil 
engineers and the competencies they possess are in great 
demand across the UK economy, with their transferable 
skills vitally important to all economic infrastructure 



Breaking 
tradition
Vocational qualifications  
are no longer essential 

The skills shortages identified in last year’s 
National Infrastructure Plan for Skills pose two 
important questions for the industry: do we need 
more civil engineers? Or do we need people with 
different skills? 

The answer is probably a combination of both: 
we need more people with traditional engineering skills and 
we need some people with different skills – particularly the 
ability to understand big data. 

Crucially, according to many industry employers, we 
also need engineers with new skills. As MWH Europe Africa 
design director Ian Davies says: “We are finding more and 
more need for the “new engineer” – the engineer who is more 
motivated to find solutions to infrastructure problems than 
to design and build new infrastructure.”

Most of the larger consultants and contractors still put 
a lot of resources into graduate recruitment, competing to 
attract civil engineering graduates from the top universities. 
This has long been the dominant route by which young 
people have entered the industry, but it relies on sufficient 
numbers studying the right subjects at A-level and then 
choosing civil engineering out of all the numerate degree 
options they have available.

The National Infrastructure Plan for Skills acknowledges 
this. “While the number of students and graduates entering 
the profession is increasing, it is not occurring at a fast 
enough rate to fill the gap left by the retirees or to respond to 
increasing levels of demand,” it says. 

The report identifies the fact that more entrants with 
science, technology, engineering and maths (STEM)-
related skills will be needed to deliver the predicted scale 
of infrastructure investment over the next 20 years, and 
highlights the government’s intentions – set out alongside 
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2015’s Budget – to improve skills delivery and pathways 
in schools, further and higher education. They include 
simplifying and streamlining the number of qualifications, 
improving careers advice and increasing the quantity and 
quality of apprenticeships. 

Across the industry, employers are taking matters into 
their own hands, with a wide range of initiatives including 
encouraging staff to act as STEM ambassadors in schools, 
starting up apprenticeship programmes, and offering 
summer holiday placements to school-age children.
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“While the number of 
students and graduates 

entering the profession is 
increasing, it is not occurring at a 
fast enough rate to fill the gap left 
by the retirees 

Apprenticeships: Sometimes 
the best way into the 
profession for those who 
find university education 
unappealing

Apprenticeships are increasingly important
MWH, for example, took on its first group of 11 apprentices 
in 2015, and plans to recruit similar numbers this year. The 
company says the apprentice scheme has enabled it to 
recruit people who want to become engineers, but may feel 
that university is not the right choice for them; who do not 
want to start their working lives in debt through student 
loans; or who do not have the financial means to study 
at university. MWH says the scheme has broadened its 
candidate base and has resulted in applications from a more 
diverse background.

Opus International Consultants is also promoting 
apprenticeships. “We see apprenticeships as a great way to 
recruit young people into the industry,” says UK managing 
director Huw Edwards, explaining that the company’s UK 
apprenticeships programme echoes a very successful Opus 
cadetship scheme in New Zealand that has recruited 300 
school leavers in the last 10 years.    

Atkins and Mott MacDonald also have fledgling 
apprenticeship schemes, while Arup’s yearly apprentice 
intake has grown from 20 in 2012 to almost 60 this year, 
compared with 269 graduates. Arup says that, although 
most of its graduate entrants still come from a traditional 
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university background, it is continuing to grow and invest in 
its apprentice population, and has recruited 150 apprentices 
in the UK over the past four years.

JBA consultancy also has a long-standing apprenticeship 
programme for civil engineers that starts with a part-time 
HNC, as well as for GIS and spatial science.

But apprenticeships are not just for the larger firms. 
Westlakes, for example, employs apprentices as well as 
graduates under structured training, and also does what it 
can to encourage young people to join from an earlier age. It 
provides work experience for students and undergraduates 
– typically taking on 15 to 20 students in years 9 to13 for a 
week’s structured work experience every year.

Valuable work experience
The company also offers between four and six paid 
placements for undergraduates during the summer 
vacations, and has traditionally found this a good way to 
recruit, as many of the undergraduates come back when 
they leave university. But more recently, says managing 
director Andy Hooper, this has not tended to happen: “We 
find the undergraduates move to the large companies with 
graduate intake schemes, so it’s now switched [to] where 
we pick up graduates with, say, one year’s experience who 
just get lost within the big employers.”

He adds: “We also found it much easier to recruit 
graduates a few years ago, when the industry was in 
recession, or coming out of it, as the big employers weren’t 
taking on the graduates. Again, the market is different now, 
so we just have to adapt around it; but we still feel that the 
kind of training and experience we can give as an SME is 
much broader than the large businesses, and our graduates 
have the opportunity to become more immersed in the 
business and can make a real difference if they want to.”

Snapping up the graduates
Costain technical director Bill Hewlett says the issue of 
larger employers snapping up the pick of the graduate 
intake is just as prevalent in the contracting side as it is 
in consultancy. “The tradition in Britain is that if you’re 
going to work for a contractor you go to someone like 
Costain, Balfour Beatty or Bam Nuttall,” he says. “Why is 
that so predominant? What about the second tier? There 
is a huge disparity between where the pounds are spent 
and where the graduates go. You can look at some really 
great companies of smaller size, and they tend to rely on 
picking up a few graduates randomly. With the current skills 
shortage, we should be looking at how universities prepare 
people to work in these organisations.”

The Transport Infrastructure Skills Strategy, published in 
January, advocated more co-operation and co-ordination 
between “large employers within the sector who attract 
large numbers of applicants for apprenticeship and 
graduate vacancies and smaller suppliers who struggle to 
attract sufficient numbers of suitable candidates”.

Competition from other sectors
But civil engineering firms are not just competing with 
each other: graduates with good civils degrees are also 
highly sought after by employers in other sectors, as 
the National Infrastructure Plan for Skills identified. “Civil 
engineers and the competencies they possess are in great 
demand across the UK economy, with their transferable 
skills vitally important to all economic infrastructure 
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“What about the second tier? 
There is a huge disparity 

between where the pounds are 
spent and where the graduates go 

sectors. These skills are also utilised in other sectors, such 
as manufacturing and financial services. As multiple sectors 
return to growth, the demand on engineering skills will 
continue to increase,” it says.

According to the ICE, of the 3,000 civil engineering 
students graduating every year, 1,000 go into jobs in non-
civil engineering industries. The ICE is trying to address this 
by launching a new “Academic Partnerships” programme, 
in which it works with universities to ensure students have 
greater access to ICE support and development.

The scheme focuses on helping students gain the soft 
skills necessary for working in civil engineering, rather 
than just course content, and also raises awareness of 
the benefits of ICE membership in the hope that this will 
encourage a greater rate of students to enter the industry 
after graduating. It is being piloted this year at Imperial 
College, London as well as Leeds, Nottingham-Trent and 
London South Bank universities.

One thing the government has acknowledged is that the 
skills required to deliver the nation’s ongoing infrastructure 
needs may not be the same as they have been in the past. 
“It’s not just more skilled people we need, it’s also a different 
blend of skills,” says former commercial secretary to the 
Treasury Lord O’Neill in the foreword to the National 

Infrastructure Plan for Skills, highlighting the need for 
new digital and technology-based skills for the building 
information modelling (BIM)-enabled age, and for people 
who understand how to integrate technology into more 
traditional construction activities.

Graduate intake at the major consultants now includes 
a far wider range of disciplines than just civil engineering, 
while it is evident that a different mix of skills is now 
required in the teams responsible for infrastructure design 
and delivery. “We now need to ensure that our project 
teams include a blend of analytical people and people who 
can think in more abstract terms,” explains MWH’s Davies. 
“We need to ensure that project teams include people 
who understand the wider societal needs and impacts of a 
project and who can appreciate the project’s impact on its 
stakeholders, most importantly the customer.”

Developing internal specialisms
He says MWH has had to develop more internal specialisms 
than it used to have, including change and behavioural 
management, information management and sustainable 
development.

Opus has seen a similar change, according to UK sector 
leader Mark Valentine, who says that in the last 10 years 
the influence of civil engineering has grown, from the 
traditional design service to working in a trusted advisor 
role with clients like Highways England and Network Rail.  
Civil engineers are also using their asset management 
expertise to bring a fresh perspective on the whole life cycle. 
“The mix has changed and grown,” he explains. “We use 
data modellers, behavioural scientists, planners [and] IT 
specialists.”

Tech savvy: new technology brings 
in people with different skillsets
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One potential source of new recruits to the 
infrastructure industry that was highlighted in the 
“Transport Infrastructure Skills Strategy” is the armed 
forces. 

The Army is set to lose around 20,000 people 
by 2020, many of whom have skills that could be 
transferred to the infrastructure sector. 

Many organisations are already aware of this and are 
actively recruiting ex-military personnel into specific 
management and technical roles. costain water sector 
director ross MacKenzie is a former Army major who 
believes a military training brings valuable skills to any 
business.

“when you employ an ex-Army officer, you get some 
discipline and rigour, as well as good communication 
skills up, down and sideways,” he says. “You also get 
execution; Army officers are very good at getting 
things done. i think these skills are needed in every 
single company; they are not role-specific.”

MacKenzie always intended to join the military, 
and was sponsored through school by the royal Air 
Force. This was followed by a degree in mechanical 
engineering with maritime and offshore engineering 
at the University of Surrey, and offers from all three 
services when he graduated.

“i chose the Army because i wanted to lead people 
rather than work in a technical area,” he explains.

MacKenzie trained at Sandhurst and joined an 
infantry regiment as a commissioned officer, spending 
12 years on various tours of duty that included leading 
troops on operations in iraq. His career also included 
a posting with the Ministry of Defence working on 
counter terrorism operations.

“i got a lot of opportunities at a young age,” he 
explains. “At 22 i went straight out of Sandhurst and 
was in charge of a group of soldiers on the streets 
of northern ireland. You grow up quite quickly and 
get to a position of management very quickly in that 
environment.”

By he time he was 35, MacKenzie had reached the 
position of major, and was looking for a new challenge. 
“i had done some senior jobs quite early in my career, 
and i was starting to repeat what i had already done,” 
he explains. “i could see that the path of my life would 
be more of the same. i had been fortunate in that i 
had always worked at the hub of the Army, making 
decisions as to which units and brigades got deployed,” 
he continues. “i was always in very operational roles, 
where everything changes very rapidly. 

“ compared with that, other jobs become very boring 
very quickly, and i realised that i wanted to test myself 
in a different environment.”

MacKenzie says he woke up one morning and realised 
that he did not want to be an Army officer doing 
similar roles for the next 30 years. “i had wanted to 
be a soldier and a leader, and i had achieved that,” he 

Ex-MIlITary PErSOnnEl arE  
rEady MadE lEadErS

says. “i felt it was time to push myself and test myself in 
different arenas.”

By the time he left the army MacKenzie was in 
responsible for 35,000 people across 39 different units. 
But he left with no idea what to do next. “i thought about 
usual routes – working in the city or banking, but i didn’t 
want to wear a suit and go to london every day,” he says. 

“i applied for a job with the england rugby team, and 
had offers from gloucester rugby and from Barclays, but 
then i was talking to a guy in my regiment who worked for 
a consultant that was doing some work for costain. He 
thought it would be something that would suit me

“He arranged a meeting, and the costain guys said 
there was space for somebody like me in their business 
because i offered something different.”

MacKenzie joined costain in 2008 as logistics manager 
at gatwick Airport, a role he says “morphed” into 
helping the client plan for its development department 
to separate from BAA ahead of the sale of the airport. 
when that project came to an end he went into costain’s 
rail business as a bid manager in the rail business, then 
onto the firm’s crossrail team at Bond Street as a project 
manager.

in 2011, MacKenzie was appointed as customer director 
for the rail business, and has helped to successfully 
deliver extraordinary business growth.

“when i joined costain i wanted to run a bit of the 
business,” he explains. “it’s the leadership aspect i was 
more interested in. costain has a lot of engineers who 
know the detail of the problem. 

“i bring something different: i want a dynamic 
environment; i want to challenge things – and i do know 
how to get things built quite quickly. i could come in and 
be a bit disruptive.”

Since he joined, the company has employed more 
ex-military personnel, including two from MacKenzie’s 
regiment. He says that ex-soldiers are ideally suited 
for roles like logistics managers and safety advisors, 
while former officers have the right skills for leadership 
positions.

“if they’ve got to a rank within the Army, there’s a 
reason they’ve got there,” he explains. “For example, if 
you are a soldier who wants to be a corporal, it takes a lot 
of grit and determination. 

“There are some people in the Army who would have 
done quite quiet jobs. They may have done them very 
well, but they haven’t done more dynamic things. But if 
you find someone who joined without any qualifications 
and became an infantry corporal, they would be leading 
a group of eight people in their early 20s. i think we 
can give them the skills to put those management and 
leadership skills to work on a project.”

MacKenzie believes a mix of engineering and ex-
military personnel is ideal. “A project team needs to be 
diverse and have a blend of different people, otherwise 
you’re never going to come up with different solutions,” 
he says. 

ex-military 
personnel bring 
strong management 
skills to construction
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“What about the second tier? 
There is a huge disparity 
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sectors. These skills are also utilised in other sectors, such 
as manufacturing and financial services. As multiple sectors 
return to growth, the demand on engineering skills will 
continue to increase,” it says.

According to the ICE, of the 3,000 civil engineering 
students graduating every year, 1,000 go into jobs in non-
civil engineering industries. The ICE is trying to address this 
by launching a new “Academic Partnerships” programme, 
in which it works with universities to ensure students have 
greater access to ICE support and development.

The scheme focuses on helping students gain the soft 
skills necessary for working in civil engineering, rather 
than just course content, and also raises awareness of 
the benefits of ICE membership in the hope that this will 
encourage a greater rate of students to enter the industry 
after graduating. It is being piloted this year at Imperial 
College, London as well as Leeds, Nottingham-Trent and 
London South Bank universities.

One thing the government has acknowledged is that the 
skills required to deliver the nation’s ongoing infrastructure 
needs may not be the same as they have been in the past. 
“It’s not just more skilled people we need, it’s also a different 
blend of skills,” says former commercial secretary to the 
Treasury Lord O’Neill in the foreword to the National 

Infrastructure Plan for Skills, highlighting the need for 
new digital and technology-based skills for the building 
information modelling (BIM)-enabled age, and for people 
who understand how to integrate technology into more 
traditional construction activities.

Graduate intake at the major consultants now includes 
a far wider range of disciplines than just civil engineering, 
while it is evident that a different mix of skills is now 
required in the teams responsible for infrastructure design 
and delivery. “We now need to ensure that our project 
teams include a blend of analytical people and people who 
can think in more abstract terms,” explains MWH’s Davies. 
“We need to ensure that project teams include people 
who understand the wider societal needs and impacts of a 
project and who can appreciate the project’s impact on its 
stakeholders, most importantly the customer.”

Developing internal specialisms
He says MWH has had to develop more internal specialisms 
than it used to have, including change and behavioural 
management, information management and sustainable 
development.

Opus has seen a similar change, according to UK sector 
leader Mark Valentine, who says that in the last 10 years 
the influence of civil engineering has grown, from the 
traditional design service to working in a trusted advisor 
role with clients like Highways England and Network Rail.  
Civil engineers are also using their asset management 
expertise to bring a fresh perspective on the whole life cycle. 
“The mix has changed and grown,” he explains. “We use 
data modellers, behavioural scientists, planners [and] IT 
specialists.”

Tech savvy: new technology brings 
in people with different skillsets
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One potential source of new recruits to the 
infrastructure industry that was highlighted in the 
“Transport Infrastructure Skills Strategy” is the armed 
forces. 

The Army is set to lose around 20,000 people 
by 2020, many of whom have skills that could be 
transferred to the infrastructure sector. 

Many organisations are already aware of this and are 
actively recruiting ex-military personnel into specific 
management and technical roles. costain water sector 
director ross MacKenzie is a former Army major who 
believes a military training brings valuable skills to any 
business.

“when you employ an ex-Army officer, you get some 
discipline and rigour, as well as good communication 
skills up, down and sideways,” he says. “You also get 
execution; Army officers are very good at getting 
things done. i think these skills are needed in every 
single company; they are not role-specific.”

MacKenzie always intended to join the military, 
and was sponsored through school by the royal Air 
Force. This was followed by a degree in mechanical 
engineering with maritime and offshore engineering 
at the University of Surrey, and offers from all three 
services when he graduated.

“i chose the Army because i wanted to lead people 
rather than work in a technical area,” he explains.

MacKenzie trained at Sandhurst and joined an 
infantry regiment as a commissioned officer, spending 
12 years on various tours of duty that included leading 
troops on operations in iraq. His career also included 
a posting with the Ministry of Defence working on 
counter terrorism operations.

“i got a lot of opportunities at a young age,” he 
explains. “At 22 i went straight out of Sandhurst and 
was in charge of a group of soldiers on the streets 
of northern ireland. You grow up quite quickly and 
get to a position of management very quickly in that 
environment.”

By he time he was 35, MacKenzie had reached the 
position of major, and was looking for a new challenge. 
“i had done some senior jobs quite early in my career, 
and i was starting to repeat what i had already done,” 
he explains. “i could see that the path of my life would 
be more of the same. i had been fortunate in that i 
had always worked at the hub of the Army, making 
decisions as to which units and brigades got deployed,” 
he continues. “i was always in very operational roles, 
where everything changes very rapidly. 

“ compared with that, other jobs become very boring 
very quickly, and i realised that i wanted to test myself 
in a different environment.”

MacKenzie says he woke up one morning and realised 
that he did not want to be an Army officer doing 
similar roles for the next 30 years. “i had wanted to 
be a soldier and a leader, and i had achieved that,” he 
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says. “i felt it was time to push myself and test myself in 
different arenas.”

By the time he left the army MacKenzie was in 
responsible for 35,000 people across 39 different units. 
But he left with no idea what to do next. “i thought about 
usual routes – working in the city or banking, but i didn’t 
want to wear a suit and go to london every day,” he says. 

“i applied for a job with the england rugby team, and 
had offers from gloucester rugby and from Barclays, but 
then i was talking to a guy in my regiment who worked for 
a consultant that was doing some work for costain. He 
thought it would be something that would suit me

“He arranged a meeting, and the costain guys said 
there was space for somebody like me in their business 
because i offered something different.”

MacKenzie joined costain in 2008 as logistics manager 
at gatwick Airport, a role he says “morphed” into 
helping the client plan for its development department 
to separate from BAA ahead of the sale of the airport. 
when that project came to an end he went into costain’s 
rail business as a bid manager in the rail business, then 
onto the firm’s crossrail team at Bond Street as a project 
manager.

in 2011, MacKenzie was appointed as customer director 
for the rail business, and has helped to successfully 
deliver extraordinary business growth.

“when i joined costain i wanted to run a bit of the 
business,” he explains. “it’s the leadership aspect i was 
more interested in. costain has a lot of engineers who 
know the detail of the problem. 

“i bring something different: i want a dynamic 
environment; i want to challenge things – and i do know 
how to get things built quite quickly. i could come in and 
be a bit disruptive.”

Since he joined, the company has employed more 
ex-military personnel, including two from MacKenzie’s 
regiment. He says that ex-soldiers are ideally suited 
for roles like logistics managers and safety advisors, 
while former officers have the right skills for leadership 
positions.

“if they’ve got to a rank within the Army, there’s a 
reason they’ve got there,” he explains. “For example, if 
you are a soldier who wants to be a corporal, it takes a lot 
of grit and determination. 

“There are some people in the Army who would have 
done quite quiet jobs. They may have done them very 
well, but they haven’t done more dynamic things. But if 
you find someone who joined without any qualifications 
and became an infantry corporal, they would be leading 
a group of eight people in their early 20s. i think we 
can give them the skills to put those management and 
leadership skills to work on a project.”

MacKenzie believes a mix of engineering and ex-
military personnel is ideal. “A project team needs to be 
diverse and have a blend of different people, otherwise 
you’re never going to come up with different solutions,” 
he says. 

ex-military 
personnel bring 
strong management 
skills to construction
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Valentine cites the example of a recent commission by 
the Welsh Government to look at the future of transport 
in Wales, in which Opus’s team included experts from 
across the global business. Among them were behavioural 
scientists, to ensure the team was able to consider the 
customer just as much as the infrastructure.

 This emphasis on the skills required to understand 
customer needs is something being felt throughout the 
infrastructure sector. Arcadis business director for Highways 
Ian Bell says: “In the last 10 years we have become more 
closely aware of [a] customer and stakeholder focus to our 
project delivery. This has led to us developing the skills 
within our teams to be able to deal with increasing levels 
of information and deliver greater understanding of the 
physical, sustainable and socio-economic impacts that our 
projects bring.”

He adds: “In parallel to developing our more traditional 
engineering skills, we have also broadened our approach to 
design. This involves more integrated processes involving 
GIS, mapping, data analysis, and particularly 3D design skills.

BIM’s influence
“The overriding change in all of this is around the benefits 
brought into play with the introduction of BIM, which 
is more focused on controlling and managing design 
processes, along with the better management of data and 
resources throughout the whole lifecycle of a project. We  
are continually reviewing the upskilling of our teams, and 
have diversified our staff into some of these wider work 
areas, as well as recruiting on the basis of needing these 
much wider skills.”

 Mott MacDonald group strategy manager Simon Harrison 
agrees. “With BIM becoming business as usual, this is 
driving change in project teams; as has alliancing and 
collaborative behaviour over this time. Demand for our 
social and behavioural scientists, software experts and data 
analysts, has grown substantially,” he says. “All sectors have 
changed, but perhaps in slightly different ways. In some 
sectors it’s mostly about new services for end users, and/
or better use of assets, whereas in others it’s more about 
cost-efficiency. There is an emerging common thread about 
better outcomes for ultimate end-users.”

 These new roles are being filled by retraining/reskilling 
existing staff and recruiting people with the required 
expertise. And while the majority of people recruited into 
the industry still have civil engineering degrees, some firms 
are taking a more pragmatic attitude. “We do not set out to 
recruit graduates for particular positions, but we just keep 

our eyes out for people who we think will fit our business,” 
explains tunnelling consultant London Bridge Associates 
director David Sharrocks. “The academic background is of 
interest, but it is not the only thing that matters.

Vocational and non-vocational
“It is not surprising that we have taken on a number 
of people from the Warwick University MSc Course in 
tunnelling and underground space, but we have taken 
on others who have shown us that they have skills and 
interests that align with us,” he adds. Last year’s recruits 
at London Bridge included one with a degree in economics 
and politics. “We do not look hard anywhere, but we make it 
possible for good people of varying backgrounds to find us,” 
says Sharrocks.

Meanwhile other firms have realised that former military 
personnel offer something of an untapped resource that 
can bring useful skills into a business (see box). Costain 
infrastructure managing director Darren James says: “Service 

“We do not look hard 
anywhere, but we make it 

possible for good people of varying 
backgrounds to find us

“We need to ensure that 
project teams include people 

who understand the wider societal 
needs and impacts of a project and 
who can appreciate the project’s 
impact on its stakeholders, most 
importantly the customer

BiM: Driving change in the 
composition of project teams
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personnel have always been a source of people we’ve tapped 
into, and quite a few of our senior people are ex-military. They 
often come with strong leadership traits.”

Westlakes Andy Hooper adds: “As an SME we tend to be 
pretty open minded and very opportunistic, so if someone 
comes along that we think will be a good fit for the business 
then we are happy to take them on, find them a role within 
the business and provide them with the support needed.” 
As well as employing apprentices, the company is currently 
training a former soldier as a technician. But, Hooper adds, 
“we do [still] find the industry very conservative, and based 
on qualifications and experience, rather than ability, and 
[with] quite a narrow view on skills”.

The dire predictions about skills shortages tend to ignore 
the fact that a large percentage of the potential workforce 
is currently poorly represented in the infrastructure sector. 
Women make up only 10% of the ICE membership, and 
construction is the STEM industry with the worst record for 
employing women.

The problem seems to start at school, as only 15% of 
engineering graduates are female, despite the fact that when 
girls enter STEM subjects at GCSE level they continue to do 
better than boys.

The need for gender diversity
Perhaps surprisingly the National Infrastructure Plan for 
Skills has little to say about gender diversity, whereas 
the Transport Infrastructure Skills Strategy is honest in its 

appraisal of that sector’s all round lack of diversity.
“Transport is not as diverse as it could or should be,” says 

the report, identifying the low representation of women in 
the industry, the relatively poor data that employers have 
on disability within the workforce, and the need to tackle 
homophobia and its effect on productivity. 

“We will increase the diversity of the transport workforce 
with a strong focus on encouraging more women and 
black, Asian and minority ethnic (Bame) people to work 
in transport,” says the report, recommending that at 
least 20% of new entrants to engineering and technical 
apprenticeships in the sector be women by 2020; and that 
there should be a 20% increase on the number of Bame 
candidates undertaking apprenticeships by 2020. 

The report also suggests that the sector should do more 
to encourage people who leave the industry temporarily 
– for example to have a family – to return; and do more to 
encourage those who might come to the sector through 
different, non-traditional routes.

Tideway has proved that a properly focused “returners” 
programme can be very successful in bringing people back 
into the industry after they have taken a break. 

Tideway head of HR Julie Thornton describes returners 
as “a huge untapped resource”, and says the organisation’s 
programme is “all about trying to focus on the skills, not 
the gaps”. “Typically when people go to interviews after a 
long break, they find it a very negative experience, because 
employers and recruitment companies just see the gaps,” 
she told New Civil Engineer earlier this year (Tideway Major 
Project Report, July).

Tideway’s programme consists of 12 weeks of paid work 
and training, including “back to work” skills and one to one 
coaching. After that the returners can apply for full time 
posts. The first programme attracted 105 applicants for just 
seven places, indicating that there really is an untapped 
pool of talent that might otherwise be lost to the sector 
altogether.

The industry could also be snapping up people who are 
dissatisfied with the sector they currently work in, according 
to the Transport Skills Strategy. “Not everyone makes the 
right career choices first time,” says the report, quoting 
research by the London School of Business and Finance that 
claims 47% of UK workers would like to change their current 
career. Infrastructure employers with an open approach – 
adopting a “degree blind” attitude, as advocated by Kapsch 
TrafficCom UK managing director Sharon Kindleysides – 
might be able to attract a wide range of people from all walks 
of life into the sector as a second career.

“Service personnel  
have always been a source  

of people we’ve tapped into,  
and quite a few of our senior 
people are ex-military. They  
quite often come with strong 
leadership traits
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Valentine cites the example of a recent commission by 
the Welsh Government to look at the future of transport 
in Wales, in which Opus’s team included experts from 
across the global business. Among them were behavioural 
scientists, to ensure the team was able to consider the 
customer just as much as the infrastructure.

 This emphasis on the skills required to understand 
customer needs is something being felt throughout the 
infrastructure sector. Arcadis business director for Highways 
Ian Bell says: “In the last 10 years we have become more 
closely aware of [a] customer and stakeholder focus to our 
project delivery. This has led to us developing the skills 
within our teams to be able to deal with increasing levels 
of information and deliver greater understanding of the 
physical, sustainable and socio-economic impacts that our 
projects bring.”

He adds: “In parallel to developing our more traditional 
engineering skills, we have also broadened our approach to 
design. This involves more integrated processes involving 
GIS, mapping, data analysis, and particularly 3D design skills.

BIM’s influence
“The overriding change in all of this is around the benefits 
brought into play with the introduction of BIM, which 
is more focused on controlling and managing design 
processes, along with the better management of data and 
resources throughout the whole lifecycle of a project. We  
are continually reviewing the upskilling of our teams, and 
have diversified our staff into some of these wider work 
areas, as well as recruiting on the basis of needing these 
much wider skills.”

 Mott MacDonald group strategy manager Simon Harrison 
agrees. “With BIM becoming business as usual, this is 
driving change in project teams; as has alliancing and 
collaborative behaviour over this time. Demand for our 
social and behavioural scientists, software experts and data 
analysts, has grown substantially,” he says. “All sectors have 
changed, but perhaps in slightly different ways. In some 
sectors it’s mostly about new services for end users, and/
or better use of assets, whereas in others it’s more about 
cost-efficiency. There is an emerging common thread about 
better outcomes for ultimate end-users.”

 These new roles are being filled by retraining/reskilling 
existing staff and recruiting people with the required 
expertise. And while the majority of people recruited into 
the industry still have civil engineering degrees, some firms 
are taking a more pragmatic attitude. “We do not set out to 
recruit graduates for particular positions, but we just keep 

our eyes out for people who we think will fit our business,” 
explains tunnelling consultant London Bridge Associates 
director David Sharrocks. “The academic background is of 
interest, but it is not the only thing that matters.

Vocational and non-vocational
“It is not surprising that we have taken on a number 
of people from the Warwick University MSc Course in 
tunnelling and underground space, but we have taken 
on others who have shown us that they have skills and 
interests that align with us,” he adds. Last year’s recruits 
at London Bridge included one with a degree in economics 
and politics. “We do not look hard anywhere, but we make it 
possible for good people of varying backgrounds to find us,” 
says Sharrocks.

Meanwhile other firms have realised that former military 
personnel offer something of an untapped resource that 
can bring useful skills into a business (see box). Costain 
infrastructure managing director Darren James says: “Service 

“We do not look hard 
anywhere, but we make it 

possible for good people of varying 
backgrounds to find us

“We need to ensure that 
project teams include people 

who understand the wider societal 
needs and impacts of a project and 
who can appreciate the project’s 
impact on its stakeholders, most 
importantly the customer

BiM: Driving change in the 
composition of project teams
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into the industry after they have taken a break. 

Tideway head of HR Julie Thornton describes returners 
as “a huge untapped resource”, and says the organisation’s 
programme is “all about trying to focus on the skills, not 
the gaps”. “Typically when people go to interviews after a 
long break, they find it a very negative experience, because 
employers and recruitment companies just see the gaps,” 
she told New Civil Engineer earlier this year (Tideway Major 
Project Report, July).

Tideway’s programme consists of 12 weeks of paid work 
and training, including “back to work” skills and one to one 
coaching. After that the returners can apply for full time 
posts. The first programme attracted 105 applicants for just 
seven places, indicating that there really is an untapped 
pool of talent that might otherwise be lost to the sector 
altogether.

The industry could also be snapping up people who are 
dissatisfied with the sector they currently work in, according 
to the Transport Skills Strategy. “Not everyone makes the 
right career choices first time,” says the report, quoting 
research by the London School of Business and Finance that 
claims 47% of UK workers would like to change their current 
career. Infrastructure employers with an open approach – 
adopting a “degree blind” attitude, as advocated by Kapsch 
TrafficCom UK managing director Sharon Kindleysides – 
might be able to attract a wide range of people from all walks 
of life into the sector as a second career.
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Tailored 
learning
How universiTies can Turn ouT 
THe graduaTes employers wanT 

In addition to traditional design and management skills, 
today’s industry needs engineers who are comfortable 
dealing with large amounts of digital data; experts in 
integrating technology into construction; and people 
who can operate comfortably in collaborative and 
customer-focused environments. 

But if this is what the industry requires, are the 
universities doing enough to prepare their civil engineering 
graduates for the modern world? 

“As a practicing engineer running a construction business, 
what I’m looking for is people who have got the right 
grounding so we can develop them rapidly,” explains Costain 
technical director Bill Hewlett, who is on the industry 
advisory panel at Cambridge University. “Universities 
should focus on what universities can do best – not what the 
industry can do.

“Universities are extremely good at some things and 
not others,” he adds. “They should focus on what they’re 
good at: they need to get people prepared to learn fast in 
an industrial setting. I don’t expect a fully rounded product, 
but I do expect them to have learnt what they should have 

learnt, and be able to learn the rest fast.
“As an engineer, I’m looking for engineering sense: 

traditional stuff like how structures stand up, and what 
makes materials strong.”

So what about issues like team working and collaboration? 
“There is a place for some formalised teaching in groups and 
behaviour, but the role of the university is to look at that 
academically rather than practically,” says Hewlett. “But it is 
useful to have some teaching of the underlying principles of 
collaboration. The way in which teaching – and particularly 
coursework – is delivered should involve teamwork, and 
some analysis of how the team has worked.

“It’s about self-awareness and opening minds to the fact 
that there are different sorts of people, and a team needs a 
variety of people.”

What Hewlett would like to see is more students doing 
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“As a practicing engineer 
running a construction 

business, what I’m looking for 
is people who have got the right 
grounding so we can develop them 
rapidly

summer placements or a year in industry as part of 
their course. “I know it makes it a long course, but when 
they’ve done a year out they come back as much more 
mature people, and they are much more self-aware and 
clearer about things like time management,” he says. “It 
contextualises the teaching.”

Merlin Entertainments project manager and New Civil 
Engineer graduate of the year Michelle Hicks is on the 
industry advisory panel for the University of Surrey, which 
offers a year in industry option on its BSc and MSc civil 
engineering degree courses. “I think the experience of 
industry is done particularly well at Surrey,” she says.

Around one third of civil engineering students are on 
scholarships matched to a specific company, so they do 
structured work experience in the summer vacations as well 
as the one year placement. 

“By the time you graduate, you have had 18 months’ 
experience with the same company, so you can get stuck in 
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straight away when you graduate,” she explains.
The industry advisory board at Surrey is made up of 

alumni, who between them represent small and large 
consultants, contractors and clients. The members also 
have a wide range of experience, from recent graduates like 
Hicks – who joined as a student member when she was still 
studying – to those with over 20 years in the industry. The 
board’s role is to help the university ensure its courses are 
relevant to the needs of the industry.

“The big one for us has been building information 
modelling (BIM) – how you incorporate that into the 
curriculum,” she explains. 

“We felt it was really important for students to understand 
that BIM is a process, not just a model, and that it is 
applicable on every type of project, whether it is a building 
project or water treatment or railways. Having the industry 
advisory board really helped the university understand that 
and to make changes to the curriculum.

“The department realises it’s invaluable to get updates 
as to how the industry is now, and to change the courses to 
reflect that,” Hicks adds.

She believes it is useful for civil engineering courses to 
have a “light touch” on issues like finance, law and project 
management. “It’s about starting to get your head around 
it,” she explains. “Just having that little bit of understanding 
gives you a bit of a boost as you move through the 
company.”

And Hicks agrees with Hewlett that collaboration and 
team working can be integrated into the teaching. “We did a 
lot of group work on the course,” she says. 

“The reason behind that is that engineers work in teams. 
It can have its frustrations when you are at university, but 
that’s the way a team works in real life, so I think it’s vital 
that you do that.”

Another important element of the Surrey course, Hicks 
says, was learning how to coordinate across different 
engineering disciplines. “We did a multi-disciplinary 
design project in the final year, working with chemical and 
mechanical engineers, and it was amazing to see what they 
can do.”

Costain infrastructure managing director Darren James 
is also on Surrey’s industry advisor board, and says it 
provides “challenging feedback” that the course is relevant. 
“Generally it’s about looking at what the requirements 
are going to be in terms of skills,” he says. “The role of 
undergraduate and postgraduate programmes is to produce 
the resource pool that’s going to ensure we meet the 
country’s infrastructure needs.

“Universities should be always looking at what they 
need to provide the engineers of the future. And then the 
professional institutions have a role to provide the further 
learning and professional development. Both have the 
responsibility for producing the skills the UK needs.”

“Having the industry 
advisory board really 

helped the university understand 
that and to make changes to the 
curriculum. 

graduates: Developing a more 
industry-specific grounding
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their course. “I know it makes it a long course, but when 
they’ve done a year out they come back as much more 
mature people, and they are much more self-aware and 
clearer about things like time management,” he says. “It 
contextualises the teaching.”

Merlin Entertainments project manager and New Civil 
Engineer graduate of the year Michelle Hicks is on the 
industry advisory panel for the University of Surrey, which 
offers a year in industry option on its BSc and MSc civil 
engineering degree courses. “I think the experience of 
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Around one third of civil engineering students are on 
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have a wide range of experience, from recent graduates like 
Hicks – who joined as a student member when she was still 
studying – to those with over 20 years in the industry. The 
board’s role is to help the university ensure its courses are 
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“The big one for us has been building information 
modelling (BIM) – how you incorporate that into the 
curriculum,” she explains. 

“We felt it was really important for students to understand 
that BIM is a process, not just a model, and that it is 
applicable on every type of project, whether it is a building 
project or water treatment or railways. Having the industry 
advisory board really helped the university understand that 
and to make changes to the curriculum.

“The department realises it’s invaluable to get updates 
as to how the industry is now, and to change the courses to 
reflect that,” Hicks adds.
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have a “light touch” on issues like finance, law and project 
management. “It’s about starting to get your head around 
it,” she explains. “Just having that little bit of understanding 
gives you a bit of a boost as you move through the 
company.”

And Hicks agrees with Hewlett that collaboration and 
team working can be integrated into the teaching. “We did a 
lot of group work on the course,” she says. 

“The reason behind that is that engineers work in teams. 
It can have its frustrations when you are at university, but 
that’s the way a team works in real life, so I think it’s vital 
that you do that.”

Another important element of the Surrey course, Hicks 
says, was learning how to coordinate across different 
engineering disciplines. “We did a multi-disciplinary 
design project in the final year, working with chemical and 
mechanical engineers, and it was amazing to see what they 
can do.”

Costain infrastructure managing director Darren James 
is also on Surrey’s industry advisor board, and says it 
provides “challenging feedback” that the course is relevant. 
“Generally it’s about looking at what the requirements 
are going to be in terms of skills,” he says. “The role of 
undergraduate and postgraduate programmes is to produce 
the resource pool that’s going to ensure we meet the 
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Uretek
Ground Stabilisation

A major ground stabilisation project 
was required when a pumping station 
building in Renfrew, just along the 
River Clyde from Glasgow, started 
sinking. 

After undertaking urgent works in 
early 2013, geotechnical specialists 
Donaldson Associates worked with 
Morrison Construction and Scottish 
Water to design a bold, long-term 
solution that relied on the back-up 
and mitigation expertise of the UK 
arm of Finland-headquartered Uretek.

Donaldson principal engineer 
Michael Purkis recalls finding a 
500mm drop in the ground around 
the pumping plant at Provost Driver 
Court.

“It became apparent the station was 
pumping the ground out from around 
itself,” he says. “There was a pipe break 
that meant Clyde alluvial soils were 
being drawn into the pipe network. 
After our initial works to clear this sand, 
we were left with a pumping station that 
had to stay operational, and lots of very 
loose soil.”

The problem worsened over time.
“We had continued settlement for a 

period of two years. The only feasible 
solution was to densify the ground.”

That meant dewatering the soil to 
a depth of 10m, to induce the full 
anticipated settlement in a quicker 
and more controlled way and allow 
work to level off the site. 

A system of 14 ejector wells, each 
17m deep, was installed on a 20m 
diameter ring. A great deal of planning 
and modelling was required, with 
manholes and other infrastructure 
critical to the successful running 
of the pumping station at risk of 
movement. There was also potential 
for damage to two houses at the end 
of a nearby cul-de-sac.

Bringing in Uretek – which 
specialises in injecting expansive 
resins to stabilise the soils and lift 
the structure – gave Donaldson the 
confidence it needed to proceed.

“We had Uretek on standby during 
the riskiest part of the dewatering 
process, so it could remediate the 
houses if they got to a pre-ordained 

degree of settlement,” says Purkis. 
“Although we had a great deal of 

uncertainty in our works we knew 
we could mitigate the risk through 
Uretek being on standby.”

One advantage of the remediation 
system offered by Uretek – which 
uses 12mm diameter tubes, and which 
can be accurate to 250 microns – 
is that it does not affect building 
insurance policies.

“Had we underpinned the house 
then we would have had to go through 
lengthy reviews and approvals to get 
works accepted by insurers,” says 
Purkis.

As it turned out, careful works and 
even more careful monitoring showed 
there was no need for intervention on 
the manholes or houses. 

However, while Uretek was on site, 
another issue emerged. 

“Our dewatering system was being 
overwhelmed by recharge flows 
coming into the ejector system 
along existing pumping station pipe 
bedding,” says Purkis. 

So although it wasn’t causing 
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problems to the built environment, 
the dewatering project was not 
achieving its original aims. Uretek was 
able to adapt its role and solve this 
unforeseen problem.

“Water was coming down gravel 
channels used for drainage pipes, back 
into the dewatered ground,  so we 
sealed the surrounds of the pipes to 
stop that,” says Uretek engineering 
manager Dan Hadfield.

This was done using injections of 
a carefully specified resin through 
small pipes inserted into the gravel 
pipe bedding. As well as being an 
impermeable geopolymer itself, 
the resin helped consolidate the 
surrounding material, again reducing 
water flow.

Elsewhere on the site, the surface 
above one of these pipe runs settled 
significantly. 

“We did a number of probe tests 
to confirm the depth and extent of 
the problem then injected one of our 
faster-reacting materials into the 
problem zones to control the flow of 
water and remove the presence of 

Far left: 
Dewatering was 
used to sink the 
main shaft
Middle: Main 
work site
Left: A74 trench

softer soils,” says Hadfield.
The overall project Donaldson 

was working on was completed 
successfully.

“We achieved 60mm settlement, 
which was close to our target, levelled 
the ground and reinstated surfaces 
such as the roads,” says Purkis. 
“The movement on the houses was 
closely  monitored and was contained 
within predetermined limits, with 
remediation intervention proving 
unnecessary; indeed, when we turned 
the dewatering off, the houses 
recovered a few millimetres.”

Uretek played a key role in making 
the scheme work, he says.

“Without Uretek, we would have 
had to manage the uncertainty better, 
isolating the dewatering system from 
the houses. We would have needed 
cutoff walls and it would have made 
it a far bigger civil engineering job 
with much higher risk and cost to the 
client.

“Scottish Water might even have 
preferred to rethink the location of 
the pumping station, which would 

have meant significant changes to its 
network.”

Hadfield says Uretek is increasingly 
working in this way – being brought 
in early to help design, shape and 
protect projects, rather than being 
called in, in an emergency when 
something has gone wrong.

“By bringing us in early enough we 
can make a very difficult project more 
achievable,” he says. “

“Anywhere you are expecting a 
building to move downwards it is 
prudent to have us involved.”

Uretek recently completed a time-
saving job on the Crossrail project. 

“We can treat soil so that piles are 
not needed for foundations in some 
projects. We did a job on a workshop 
in Ilford for Crossrail where a new 
roof and crane were being added – 
the piling option was four months but 
we did it in 12 days.”

Elsewhere the company was called 
in to a drain collapse affecting the 
A74 that runs between Celtic Park 
and the Chris Hoy Velodrome in 
Glasgow. 

Uretek treated the ground below 
a newly installed slab so that it 
could take the increased load of the 
strengthened infrastructure.

“The work site was 50m long by 
5m wide, so our trucks parked on the 
side and we only had to get hoses, 
drills and manpower down into the 
trench,” says Hadfield. “We used our 
PowerPile solution to increase the 
strength of the soil to make it suitable 
for our usual injection technique.”

The firm has a supplier that makes 
a family of resins exclusively for 
Uretek, worldwide.

“Material selection changes 
expansion rate, density and speed 
of reaction,” says Hadfield. “To lift 
a heavy structure you need a very 
expansive resin.”

Uretek works in several sectors on 
various types of project. 

“We add value to many schemes 
through the speed and delivery of our 
solutions. Airports, roads and railways 
are increasingly using Uretek to 
deliver fast solutions, reducing project 
costs.” 
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Uretek
Ground Stabilisation
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problems to the built environment, 
the dewatering project was not 
achieving its original aims. Uretek was 
able to adapt its role and solve this 
unforeseen problem.
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surrounding material, again reducing 
water flow.
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to confirm the depth and extent of 
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water and remove the presence of 

Far left: 
Dewatering was 
used to sink the 
main shaft
Middle: Main 
work site
Left: A74 trench

softer soils,” says Hadfield.
The overall project Donaldson 

was working on was completed 
successfully.
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have meant significant changes to its 
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for our usual injection technique.”

The firm has a supplier that makes 
a family of resins exclusively for 
Uretek, worldwide.

“Material selection changes 
expansion rate, density and speed 
of reaction,” says Hadfield. “To lift 
a heavy structure you need a very 
expansive resin.”

Uretek works in several sectors on 
various types of project. 

“We add value to many schemes 
through the speed and delivery of our 
solutions. Airports, roads and railways 
are increasingly using Uretek to 
deliver fast solutions, reducing project 
costs.” 
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Late last year New Civil Engineer, 
in association with Siemens, 
convened a round table looking at 
how the digital railway could be 
implemented.

Fast forward 12 months and the 
round table was repeated to see just how far 
the industry had come.

With £450M set aside in the Autumn 
Statement for digital railway investment, 
this second round table discussion brought 
together innovators from across the industry 
to discuss the current blockers and enablers 
to the delivery of the digital railway.

“From where we were last year, I think 
we have moved forward,” said Siemens 
managing director Paul Copeland. “The 
supply chain has come together. We can 
see that traffic management is being 
implemented, European Train Control 
System (ETCS) is in Thameslink, and 
Crossrail is moving on.

“The digital railway is here, but the main 
line needs to catch up. It is much more 
positive than this time last year.”

The digital rail business case
“The first deployment [of the digital 
railway] is already there with what will go 
into Thameslink,” agreed Digital Railway 
Programme head of ECI programme Stuart 
Calvert. “Thameslink will be world leading 
application of Automatic Train Operating 
(ATO) and ETCS in an urban environment. 
Everyone is looking at it.

“This is a fantastic opportunity to get the 
message into the industry – this is how we 
can do it, this is what we could do –  and 
then find out what the customer actually 
wants on a route by route basis. This will 
drive us [the supply industry] to deliver, 
and how we create the best business case to 
do it, and how to find the money. Then we’ll 
crack on and do it’.”

Digital railway solution does not fit all
Railway Industry Association (RIA) technical 
director David Clarke said there had been 
one big change in the last 12 months. “Last 
year I suspect the digital railway programme 
was a digital railway rollout progressively 
everywhere, with the one ‘full fat’ solution, 
whereas now it looks more like a location- 
appropriate solution.”

“We will never going modernise the 
infrastructure in one go, it will take decades 
to do” added John Martin, director from 
Atkins “Therefore we need to work out how 
we enable and prepare, to ensure we can 
take that step in the future.”

“The digital railway is 
here, but  main line 

needs to catch up

copeland: progress has been positive

keeping the momentum going
London Underground’s Capital programmes 
engineering director George Clark thought 
it was easy to lose momentum across the 
industry “the key thing is there is a path 
that takes you from your Victoria Lines into 
Thameslinks and beyond into the Crossrails 
and so on. That path or strategy is already 
there.

“It is not so much about the technology. 
It’s about getting the requirements right, 
aligning and engaging the supply chain, and 
then the case of that momentum taking it 
forward. Now is the key opportunity for the 
digital railway to keep that momentum.”

Delivering performance above  
everything else
Using Thameslink as an example, David 
Clarke of the RIA thought that by “ekeing 
out the absolute maximum out of the 
infrastructure” by using technology and civil 
engineering was the biggest advance. “The 
integration of the train and the infrastructure 
is working and we didn’t get hung up on the 
huge technical risk.

“Business case driven, thinking about the 
system, having an ambitious specification 
that delivers the business case, not 
underestimating the technical challenges, 
but saying we are going to do them.”

Siemens’ new technology directory 
Mark Ferrer agreed. “It’s the focus on the 
incremental improvement in an integrated 
way. That is the important model.”

culture is holding the industry back
Alstom Signalling head of strategy and 
marketing Christian Fry said that the culture 
of the industry was holding it back “and 
technology was just an excuse”.

“We can’t scrap what we have today. 
We can’t start with a blank sheet of paper 
with the railway industry” agreed Siemens 
technology director Nick Dunne. “We can’t 
move from there.”

Office of Rail and Road head of ERTMS 
Ian Maxwell said it was culture too. “It’s 
very much about a lack of momentum in the 
industry itself and lack of confidence to try 
new things.”

“We need free-thinking engineers from a 
wide range of the industry and in a culture of 
‘can-do’. The industry has created a culture of 
’can’t-do’” added Digital Railway Programme’s 
Calvert. “They need support from the 
innovators from across the industry. It has to 
be a relationship formed from academia and 
business large and small.”

need bravery to introduce innovation
CH2M’s regional business group manager 
transportation Europe Mark Southwell said 
that one of the biggest blockers was the lack 
of bravery within large programmes. “There 
is an adversion to risk. Programme directors 
have a date to deliver something, and it’s 
hard to be brave and bring an innovation in. 
No one wants to fail.”

RIA’s Clarke agreed and added that he 
thought the industry needed centres of 
excellence where innovation could be  
tested safely. “We can have academic and 
industry collaboration, do the perceived 
more risky things, de-risk them and bring 

R E A D  M O R E  D E B A T E S  A T   
N E W C I V I L E N G I N E E R . C O M / N C E - L I V E

calvert: Timing for new ideas is crucial
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engineering director George Clark thought 
it was easy to lose momentum across the 
industry “the key thing is there is a path 
that takes you from your Victoria Lines into 
Thameslinks and beyond into the Crossrails 
and so on. That path or strategy is already 
there.

“It is not so much about the technology. 
It’s about getting the requirements right, 
aligning and engaging the supply chain, and 
then the case of that momentum taking it 
forward. Now is the key opportunity for the 
digital railway to keep that momentum.”
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everything else
Using Thameslink as an example, David 
Clarke of the RIA thought that by “ekeing 
out the absolute maximum out of the 
infrastructure” by using technology and civil 
engineering was the biggest advance. “The 
integration of the train and the infrastructure 
is working and we didn’t get hung up on the 
huge technical risk.

“Business case driven, thinking about the 
system, having an ambitious specification 
that delivers the business case, not 
underestimating the technical challenges, 
but saying we are going to do them.”

Siemens’ new technology directory 
Mark Ferrer agreed. “It’s the focus on the 
incremental improvement in an integrated 
way. That is the important model.”

culture is holding the industry back
Alstom Signalling head of strategy and 
marketing Christian Fry said that the culture 
of the industry was holding it back “and 
technology was just an excuse”.

“We can’t scrap what we have today. 
We can’t start with a blank sheet of paper 
with the railway industry” agreed Siemens 
technology director Nick Dunne. “We can’t 
move from there.”

Office of Rail and Road head of ERTMS 
Ian Maxwell said it was culture too. “It’s 
very much about a lack of momentum in the 
industry itself and lack of confidence to try 
new things.”

“We need free-thinking engineers from a 
wide range of the industry and in a culture of 
‘can-do’. The industry has created a culture of 
’can’t-do’” added Digital Railway Programme’s 
Calvert. “They need support from the 
innovators from across the industry. It has to 
be a relationship formed from academia and 
business large and small.”

need bravery to introduce innovation
CH2M’s regional business group manager 
transportation Europe Mark Southwell said 
that one of the biggest blockers was the lack 
of bravery within large programmes. “There 
is an adversion to risk. Programme directors 
have a date to deliver something, and it’s 
hard to be brave and bring an innovation in. 
No one wants to fail.”

RIA’s Clarke agreed and added that he 
thought the industry needed centres of 
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“We need to get away 
from  the five-year 

planning cycle

“We need free-
thinking engineers 

from a wide range of the 
industry and in a culture of 
‘can-do’

In association with

you put a number to it, it becomes a debate 
around that number and why is it that 
number. The whole management becomes 
focused on delivering that number and not 
on what they are trying to deliver.”

CH2M’s Southwell said the supply chain 
should have a hunger for funding the digital 
railway.  “For efficient effective project 
delivery, however it is funded, you need 
to create a boundary requirement,” added 
Calvert. “It then becomes fundable and 
deliverable, but the industry has not been 
very good a creating the boundary and 
specification for what we really want.

“Trying to do that for a digital railway 
environment is not impossible.”

Chris Binns chief engineer, crossrail
Stuart Calvert head of eci 
programme, Digital railway 
Programme
George Clark engineering director, 
capital programmes, london 
Underground
David Clarke technical director, 
railway industry Association
Paul Copeland managing director, 
Siemens
Philo Daniel head of strategy and 
marketing, ground transportation 
systems, Thales
Nick Dunne director technology, 
Siemens
Mark Ferrer new technology 
director, Siemens
Christian Fry head of strategy and 
marketing, Alstom Signalling
Andy Gordon engineering manager, 
world class capacity, london 
Underground
Mark Hansford editor, new civil 
engineer 
Shelina Hargrove skills and supply 
chain lead, rail digital services, 
Department for Transport
Ian Jones key account manager, 
Siemens
John Martin director, Atkins
Ian Maxwell head of erTMS Office 
of rail and road
Mark Southwell regional business 
group manager transportation, 
europe cH2M
Alexandra Wynne deputy editor, 
new civil engineer

aRoUnD THE TaBlE

Maxwell: lack of momentum in the industry

The next 12 months
Calvert said that a strong message had to 
be delivered “you want this, you have to do 
that” with support from across the industry 
and giving confidence for investment.”

The ECI report, due to be published 
last month “will be about engaging with 
the supply chain, competing for global 
resources, and giving corporates confidence 
to invest. There needs to be a strong 
message which is listened to and acted on.”

The RIA’s Clarke said the key word is 
confidence. “Confidence for the government 
that the industry can deliver; confidence in 
the industry that there is work to deliver, 
and confidence in Network Rail that the 
industry can deliver. It has be an industry 
programme to deliver with that mutual 
confidence.”

Thales head of strategy and marketing, 
ground transportation systems Philo Daniel 
added: “It’s not simple, otherwise it would 
have happened already. It’s not a technology 
issue, otherwise we are always waiting for 
the next best thing, we will never get there.”

Round Table     Rail

them into service.
“Open them up to everyone and you 

can start to de-risk the next generation 
of technology and you suddenly start to 
get the innovation cycles you see in other 
industries.”

Specifying the specifics
Calvert argued that the challenge was to 
change the mind-set of the industry. “If we 
want to get a traffic management system in, 
we think it needs to be the perfect answer 
that does everything, and we are not going 
to commission, implement, test or put it into 
service until it can do all that. But why do that 
if the traffic management layer is non-safety?”

He asked why the industry could not have 
“just have parts of that layer that brings 
customer benefit and interconnect parts of 
it and bring them forward. That is the sort of 
thinking that app developers use.”

Siemens’s Copeland agreed, but said it 
was the specification that needed to be 
less detailed to enable the supply chain to 
innovate. “If we have to work in a regulated 
controlled environment, we get what we ask 
for.”

leaving the five-year planning cycle behind
“We need to get away from the five-year 
planning cycle,” added Siemens’s Dunne. “As 
soon as you complete the planning cycle, 
someone puts a number to it, and as soon as 

Daniel: Technology is not the problem
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Institution of Civil Engineers    Record

Chancellor Philip Ham-
mond heeded the ICE’s 
recommendation to put 
economic growth through 
infrastructure investment in 
November’s Autumn Statement. 

Before the announcement, 
the ICE had used its Autumn 
Statement submission to push 
for a government commitment 
to putting infrastructure 
investment at the heart of 
its post-Brexit economic 
and industrial strategy.  It 
highlighted the positive 
effects that high quality, high 
performing infrastructure 
has on economic growth and 
improved quality of life. 

ICE director general Nick 
Baveystock welcomed the 
prioritisation of infrastructure 
investment. “The chancellor is 
right to make infrastructure’s 
ability to enable economic 
growth and thriving 
communities the main feature of 

Autumn Statement includes growth through infrastructure investment plan.

I n f r a s t r u c t u r e

Chancellor backs ICE call for 
more infrastructure spending

follows the recent publication 
of ICE’s National Needs 
Assessment which looks at the 
UK’s infrastructure needs over 
the next 30 years. 

It says what needs to be 
done now and the decisions 
to be taken to deliver Britain’s 
infrastructure needs until 2050. 
It provides a blueprint for the 
government-backed National 
Infrastructure Commission’s 
own National Infrastructure 
Assessment, due to be 
published in 2018.

Baveystock added:  “The 
ICE headlined that demands 
from population growth, 
demographic changes, climate 
change and economic trends will 
alter how infrastructure is used. 
The new National Productivity 
Investment Fund [announced by 
Hammond] will provide £23bn 
over the next five years into 
housing, transport, digital and 
research and development.”

the autumn statement incorporates recommendations in the Ice’s national needs assessment

engineering challenge: emissions

the Autumn Statement,” he said. 
“Following the 

recommendation made in 
the ICE-led National Needs 
Assessment, the chancellor 
announced that he would 
provide infrastructure targeted 
at unlocking new private 
housebuilding in the areas 
where housing need is greatest. 
This links social and economic 
infrastructure together and 
enables an integrated approach 
to infrastructure delivery that 
will provide places where people 
will want to live and work.”

The ICE’s Autumn Statement 
submission said that in 
particular, during uncertain or 
volatile economic times, clear 
government commitments to UK 
infrastructure investment would 
help provide economic stability, 
enhance productivity, facilitate 
inward investment and drive 
economic growth.

The Autumn Statement 

L o w  c a r b o n 

engineers must 
help with carbon 
reduction

World Energy Council secretary 
general Christoph Frei, was 
due to explain how to finance 
resilient energy infrastructure 
at the ICE’s third MWH Herriot 
Watt University lecture on 
13 December at the ICE’s 
headquarters. 

There has been a fourfold 
increase in extreme weather 
events across the globe over 
the past 30 years, increasing 
pressure on use of water 
in energy production and 
increasing levels of cyber threat. 
All contributing to a new reality 
for the energy sector.

Frei was expected to say: 
“With increasing systems 
integration, resilience is no 
longer just about building 
systems stronger and returning 
single assets to full operation 
after a disruptive event. 

“When interdependent 
systems are blacked out 
by extreme weather or 
cyber-attack, the system as 
a whole is at risk of being 
deadlocked. Black-starting 
capability, decentralised 
decision autonomy and local 
empowerment have become 
key concepts of a new “soft 
resilience” approach as 
opposed to the traditional “hard 
resilience” practice of simply 
building systems stronger.”
l More details about the 
lecture at www.ice.org.uk/
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Daniel: Technology is not the problem
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Chancellor Philip Ham-
mond heeded the ICE’s 
recommendation to put 
economic growth through 
infrastructure investment in 
November’s Autumn Statement. 

Before the announcement, 
the ICE had used its Autumn 
Statement submission to push 
for a government commitment 
to putting infrastructure 
investment at the heart of 
its post-Brexit economic 
and industrial strategy.  It 
highlighted the positive 
effects that high quality, high 
performing infrastructure 
has on economic growth and 
improved quality of life. 

ICE director general Nick 
Baveystock welcomed the 
prioritisation of infrastructure 
investment. “The chancellor is 
right to make infrastructure’s 
ability to enable economic 
growth and thriving 
communities the main feature of 

Autumn Statement includes growth through infrastructure investment plan.

I n f r a s t r u c t u r e

Chancellor backs ICE call for 
more infrastructure spending
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UK’s infrastructure needs over 
the next 30 years. 
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Infrastructure Commission’s 
own National Infrastructure 
Assessment, due to be 
published in 2018.
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Investment Fund [announced by 
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the autumn statement incorporates recommendations in the Ice’s national needs assessment

engineering challenge: emissions

the Autumn Statement,” he said. 
“Following the 

recommendation made in 
the ICE-led National Needs 
Assessment, the chancellor 
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housebuilding in the areas 
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submission said that in 
particular, during uncertain or 
volatile economic times, clear 
government commitments to UK 
infrastructure investment would 
help provide economic stability, 
enhance productivity, facilitate 
inward investment and drive 
economic growth.

The Autumn Statement 

L o w  c a r b o n 

engineers must 
help with carbon 
reduction

World Energy Council secretary 
general Christoph Frei, was 
due to explain how to finance 
resilient energy infrastructure 
at the ICE’s third MWH Herriot 
Watt University lecture on 
13 December at the ICE’s 
headquarters. 

There has been a fourfold 
increase in extreme weather 
events across the globe over 
the past 30 years, increasing 
pressure on use of water 
in energy production and 
increasing levels of cyber threat. 
All contributing to a new reality 
for the energy sector.

Frei was expected to say: 
“With increasing systems 
integration, resilience is no 
longer just about building 
systems stronger and returning 
single assets to full operation 
after a disruptive event. 

“When interdependent 
systems are blacked out 
by extreme weather or 
cyber-attack, the system as 
a whole is at risk of being 
deadlocked. Black-starting 
capability, decentralised 
decision autonomy and local 
empowerment have become 
key concepts of a new “soft 
resilience” approach as 
opposed to the traditional “hard 
resilience” practice of simply 
building systems stronger.”
l More details about the 
lecture at www.ice.org.uk/
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ICE President Tim Broyd began 
his 12 month term with a three 
day trip to Scotland. Among the 
attendees was one of his pres-
idential apprentices, Jonathan 
Smith. 

“I was very lucky to be 
selected for the first trip, so 
enjoyed three wonderful days in 
Glasgow, Stirling and Dundee. It 
was a real eye opener to see 
Tim in action and the warmth 
and regard in which he is 
undoubtedly held,” said Smith, 
a graduate engineer from the 
Newcastle offices of multi-disci-
plinary engineering consultan-
cy, Cundall. “We started the tour 
at the Scottish Exhibition Centre 

where Broyd held a captive audi-
ence with his keynote speech on 
how crucial digital engineering 
is to all our futures, or as he so 
aptly put it – ‘This is where the 
world is going’.”

“We then moved onto the 
Raith Junction – a massive new 
motorway complex which will 
open early next year.

“As I look back on three very 
enjoyable days, the memories 
that have stayed with me are 
the passion and the huge spirit 
of all the engineers I met here. 
In fact I was so taken with the 
whole experience, I’ve already 
asked Tim if I can go on a sec-
ond presidential visit next year.”

President visits Scottish Exhibition Centre  
and Raith Junction, plus Stirling and Dundee 

L a t e s t 

Broyd makes visit to 
Scottish projects

Visit: broyd (centre) 
got a warm welcome 
in scotland

The best infrastructure photos 
from across Wales were unveiled 
at an awards ceremony in 
November by ICE Wales Cymru. 
The winning image was “The 
Lone Examiner” by Robert 
Woods. The image shows a 

Over 12,000 people voted in the 
ICE’s first ever People’s Choice 
Awards, demonstrating that the 
general public is sitting up and 
taking notice of infrastructure 
in their local area. The votes 
will determine the most popular 

civil engineer in orange high 
visibility clothing suspended 
underneath of Britannia Bridge 
in north Wales. Woods won a 
£200 prize and the image will 
be used by ICE Wales Cymru to 
promote civil engineering.

civil engineering project of 
2016. The vote was publicised 
all over the UK in top regional 
media outlets, including the 
Birmingham Post, London Live 
TV, Yorkshire Evening Post and 
Western Mail. 

Ice wales chooses best welsh infrastructure 
photograph to promote civil engineering

I c e

12,000 vote in Ice People’s choice awards, 
showing public interest in civil engineering

winner: Picture of lone inspector on the brittania bridge

Infrastructure: the public voted for its favourite piece of infrastructure

P r o f e s s I o n
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M I D D L e  e a s t  V I e w

Export 
potEntial

With limited 
opportunities back 
home in 2010 due to 
the financial climate, I 
moved to the Middle 
East. My introduction 
to the United Arab 
Emirates (UAE) was 
walking off the plane 
to 45° heat, a telling 
sign that things would 

be different. The first few years catapulted me 
into large infrastructure projects across the Gulf 
Cooperation Council (GCC) region, working on a 
range of mixed-used developments. 

I currently split my time between two major 
projects in Dubai. The first of these projects is 
the Dubai Parks & Resorts Development with 
Phase 1 of the project completed in November. 
The second is a 2,300ha strategic framework 
masterplan, for an area which will be a new 
urban node of Dubai and home to an estimated 
250,000 people by the year 2060. 

For an engineer, the UAE presents a unique 
offering. It has taken impressive strides in the 
last decade, boasting the Burj Khalifa (tallest 
tower in the world), Dubai Canal, Yas Island and 
Abu Dhabi’s Midfield Terminal to name only a 
few major construction projects. 

The UAE’s vision does not stop there, 
with Expo 2020 acting as a catalyst for the 
construction industry. 

Furthermore, Dubai has recently risen in 
PWC’s Innovative Index to 15th place and 
has set up a futures accelerators programme, 
an initiative aimed at connecting the most 
innovative firms globally – all of which have 
raised the UAE’s profile. 

All of this is in the face of recent fiscal 
challenges, with GCC countries adapting to a fall 
in oil prices and governments reaching out to 
markets to raise capital. While this has stunted 

industry growth, I believe this somewhat plays 
into the hands of engineers, as governments 
in the region look to diversify their respective 
economies, creating opportunities downstream. 

As someone who is taking the self-appraisal 
route to Chartership, I have found that the 
local ICE events have been very helpful, 
enabling me to progress my CPD and engage 
with fellow professionals in the region. The 
ICE also facilitates a crucial link to significant 
developments back in the UK, such as the 
National Needs Assessment and advancements 
in Digital Engineering.  

In the UAE, we are starting to see clients 
realising the benefits of chartered status. It is 
now becoming the norm where personnel must 
be chartered as part of contract stipulations, 
something which has not always been the 
case. This has provided incentive for many 
professionals to gain chartership in the UAE, 
with the ICE providing support and guidance.  

I would say, however, that living in the UAE 
has come with tradeoffs. A pint of Guinness will 
set you back £10, which I can only come to terms 
with by being able to drinking it in the sun, a rare 
occurrence at home.

Overall, moving to the Middle East has allowed 
me to gain valuable experience abroad, but the 
highlight so far has been the opportunity to 
engage with a diverse range of people of different 
cultures. 
● Daniel O’Neill is an ICE President’s apprentice 
and a design manager for CH2M in Dubai

Daniel 
o’neill

as New Civil Engineer is now 
published monthly, the names 
of candidates recently awarded 
a professional qualification with 
Ice will only be published online 
at newcivilengineer.com/latest/
icenews. they will no longer be 
published in the print edition.
 
The pass lists will also be published 
on ICE’s website, along with the 
names of all candidates applying for 
professionally qualified membership 
(Bylaw 16). Both can be viewed 
at www.ice.org.uk/bylaw16 under 
“newest qualified member”. Lists will 
remain on the site for 28 days. To 
view lists on the New Civil Engineer 
website, visit newcivilengineer.com/
latest/ice-news

PaSS lIStS, Bylaw 16

M o r e  I c e  n e w s
G O  T O   N E W C I V I L E N G I N E E R . C O M / I C E

“ In the UaE, we are 
starting to see clients 

realising the benefits of 
Chartered Status
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Y o r K s H I r e  V I e w

opportUnitiES 
Up For GraBS

The ICE’s National Needs 
Assessment (NNA), 
launched in October 
this year, highlighted the 
need for investment in 
transport infrastructure 
and housing to enable 
balanced economic 
growth, create thriving 
communities and deliver 
a transition to a low 

carbon future. This infl uential project delivered by 
your institution uses information gathered from 
ICE members and targets decision-makers, and it 
would seem that the government has taken the 
advice on board.

In his Autumn Statement, chancellor Philip 
Hammond – a former transport secretary – 
announced signifi cant investment in housing, 
local and strategic transport, ultra-low emission 
vehicles, digital signalling technology and 
fi bre broadband connections. We cannot 
know whether the statement would have been 
different without the NNA, but the emphasis on 
infrastructure and innovation cannot be entirely 
coincidence. One thing is certain. On top of 
recent announcements about Heathrow and High 
Speed 2, there is a lot of civil engineering to be 
done and we need skilled people to do it. 

While the investment is welcome, these 
projects and initiatives, and the economic 
and social benefi ts they bring can only be 
delivered effectively if we tackle the skills gap. 
Perversely, as the pipeline of work continues 
to grow, recruitment has stalled – attributed in 
part to the uncertainty engendered by Brexit. 
But we cannot afford to stop training the next 
generation of engineers and technicians. Indeed, 
post-Brexit, perhaps without skilled EU workers, 
our need will be greater. The baby boomers 
are now retiring, and we urgently need to 

attract and train a new generation to address 
the shortfall. The recent Farmer Review of the 
construction industry – provocatively entitled 
Modernise or Die  – suggests that our industry 
faces “inexorable decline” unless we take urgent 
action. Fundamentally, this means attracting and 
providing opportunities for trainees at every 
level, building a diverse workforce that is drawn 
from the whole population, regardless of gender, 
ethnicity or any other divisive categorisation, 
and doing it now. 

How do we plug the gap? Technology is 
advancing more rapidly than ever before, 
with new materials, innovative techniques 
and increasing computing power available to 
underpin our ideas and support our creativity 
as engineers. We must embrace innovation and 
digital technologies to drive change, not only 
to increase productivity, but also to enhance 
our attractiveness as a career option for the 
brightest and best. And we need to tell people 
about it. Currently, the public only sees one part 
of the story – the holes in the ground, cranes, 
and construction equipment. How can parents 
and teachers advise young people that civil 
engineering offers a great career opportunity 
if they don’t know what we do? Only we can 
tell them, and we must get into schools, public 
spaces and the media to explain and celebrate 
what we do.

The crux of the matter is that if we want 21st 
century infrastructure, seamlessly integrated by 
the Internet of Things, powered by and powering a 
revolution in engineering data, we need to attract 
and train more engineers. The NNA has provided 
us with opportunities. We can do great things, but 
we don’t shout about them. We can offer fantastic, 
fulfi lling careers, but we don’t shout about those 
either. It is time to start shouting. 
l Penny Marshall is  ICE director for 
Yorkshire & Humber and the North East
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dRillinG SpeCiAliSTS

M & J Drilling has established a reputation
of delivering outstanding service

to its broad client base over the past 34 years.
Operating a fl eet of modern geotechnical drilling rigs 

throughout the United Kingdom.

• Stabilisation of Mine Workings
• Rotary Core Drilling Investigations
• Location & Treatment of Mine Shafts
• Sewer Abandonment Grouting
• Ground Anchors & Soil Nails
• Utility Pipeline Annulus Grouting
• Sonic Rotary Core Drilling
• Ground Source Heating Boreholes
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Training Courses 
 
 

Basic Reinforced Concrete Detailing to EC2 
Cardiff: 25-26 Jan;  Glasgow: 23 Feb (1 Day option) 

 

Design of Retaining Walls to EC7 
 Heathrow: 17 Jan;  Bristol: 22 Feb;  Glasgow: 5 Apr;  Cardiff: 17 May 

 

JCT 2011 Design & Build Contract 
Heathrow: 24-25 Jan 

 

NEC3 – Introduction  
Bristol: 7 Feb;  Glasgow: 20 Apr 

 

Structural Steelwork Awareness 
Cardiff: 19 Jan 

 

Environmental 
Drainage Design (Foul & Surface Water) 

Bristol: 12 Jan;  Glasgow: 2 Feb 
 

Flood Risk Assessments 
Heathrow: 14 Dec;  Belfast: 26 Jan;  Glasgow: 23 Mar 

 

Land Drainage Law for Non Legal Professionals 
Birmingham: 18 Jan;  Cardiff: 22 Mar 

 

Sustainable Development & Sustainable Construction 
Heathrow: 19 Jan 

 
 
 

Health, Safety & Welfare 
Legislation 

 Glasgow: 8 Mar;  Birmingham: 1 Jun 
 

Site & General Safety 
Belfast: 18 Jan;  Bristol: 6 Apr;  Birmingham: 19 Jul 

 

CDM Regs and Compliance – 2015 Overview 
Bristol: 13 Dec;  Glasgow: 18 Jan;  Cardiff: 27 Apr 

 

Highways 
(Endorsed by CIHT for CPD) 

 

Practical Highway Design - Introduction 
Bristol: 8 Dec; Heathrow: 1 Feb;  Cardiff: 22 Jun 

 

Highway Drainage Design 
Cardiff: 14th Dec;  Belfast: 22nd Feb;  Glasgow: 5 Jul   

 

Highway Drainage Construction & Maintenance 
Belfast: 23rd Feb;  Glasgow: 6 Jul 

 

Bills of Quantities for Highway Works 
Bristol: 19 Jan 

 

Highway Law in Development Management 
Manchester: 18 Jan;  Heathrow: 20 Apr;  Birmingham: 18 May 

 
 

        01446 775959/admin@symmonsmadge.co.uk           
                             www.symmonsmadge.co.uk 
 
                        

wATeR jeTTinG

SPECIALIST SUB-CONTRACTOR
HIGH-PRESSURE WATER JETTING

WWW.AQUAFORCEJETTING.CO.UK

01952 201790
info@aquaforcejetting.co.uk
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SMITHS 
of the Forest of Dean Ltd. 
The tank and Drum Experts 

Buy now from stock. 
We’ve a huge choice 
of tanks, drums & 
fittings for fast 
nationwide delivery. 

 Visit www.smdd.co.uk  
 or call on 01594 833308 

TAnk SupplieS

New Civil Engineer Careers attracts 
only the best direct employers:

START YOUR JOURNEY NOW AT

NEWCIVILENGINEERCAREERS.COM

START YOUR JOURNEY NOW AT

NEWCIVILENGINEERCAREERS.COM
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Economy Science and Natural Resources

TECHNICAL PROJECT MANAGER
Permanent Position
Location - QED Centre, Treforest Estate, Pontypridd
£36,000 To £43,950
The project manager will deliver a programme of  key construction, civil engineering and 
infrastructure projects for strategic employment sites and other development projects in line 
with the Department’s priorities, and as part of the Welsh Government’s ‘Programme for 
Government: Taking Wales Forward’.

• Appoint lead and manage project teams and specialist consultants/contractors, as directed.  

• Provide specialist construction and engineering advice to project teams.

• Prepare project briefs specifications and tender enquiry/procurement documents. 

The appointed person will be a member of an appropriate professional body such as the 
R.I.C.S., IoB, ICE, or R.I.B.A.

For information and to apply, visit  
www.gov.wales/recruitment or email SharedServiceHelpdesk@wales.gsi.gov.uk 
or call the Corporate Shared Service Centre on 029 2082 5454.
Closing date: 14.12.2016

The Welsh Government is committed to being a good Equal Opportunities 
Employer.

Need large print, Braille or audio? Call 029 2082 5454

For further information and to  
apply online, please visit:  
www.nhbc-careers.co.uk

Closing date:  
Monday 9 January 2017 

Interviews will be held:  
Week commencing 16 January 2017

A career built on 
NHBC Standards

Everyone wants a great place to live in – here’s your opportunity to play a key role in making sure 
people get exactly that. You’ll enjoy plenty of variety too, not least as you’ll be giving expert 
technical advice and carrying out assessments, as well as reviewing foundation, substructure 
and superstructure designs.

You’ll be working from home, so get ready for real 
flexibility and an excellent work/life balance. What’s 
more, as well as a high level of responsibility and 
autonomy, you’ll have the full support of our 
dedicated management network.

We’re driven by our mission, not by profit, making 
NHBC a very positive place to work. We’re the UK 
market-leader when it comes to making sure that 
new homes are built to high standards and providing 
homebuyers with reassurance and protection.

The UK is seeing a significant increase in the number 
of new homes being built – we’re growing fast and 
the opportunities here are immense. Join us and 
we’ll guarantee constant challenge and ample scope 
to build a career in a refreshingly open, inspiring and 
friendly environment.

We offer a comprehensive employment package in a 
great working environment – including a regional 
salary uplift where applicable, company car, bonus, 
generous pension scheme and contributory private 
healthcare, ongoing training and excellent 
opportunities for career progression.

K568a 11/16

Welcoming Diversity Senior Engineers £42,000 - £50,000
North East, East Anglia, South East, South Coast

Principal Engineer £46,000 - £54,000
South

A Chartered Engineer (MICE or MIStructE) with substantial 

construction industry experience, you have a good 

understanding of the housing and commercial sectors. 

In-depth knowledge of superstructure, foundation and 

geotechnical design is also key, together with first-rate 

communication and presentation skills. In addition to the 

role undertaken by our senior engineers, as a Principal 

Engineer you will be required to provide both technical 

and managerial support, undertake monitoring and 

review reports as well as coaching and mentoring staff.

Senior Geotechnical Engineer
£41,000 - £46,000  
North West 
As a Chartered Professional (MICE, MIStructE, CGeol, 

Chartered Geologist) with substantial construction 

industry experience and comprehensive knowledge of 

UK ground conditions, geotechnical analyses, ground 

remediation techniques including vibro, piling systems 

and designs, slope stability assessments, foundation 

solutions and forensic investigations.
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Trusted recruitment advisors bringing
candidates and organisations together 
to build outstanding careers.

Civil Structural Engineer - Leeds 
£35k to £40k plus benefits
Opportunity for a Civil Structures Engineer 
to work with other designers to deliver 
initial and detailed design stages of 
schemes to time and budget. You will use 
the principles of risk reduction to the 
construction, maintenance and demolition 
stages of schemes. You will work primarily 
on structures renewals but may also work 
on roads renewal, improvement, 
technology, resilience, depot and 
designated fund schemes. 

Senior Infrastructure Engineer - 
Chelmsford 
£65k plus car + benefits
We are working with a national developer 
who have an enviable reputation for 
creating high quality developments & an 
impressive portfolio of schemes throughout 
the UK.  Currently seeking an experienced 
senior engineer as their workload continues 
to increase.  The successful candidate will 
possess excellent management skills, as 
you will be required to oversee consultants 
and assist in their career development.   
Skilled in producing drainage strategies for 
residential developments, with knowledge 
of relevant Sectional Agreements and Flood 
Risk Assessments.  Enthusiasm, flexibility 
and excellent communication skills are 
important as you will represent our client at 
site meetings and ensure schemes are 
delivered within time and budget 
constraints.   

Senior Civil Engineer - Sidcup
£47k to £50k Plus benefits
Exciting opportunity within this highly 
regarded multi-disciplinary firm They are 
seeking a senior engineer to take a lead role 
within their civil/rail team.  Your workload will 
be varied within the transportation sector for 
both road and rail projects. Degree in 
engineering and either MICE or MIStructE or 
working towards.  As your duties will include 
report writing and contract document 
preparation, excellent communication skills 
are vital.  Project experience should include 
road and rail schemes and you will possess a 
good understanding of Rail/LUL procedures.  

Senior Infrastructure Engineer - Redhill
£55k to £65k plus benefits
One of the South East of England’s most 
highly respected and privately owned 
developers is set to appoint a senior 
engineer to join the infrastructure team in 
Redhill.  This is an award winning firm who 
seek candidates with strong technical skills 
to work on a broad range of notable 
residential projects from small to large scale.  
Self-motivation and ambition are essential.  
You will be required to liaise at all levels 
attending site and Local Authority meetings.  
Candidates with minimum of HNC in Civil 
Engineering required, and competency in 
AutoCAD, Windes and PDS would be 
desirable.  This is an excellent opportunity for 
experienced roads and drainage design 
engineers who are seeking to take the next 
step on their career ladder.

Civil Engineer (Airports) - London
£45k to £50k plus
The aviation division of this global 
engineering leader is seeking a candidate 
with experience in infrastructure design for 
airfields. Your project experience will cover 
schemes from concept to completion.  
Attention to detail and a high standard of 
technical ability is required and you will work 
closely with other teams to successfully 
deliver to industry leading clients.  A 
Chartered or near Chartered engineer 
whose expertise should also include 
geometric and pavement design.  Standards 
and design knowledge should include CAA, 
ICAO, DFT and UK airport operator 
standards.  Business development skills 
would be an advantage.

Senior Infrastructure Engineer - London
£55k to £60k plus benefits
This innovative consultancy provides a broad 
spectrum of engineering services.  They seek 
experienced senior engineers who are 
looking for a challenging opportunity which 
will o�er them a clear career path to 
associate.  You will be given autonomy whilst 
heading projects in a variety of sectors from 
concept to completion.  You will have the 
ability to provide support to junior sta� and 
help oversee delivery from the draughting 
team.  Your project experience should 
include roads and drainage design for 
residential, commercial and education 
schemes amongst others, and you will have 
excellent technical and communication skills. 

Find more jobs online at conradconsulting.co.uk

For more information please contact graham@conradconsulting.co.uk
Or, for a confidential chat, call us 8am to 8pm on 020 3159 5387
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Walsh currently has a number of opportunities for graduate 
structural engineers to work in our London offices, near the 
iconic Tower Bridge.

Walsh is one of the top 50 building structures engineering consultancies in the UK. 
Specialising in urban regeneration projects, our current portfolio includes high-rise, 
commercial, mixed-use, retail and education projects - both new build and  
refurbishment. We work with award winning architects and clients on projects in  
London and throughout the UK.
Candidates should have a minimum 2:1 degree, and a keen interest in building structures. 
In return, we provide:
• An approved professional development scheme leading to IStructE/ICE Chartership
• A wide range of high profile, technically challenging projects
• Competitive salary and benefits package
• Excellent opportunities for career progression

To apply, please send your CV and a cover letter to Ian Welsh, Director in charge of 
graduate recruitment:

ian.welsh@walsh.co.uk

We look forward to hearing from you.

Walsh 
32 Lafone Street, London, SE1 2LX

Library of Birmingham

The International Quarter, Stratford

Embassy Gardens, Battersea

The Stage, Shoreditch

www.walsh.co.uk

Walsh currently has a number of opportunities for graduate 
structural engineers to work in our London offices, near the 
iconic Tower Bridge.

Walsh is one of the top 50 building structures engineering consultancies in the UK. 
Specialising in urban regeneration projects, our current portfolio includes high-rise, 
commercial, mixed-use, retail and education projects - both new build and  
refurbishment. We work with award winning architects and clients on projects in  
London and throughout the UK.
Candidates should have a minimum 2:1 degree, and a keen interest in building structures. 
In return, we provide:
• An approved professional development scheme leading to IStructE/ICE Chartership
• A wide range of high profile, technically challenging projects
• Competitive salary and benefits package
• Excellent opportunities for career progression

To apply, please send your CV and a cover letter to Ian Welsh, Director in charge of 
graduate recruitment:

ian.welsh@walsh.co.uk

We look forward to hearing from you.

Walsh 
32 Lafone Street, London, SE1 2LX

Library of Birmingham

The International Quarter, Stratford

Embassy Gardens, Battersea

The Stage, Shoreditch

www.walsh.co.uk

Walsh currently has a number of opportunities to work in our London 
offices, near the iconic Tower bridge.
walsh is one of the top 50 building structures engineering consultancies in the uK. Specialising in urban 
regeneration projects, our current portfolio includes high-rise, commercial, mixed-use, retail and education 
projects - both new build and refurbishment. we work with award winning architects and clients on projects 
in london and throughout the uK.
we are currently seeking the following:
• graduate Structural engineers with a 2:1 degree and a keen interest in building structures.
• infrastructure engineers with experience in development infrastructure and particularly drainage.
• infrastructure Technicians with civils 3d experience.
in return, we provide:
an approved professional development scheme leading to iStructe/ice membership
a wide range of high profile, technically challenging projects
competitive salary and benefits package
excellent opportunities for career progression

To apply, please send your cv and a cover letter to ian welsh, director in charge of graduate recruitment:
ian.welsh@walsh.co.uk

we look forward to hearing from you.

Walsh
32 lafone Street, london, Se1 2lX 
www.walsh.co.uk

An International Contractor seeks to recruit a high calibre professional for the position of COUNTRY MANAGER for its overseas operations in the Middle East:

Position: The successful applicant will be reporting directly to the CEO and will be responsible for managing all operations of the Company within the Branch in coordination with the CEO and 
Group Heads of the Company.

Qualifications and Experience: Applicants should have a Bachelor and/or a Master Degree in Engineering with an overall of 20 years related experience in the construction industry, 
at least 5 years in a similar position and 10 years preferably in the Middle East.

Main Responsibilities:

COUNTRY MANAGER

Candidates should apply in writing transmitting a CV, by the end of December 2016, to:  executiveresumes@hrgroupjob.com
All Applications will be held in strict confidence

•  Enhance Company’s image by enforcing high level of ethical business practices and 
empower client relationships and work to create profitable growth opportunities.

•  Negotiate to achieve agreements of various projects in line with the Company’s activities.
• Responsible for the P&L Management of the Company within the Branch.
•  Discuss all financial matters and controls of the Company and investments to be made with 

the CEO.
• Implement annual budget reports and present them regularly.
•  Coordinate and allocate responsibilities and follow up the activities of the Department 

Managers and Project Directors/ Managers to ensure operational goals are achieved.
•  Develop and implement internal systems for logistics, financial information flows and 

employee development.
•  Review and approve of pre-qualification documents and tenders in coordination with the 

CEO.
• Approve of all payments of the company and cost control.

• Ensure for the implementation of all Company’s Policies and Procedures.
•  Management of execution of works including commitment in preventing pollution and 

implementing safe working practices.
•  Follow up of all projects, review their progress, allocate resources and decide corrective 

actions when necessary.
• A pproval of subcontractors and authorising their payments, as per Company’s Procedures.
• Responsible for the supervision and control of subordinates.
• Identify training needs and ensure adequacy of skills for the subordinates.
•  Discuss and agree matters with the QESH Management Representative and review the 

annual QESH Management System Report.
•  Ensure the overall performance and profitability of the Company within the Branch by 

setting and monitoring key performance targets of the Branch operations.
• Generally, any other duties assigned by the CEO.
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Trusted recruitment advisors bringing
candidates and organisations together 
to build outstanding careers.

Civil Structural Engineer - Leeds 
£35k to £40k plus benefits
Opportunity for a Civil Structures Engineer 
to work with other designers to deliver 
initial and detailed design stages of 
schemes to time and budget. You will use 
the principles of risk reduction to the 
construction, maintenance and demolition 
stages of schemes. You will work primarily 
on structures renewals but may also work 
on roads renewal, improvement, 
technology, resilience, depot and 
designated fund schemes. 

Senior Infrastructure Engineer - 
Chelmsford 
£65k plus car + benefits
We are working with a national developer 
who have an enviable reputation for 
creating high quality developments & an 
impressive portfolio of schemes throughout 
the UK.  Currently seeking an experienced 
senior engineer as their workload continues 
to increase.  The successful candidate will 
possess excellent management skills, as 
you will be required to oversee consultants 
and assist in their career development.   
Skilled in producing drainage strategies for 
residential developments, with knowledge 
of relevant Sectional Agreements and Flood 
Risk Assessments.  Enthusiasm, flexibility 
and excellent communication skills are 
important as you will represent our client at 
site meetings and ensure schemes are 
delivered within time and budget 
constraints.   

Senior Civil Engineer - Sidcup
£47k to £50k Plus benefits
Exciting opportunity within this highly 
regarded multi-disciplinary firm They are 
seeking a senior engineer to take a lead role 
within their civil/rail team.  Your workload will 
be varied within the transportation sector for 
both road and rail projects. Degree in 
engineering and either MICE or MIStructE or 
working towards.  As your duties will include 
report writing and contract document 
preparation, excellent communication skills 
are vital.  Project experience should include 
road and rail schemes and you will possess a 
good understanding of Rail/LUL procedures.  

Senior Infrastructure Engineer - Redhill
£55k to £65k plus benefits
One of the South East of England’s most 
highly respected and privately owned 
developers is set to appoint a senior 
engineer to join the infrastructure team in 
Redhill.  This is an award winning firm who 
seek candidates with strong technical skills 
to work on a broad range of notable 
residential projects from small to large scale.  
Self-motivation and ambition are essential.  
You will be required to liaise at all levels 
attending site and Local Authority meetings.  
Candidates with minimum of HNC in Civil 
Engineering required, and competency in 
AutoCAD, Windes and PDS would be 
desirable.  This is an excellent opportunity for 
experienced roads and drainage design 
engineers who are seeking to take the next 
step on their career ladder.

Civil Engineer (Airports) - London
£45k to £50k plus
The aviation division of this global 
engineering leader is seeking a candidate 
with experience in infrastructure design for 
airfields. Your project experience will cover 
schemes from concept to completion.  
Attention to detail and a high standard of 
technical ability is required and you will work 
closely with other teams to successfully 
deliver to industry leading clients.  A 
Chartered or near Chartered engineer 
whose expertise should also include 
geometric and pavement design.  Standards 
and design knowledge should include CAA, 
ICAO, DFT and UK airport operator 
standards.  Business development skills 
would be an advantage.

Senior Infrastructure Engineer - London
£55k to £60k plus benefits
This innovative consultancy provides a broad 
spectrum of engineering services.  They seek 
experienced senior engineers who are 
looking for a challenging opportunity which 
will o�er them a clear career path to 
associate.  You will be given autonomy whilst 
heading projects in a variety of sectors from 
concept to completion.  You will have the 
ability to provide support to junior sta� and 
help oversee delivery from the draughting 
team.  Your project experience should 
include roads and drainage design for 
residential, commercial and education 
schemes amongst others, and you will have 
excellent technical and communication skills. 

Find more jobs online at conradconsulting.co.uk

For more information please contact graham@conradconsulting.co.uk
Or, for a confidential chat, call us 8am to 8pm on 020 3159 5387
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Walsh currently has a number of opportunities for graduate 
structural engineers to work in our London offices, near the 
iconic Tower Bridge.

Walsh is one of the top 50 building structures engineering consultancies in the UK. 
Specialising in urban regeneration projects, our current portfolio includes high-rise, 
commercial, mixed-use, retail and education projects - both new build and  
refurbishment. We work with award winning architects and clients on projects in  
London and throughout the UK.
Candidates should have a minimum 2:1 degree, and a keen interest in building structures. 
In return, we provide:
• An approved professional development scheme leading to IStructE/ICE Chartership
• A wide range of high profile, technically challenging projects
• Competitive salary and benefits package
• Excellent opportunities for career progression

To apply, please send your CV and a cover letter to Ian Welsh, Director in charge of 
graduate recruitment:

ian.welsh@walsh.co.uk

We look forward to hearing from you.

Walsh 
32 Lafone Street, London, SE1 2LX

Library of Birmingham

The International Quarter, Stratford

Embassy Gardens, Battersea

The Stage, Shoreditch

www.walsh.co.uk

Walsh currently has a number of opportunities for graduate 
structural engineers to work in our London offices, near the 
iconic Tower Bridge.

Walsh is one of the top 50 building structures engineering consultancies in the UK. 
Specialising in urban regeneration projects, our current portfolio includes high-rise, 
commercial, mixed-use, retail and education projects - both new build and  
refurbishment. We work with award winning architects and clients on projects in  
London and throughout the UK.
Candidates should have a minimum 2:1 degree, and a keen interest in building structures. 
In return, we provide:
• An approved professional development scheme leading to IStructE/ICE Chartership
• A wide range of high profile, technically challenging projects
• Competitive salary and benefits package
• Excellent opportunities for career progression

To apply, please send your CV and a cover letter to Ian Welsh, Director in charge of 
graduate recruitment:

ian.welsh@walsh.co.uk

We look forward to hearing from you.

Walsh 
32 Lafone Street, London, SE1 2LX

Library of Birmingham

The International Quarter, Stratford

Embassy Gardens, Battersea

The Stage, Shoreditch

www.walsh.co.uk

Walsh currently has a number of opportunities to work in our London 
offices, near the iconic Tower bridge.
walsh is one of the top 50 building structures engineering consultancies in the uK. Specialising in urban 
regeneration projects, our current portfolio includes high-rise, commercial, mixed-use, retail and education 
projects - both new build and refurbishment. we work with award winning architects and clients on projects 
in london and throughout the uK.
we are currently seeking the following:
• graduate Structural engineers with a 2:1 degree and a keen interest in building structures.
• infrastructure engineers with experience in development infrastructure and particularly drainage.
• infrastructure Technicians with civils 3d experience.
in return, we provide:
an approved professional development scheme leading to iStructe/ice membership
a wide range of high profile, technically challenging projects
competitive salary and benefits package
excellent opportunities for career progression

To apply, please send your cv and a cover letter to ian welsh, director in charge of graduate recruitment:
ian.welsh@walsh.co.uk

we look forward to hearing from you.

Walsh
32 lafone Street, london, Se1 2lX 
www.walsh.co.uk

An International Contractor seeks to recruit a high calibre professional for the position of COUNTRY MANAGER for its overseas operations in the Middle East:

Position: The successful applicant will be reporting directly to the CEO and will be responsible for managing all operations of the Company within the Branch in coordination with the CEO and 
Group Heads of the Company.

Qualifications and Experience: Applicants should have a Bachelor and/or a Master Degree in Engineering with an overall of 20 years related experience in the construction industry, 
at least 5 years in a similar position and 10 years preferably in the Middle East.

Main Responsibilities:

COUNTRY MANAGER

Candidates should apply in writing transmitting a CV, by the end of December 2016, to:  executiveresumes@hrgroupjob.com
All Applications will be held in strict confidence

•  Enhance Company’s image by enforcing high level of ethical business practices and 
empower client relationships and work to create profitable growth opportunities.

•  Negotiate to achieve agreements of various projects in line with the Company’s activities.
• Responsible for the P&L Management of the Company within the Branch.
•  Discuss all financial matters and controls of the Company and investments to be made with 

the CEO.
• Implement annual budget reports and present them regularly.
•  Coordinate and allocate responsibilities and follow up the activities of the Department 

Managers and Project Directors/ Managers to ensure operational goals are achieved.
•  Develop and implement internal systems for logistics, financial information flows and 

employee development.
•  Review and approve of pre-qualification documents and tenders in coordination with the 

CEO.
• Approve of all payments of the company and cost control.

• Ensure for the implementation of all Company’s Policies and Procedures.
•  Management of execution of works including commitment in preventing pollution and 

implementing safe working practices.
•  Follow up of all projects, review their progress, allocate resources and decide corrective 

actions when necessary.
• A pproval of subcontractors and authorising their payments, as per Company’s Procedures.
• Responsible for the supervision and control of subordinates.
• Identify training needs and ensure adequacy of skills for the subordinates.
•  Discuss and agree matters with the QESH Management Representative and review the 

annual QESH Management System Report.
•  Ensure the overall performance and profitability of the Company within the Branch by 

setting and monitoring key performance targets of the Branch operations.
• Generally, any other duties assigned by the CEO.
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YOTTA EXPANDS ITS 
ASSET MANAGEMENT 
CONSULTANCY
Yotta is dedicated to applying 
technology to the advancement 
of infrastructure asset 
management. The highway 
infrastructure represents 
the largest capital asset that 
the public sector holds. Our 
consultants deliver quality 
advice, support, training and 
solutions tailored to each 
Client’s local requirements. They 
are excellent communicators 
with in-depth experience of 
highways infrastructure asset 
management, ISO55000 and 
the latest industry guidance.

For full details and to apply to any of these vacancies, please visit our website: 
www.yotta.co.uk/careers/current-opportunities/ or call Carys Hughes on 01926 319600

PRINCIPAL PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 
CONSULTANT / SENIOR PROFESSIONAL 
SERVICES CONSULTANT / 
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES CONSULTANT
These roles require experienced highways asset 
management consultants with the expertise to 
implement, review and develop strategic asset 
management consultancy to the highways market. 
You will need to be self-motivated with the drive 
to succeed in a vibrant and dynamic environment; 
able to demonstrate an excellent balance of 
technical ability with strong communication skills.

PRODUCT SPECIALIST 
Primarily working with our Mayrise application 
suite, which provides asset management 
operational tools for Highways, Street Lighting, 
Street Works and Environmental Services 
including Waste Management and Grounds, you 
will be expected to provide consultancy, both 
operational and technical, onsite and field based 
training and to attend and contribute to relevant 
technical steering groups and seminars. We would 
welcome applicants with experience from any of 
the different disciplines.
Yotta offers excellent benefits, competitive 
salary and fantastic opportunities for personal 
development.

Yotta Recruitment Ad_NCE 91x110mm.indd   1 24/11/2016   14:01

Project manager 

RPS lead the way in multidisciplinary engineering, environmental, project communications 
and project management consultancy.  We work on the most stimulating and challenging 
projects delivering Ireland’s infrastructure and we are advancing into the UK markets, 
where we are active on a number of impressive ventures. 

We are currently recruiting a Site based Project Manager to join the Employer’s 
Representatives project team for a significant civil engineering and remediation NEC 
Option C Target Cost Contract in the Cork Area.

Key Requirements:

 • Chartered status or equivalent with management experience
 •  Hold a current certificate as an accredited (ICE) NEC3 ECC Project Manager on or 

before commencement of site works
 •  Ideally, a minimum of 15 years experience delivering large scale civil engineering 

contracts (minimum value €10M) including 7 years NEC3 contract experience 
including successful delivery of minimum two (2No.) projects of similar scale /
complexity in an NEC PM role, with specific experience of setting target cost, open 
book contract management, risk management (early warning systems), NEC 
contract administration software etc.

 • Strong track record in service delivery
 • Highly motivated

Duties and Responsibilities:

 •  Perform the duties of the NEC Project Manager in accordance with the NEC 
Conditions of Contract

 •  Coordinate the administration of the Contract in conjunction with the Supervisor
 •  Implement NEC best practices on the Contract and comply with all internal systems
 •  Provide leadership in setting and implementing technical and quality compliance

Duration: The successful candidate will be appointed for the duration of the contract 
which is expected to be approximately 18 months commencing in January 2017.

RPS do not require assistance from Agencies at this time

Closing Date: 18th December 2016

Please e-mail CVs to judit.lakatos@rpsgroup.com

T o  a d v e r T i s e  i n  T h e  n e x T  i s s u e  o f  n e w  C i v i l  e n g i n e e r  p l e a s e  C o n T a C T  
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www.menasaandpartners.com

Searching Executi ve Talent Globally

We have a wide variety of Internati onal vacancies available so if you are seeking your next overseas assignment 
please email info@menasaandpartners.com for a confi denti al discussion.

Middle East

TECHNICAL DIRECTOR – DRAINAGE
Qatar
£110k - £120k pa TAX-FREE

A leading engineering consultancy is seeking a 
Chartered Technical Director, Drainage, to play 
a key role in the delivery of numerous Drainage 
and Surface Water schemes relati ng to large-scale 
Infrastructure projects in Qatar. You must be 
degree qualifi ed, Chartered and have 20+ years’ 
post graduate experience in the detailed design 
and design review of Drainage and Surface Water 
schemes relati ng to Infrastructure projects. Previous 
experience in client-facing positi ons are preferred.
gareth@menasaandpartners.com

CONSTRUCTION DIRECTOR
Qatar
£150k pa TAX-FREE + Expat Bens

One of the leading and globally recognised 
constructi on organisati ons is seeking a Chartered 
Constructi on Director to manage a $multi -billion 
infrastructure project within the region. The 
positi on requires an expert in managing large scale 
infrastructure projects including roads, highways 
and drainage systems. Ability to lead and deliver 
all technical and commercial aspects of the project 
including constructi on and procurement processes 
is essenti al. You must be degree qualifi ed with 20+ 
years’ post graduate experience from a consulti ng or 
contracti ng background. Arabic speakers preferred.
veema@menasaandpartners.com 

LEAD QS 
Qatar/Indonesia 
£90k - £95k pa TAX-FREE + Expat Bens

An internati onal engineering consultancy is 
urgently seeking a Lead QS with extensive claims 
management experience to join their team on a 
Rail programme. Client side experience is essenti al 
and requires an individual who is proacti ve with the 
ability to ensure contracts are being met and monitor 
costs. You must hold a degree in Civil Engineering, 
Chartered status is highly preferred, with a minimum 
of 12 years’ experience with previous projects to 
include rail programmes.
veema@menasaandpartners.com

Middle East Middle East

BUSINESS LEADERS – RAIL
Singapore & Indonesia
£120k - £140k + Expat Bens

Required for internati onal engineering consultancy 
groups. These roles will take on the mantle of Project 
Director for acti ve projects in Southeast Asia whilst 
also identi fying new prospects across Metro-Rail, 
Light-Rail, High-Speed Rail and other similar projects 
in the region. You must have a proven track record 
of winning and leading projects for design and 
constructi on supervision acti viti es, ideally within 
Southeast Asia.

jon@menasaandpartners.com

RAIL SYSTEMS SPECIALISTS
Indonesia/Malaysia/Singapore
c. £100k - £140k + Expat Bens

Opportuniti es available in Indonesia, Malaysia 
and Singapore. Working for a leading engineering 
consultancy, you will lead design and constructi on 
supervision acti viti es for rail systems such as train 
control, signalling, communicati ons, power and 
rolling stock associated systems for Metro and 
Light-Rail projects. You will need to be comfortable 
with client-facing duti es and working to dynamic, 
fast-paced Southeast Asia ti melines.

jon@menasaandpartners.com

DESIGN LEADERS – HIGHSPEED RAIL
Malaysia/Singapore
£Negoti able

Seeking applicati ons to join High-Speed Rail projects 
commencing in Q1 2017. You will ideally have 10+ 
years’ relevant experience in either civil & structural 
or systems (e.g. communicati ons, train control, 
tracti on power) engineering for transport projects, 
which includes experience on previous High-Speed 
Rail projects. Candidates with Southeast Asia 
experienced preferred, though not essenti al.

jon@menasaandpartners.com

SE AsiaMiddle East

COUNTRY MANAGER - INFRA 
Tanzania
£90k - £100k pa TAX-FREE + Expat Bens

A large European engineering consultancy seeks 
a qualifi ed and experienced Civil Engineer with 
experience of managing a large consultancy 
offi  ce. The role involves managing the Tanzanian 
operati ons, overseeing projects (which include 
transportati on, water and social engineering), 
business development, preparing tenders and report 
into the main offi  ce Nairobi. You should have at least 
20 years’ experience, 5 years in a similar role, and 
have knowledge of the Eastern African region. 
james@menasaandpartners.com

TEAM LEADER - HYDRO
Pakistan/Ethiopia/Lesotho
£90k - £100k pa TAX-FREE + Expat Bens

A large European engineering consultancy is seeking 
a Hydro Power Engineer for Team Leader acti viti es 
for the project management & constructi on 
supervision of a Hydro Power Rehabilitati on project 
in Pakistan as well as other Dam projects. You must 
be degree qualifi ed (Mechanical, Electrical, Civil) with 
MSc being advantageous and possess over 20 years’ 
experience with 15 years in Rehabilitati on Design 
Acti viti es. Must be English speaking and possess 
previous experience working in the region. 

james@menasaandpartners.com

TEAM LEADERS - WATER
Sub-Saharan Africa & Eastern Europe 
£80k - £100k pa TAX-FREE + Expat Bens

Leading internati onal engineering consultancies seek 
degree qualifi ed Chartered Civil Engineers looking 
to work in Sub Saharan Africa or Eastern Europe 
as Team Leaders. You should have prior working 
experience on Internati onal Development Financed 
projects such as KfW/WB/AfDB/EU on either Potable 
Water schemes or Wastewater/Water Resources 
projects. Prior programme management experience 
would be benefi cial.

ed@menasaandpartners.com

Rest of World
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YOTTA EXPANDS ITS 
ASSET MANAGEMENT 
CONSULTANCY
Yotta is dedicated to applying 
technology to the advancement 
of infrastructure asset 
management. The highway 
infrastructure represents 
the largest capital asset that 
the public sector holds. Our 
consultants deliver quality 
advice, support, training and 
solutions tailored to each 
Client’s local requirements. They 
are excellent communicators 
with in-depth experience of 
highways infrastructure asset 
management, ISO55000 and 
the latest industry guidance.

For full details and to apply to any of these vacancies, please visit our website: 
www.yotta.co.uk/careers/current-opportunities/ or call Carys Hughes on 01926 319600

PRINCIPAL PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 
CONSULTANT / SENIOR PROFESSIONAL 
SERVICES CONSULTANT / 
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES CONSULTANT
These roles require experienced highways asset 
management consultants with the expertise to 
implement, review and develop strategic asset 
management consultancy to the highways market. 
You will need to be self-motivated with the drive 
to succeed in a vibrant and dynamic environment; 
able to demonstrate an excellent balance of 
technical ability with strong communication skills.

PRODUCT SPECIALIST 
Primarily working with our Mayrise application 
suite, which provides asset management 
operational tools for Highways, Street Lighting, 
Street Works and Environmental Services 
including Waste Management and Grounds, you 
will be expected to provide consultancy, both 
operational and technical, onsite and field based 
training and to attend and contribute to relevant 
technical steering groups and seminars. We would 
welcome applicants with experience from any of 
the different disciplines.
Yotta offers excellent benefits, competitive 
salary and fantastic opportunities for personal 
development.

Yotta Recruitment Ad_NCE 91x110mm.indd   1 24/11/2016   14:01

Project manager 

RPS lead the way in multidisciplinary engineering, environmental, project communications 
and project management consultancy.  We work on the most stimulating and challenging 
projects delivering Ireland’s infrastructure and we are advancing into the UK markets, 
where we are active on a number of impressive ventures. 

We are currently recruiting a Site based Project Manager to join the Employer’s 
Representatives project team for a significant civil engineering and remediation NEC 
Option C Target Cost Contract in the Cork Area.

Key Requirements:

 • Chartered status or equivalent with management experience
 •  Hold a current certificate as an accredited (ICE) NEC3 ECC Project Manager on or 

before commencement of site works
 •  Ideally, a minimum of 15 years experience delivering large scale civil engineering 

contracts (minimum value €10M) including 7 years NEC3 contract experience 
including successful delivery of minimum two (2No.) projects of similar scale /
complexity in an NEC PM role, with specific experience of setting target cost, open 
book contract management, risk management (early warning systems), NEC 
contract administration software etc.

 • Strong track record in service delivery
 • Highly motivated

Duties and Responsibilities:

 •  Perform the duties of the NEC Project Manager in accordance with the NEC 
Conditions of Contract

 •  Coordinate the administration of the Contract in conjunction with the Supervisor
 •  Implement NEC best practices on the Contract and comply with all internal systems
 •  Provide leadership in setting and implementing technical and quality compliance

Duration: The successful candidate will be appointed for the duration of the contract 
which is expected to be approximately 18 months commencing in January 2017.

RPS do not require assistance from Agencies at this time

Closing Date: 18th December 2016

Please e-mail CVs to judit.lakatos@rpsgroup.com
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www.menasaandpartners.com

Searching Executi ve Talent Globally

We have a wide variety of Internati onal vacancies available so if you are seeking your next overseas assignment 
please email info@menasaandpartners.com for a confi denti al discussion.

Middle East

TECHNICAL DIRECTOR – DRAINAGE
Qatar
£110k - £120k pa TAX-FREE

A leading engineering consultancy is seeking a 
Chartered Technical Director, Drainage, to play 
a key role in the delivery of numerous Drainage 
and Surface Water schemes relati ng to large-scale 
Infrastructure projects in Qatar. You must be 
degree qualifi ed, Chartered and have 20+ years’ 
post graduate experience in the detailed design 
and design review of Drainage and Surface Water 
schemes relati ng to Infrastructure projects. Previous 
experience in client-facing positi ons are preferred.
gareth@menasaandpartners.com

CONSTRUCTION DIRECTOR
Qatar
£150k pa TAX-FREE + Expat Bens

One of the leading and globally recognised 
constructi on organisati ons is seeking a Chartered 
Constructi on Director to manage a $multi -billion 
infrastructure project within the region. The 
positi on requires an expert in managing large scale 
infrastructure projects including roads, highways 
and drainage systems. Ability to lead and deliver 
all technical and commercial aspects of the project 
including constructi on and procurement processes 
is essenti al. You must be degree qualifi ed with 20+ 
years’ post graduate experience from a consulti ng or 
contracti ng background. Arabic speakers preferred.
veema@menasaandpartners.com 

LEAD QS 
Qatar/Indonesia 
£90k - £95k pa TAX-FREE + Expat Bens

An internati onal engineering consultancy is 
urgently seeking a Lead QS with extensive claims 
management experience to join their team on a 
Rail programme. Client side experience is essenti al 
and requires an individual who is proacti ve with the 
ability to ensure contracts are being met and monitor 
costs. You must hold a degree in Civil Engineering, 
Chartered status is highly preferred, with a minimum 
of 12 years’ experience with previous projects to 
include rail programmes.
veema@menasaandpartners.com

Middle East Middle East

BUSINESS LEADERS – RAIL
Singapore & Indonesia
£120k - £140k + Expat Bens

Required for internati onal engineering consultancy 
groups. These roles will take on the mantle of Project 
Director for acti ve projects in Southeast Asia whilst 
also identi fying new prospects across Metro-Rail, 
Light-Rail, High-Speed Rail and other similar projects 
in the region. You must have a proven track record 
of winning and leading projects for design and 
constructi on supervision acti viti es, ideally within 
Southeast Asia.

jon@menasaandpartners.com

RAIL SYSTEMS SPECIALISTS
Indonesia/Malaysia/Singapore
c. £100k - £140k + Expat Bens

Opportuniti es available in Indonesia, Malaysia 
and Singapore. Working for a leading engineering 
consultancy, you will lead design and constructi on 
supervision acti viti es for rail systems such as train 
control, signalling, communicati ons, power and 
rolling stock associated systems for Metro and 
Light-Rail projects. You will need to be comfortable 
with client-facing duti es and working to dynamic, 
fast-paced Southeast Asia ti melines.

jon@menasaandpartners.com

DESIGN LEADERS – HIGHSPEED RAIL
Malaysia/Singapore
£Negoti able

Seeking applicati ons to join High-Speed Rail projects 
commencing in Q1 2017. You will ideally have 10+ 
years’ relevant experience in either civil & structural 
or systems (e.g. communicati ons, train control, 
tracti on power) engineering for transport projects, 
which includes experience on previous High-Speed 
Rail projects. Candidates with Southeast Asia 
experienced preferred, though not essenti al.

jon@menasaandpartners.com

SE AsiaMiddle East

COUNTRY MANAGER - INFRA 
Tanzania
£90k - £100k pa TAX-FREE + Expat Bens

A large European engineering consultancy seeks 
a qualifi ed and experienced Civil Engineer with 
experience of managing a large consultancy 
offi  ce. The role involves managing the Tanzanian 
operati ons, overseeing projects (which include 
transportati on, water and social engineering), 
business development, preparing tenders and report 
into the main offi  ce Nairobi. You should have at least 
20 years’ experience, 5 years in a similar role, and 
have knowledge of the Eastern African region. 
james@menasaandpartners.com

TEAM LEADER - HYDRO
Pakistan/Ethiopia/Lesotho
£90k - £100k pa TAX-FREE + Expat Bens

A large European engineering consultancy is seeking 
a Hydro Power Engineer for Team Leader acti viti es 
for the project management & constructi on 
supervision of a Hydro Power Rehabilitati on project 
in Pakistan as well as other Dam projects. You must 
be degree qualifi ed (Mechanical, Electrical, Civil) with 
MSc being advantageous and possess over 20 years’ 
experience with 15 years in Rehabilitati on Design 
Acti viti es. Must be English speaking and possess 
previous experience working in the region. 

james@menasaandpartners.com

TEAM LEADERS - WATER
Sub-Saharan Africa & Eastern Europe 
£80k - £100k pa TAX-FREE + Expat Bens

Leading internati onal engineering consultancies seek 
degree qualifi ed Chartered Civil Engineers looking 
to work in Sub Saharan Africa or Eastern Europe 
as Team Leaders. You should have prior working 
experience on Internati onal Development Financed 
projects such as KfW/WB/AfDB/EU on either Potable 
Water schemes or Wastewater/Water Resources 
projects. Prior programme management experience 
would be benefi cial.

ed@menasaandpartners.com

Rest of World




